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THE VORTEX

A True Story of History’s Deadliest Storm, An Unspeakable
War, and Liberation
By Scott Carney and Jason Miklian

NA

March 2022 / Ecco (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Denise Oswald
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

India (HarperCollins India)

The deadliest storm in history ripped Pakistan in two & led the world to the brink of
nuclear war when American and Soviet forces converged in the Bay of Bengal
In November 1970, a storm set a collision course with the most densely populated
coastline on Earth. Over the course of just a few hours, the Great Bhola Cyclone
would kill 500,000 people and begin a chain reaction of turmoil, genocide, and war.
The Vortex is the dramatic story of how that storm sparked a country to revolution.
Bhola made landfall during a fragile time, when Pakistan was on the brink of a
historic election. The fallout ignited a conflagration of political intrigue, corruption, violence, idealism, and bravery that played out in the lives of tens of millions
of Bangladeshis. Authors Scott Carney and Jason Miklian take us deep into the
story of the cyclone and its aftermath, told through the eyes of the men and women
who lived through it, including the infamous president of Pakistan, General Yahya
Khan, and his close friend Richard Nixon; American expats Jon and Candy Rhode;
soccer star-turned-soldier Hafiz Uddin Ahmad; and a young Bengali revolutionary,
Mohammed Hai. Thrillingly paced and written with incredible detail, The Vortex is
not just a story about the painful birth of a new nation but also a universal tale of
resilience and liberation in the face of climate emergency that affects every single
person on the planet.
Scott Carney is an investigative journalist and anthropologist, as well as the author
of the New York Times bestseller What Doesn’t Kill Us.
Jason Miklian, PhD, is an assistant professor at the Centre for Development and
the Environment at the University of Oslo.
STARRED REVIEW, KIRKUS
“A riveting, page-turning story of human devastation, political corruption, and individual bravery as well as a cautionary tale with universal relevance. . . . To those who
may feel complacent about what happened a half-century ago in a relatively obscure
part of the world, Carney and Miklian deliver a stark warning. . . . A powerful,
timely exploration of an environmental and political tragedy.”

“A persuasive case that as climate change produces more frequent and deadlier
storms, the world faces ‘an increasing likelihood of selective genocide and even
global international war.’ Shot through with colorful character sketches and lucid
explanations of South Asian politics, this is an urgent warning about the links
between global warming and geopolitical turmoil.” —Publishers Weekly
“A riveting journey into the deadliest storm ever. They reveal not only the devastating human toll but also how it triggered a horrific genocide and war. In the absence of meaningful climate action, climate disasters threaten to increasingly force
humans into conflict, making The Vortex an urgent wake-up call for our shared
global future.” —Michael E. Mann, Distinguished Professor of Atmospheric
Science, Penn State University and author of The New Climate War
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THE IMPOSTER’S WAR

he Press, Propaganda, and the Newsman Who Battled for
the Minds of America
By Mark Arsenault

NA

April 2022 / Pegasus / US Editor: Jessica Case
Final PDF Available
The shocking history of the espionage and infiltration of American media during
WWI and the man who exposed it. A man who was not who he seemed...
Russia was not the first foreign power to influence American popular opinion from
the inside. In the lead-up to America’s entry into the First World War, Germany
spent the modern equivalent of one billion dollars to infiltrate American media,
industry, and government in order to undermine the supply chain of the Allied
forces. If not for the ceaseless activity of John Revelstoke Rathom, editor of the
scrappy Providence Journal, America may have remained committed to its position
of neutrality.
But John Rathom was not his real name. And his many acts of journalistic heroism,
which he recounted on nationwide speaking tours to rapt audiences, never happened. Who then was this great, beloved, and ultimately tragic imposter? In The
Imposter’s War, Mark Arsenault unearths the truth about Rathom’s origins and revisits a surreal and too-little-known passage in American history that reverbrates today.
The legend of John Rathom encompasses the propaganda battle that set the US on
a course for war. He rose within the editorial ranks, surviving romantic scandals
and combating rivals, eventually transitioning from an editor to a de facto spy with
Great Britain. He brought to light the Huerta plot (in which Germany offered an
alliance to Mexico, promising them the arms necessary to retake territory lost in the
Mexican-American War) and helped to upend labor strikes organized by German
agents to shut down American industry. But Rathom was eventually brought low,
by an up-and-coming Franklin D. Roosevelt, when he embarrassed the US Navy
with coverage of a sex scandal. Arsenault tracks the rise and fall of this enigmatic figure, while providing the rich and fascinating context of Germany’s acts of subterfuge
and the early years of World War I. The Imposter’s War is a riveting and spellbinding
narrative a flawed man who nevertheless changed the course of history.
Mark Arsenault is a Boston Globe investigative reporter and a writer on the Globe’s
award-winning Spotlight team, the most recognizable and prestigious investigative
print platform in the country.

STARRED REVIEW, PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY
“In this superb debut, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Arsenault tells the stranger-than-fiction story of the efforts of John Rathom (1868–1923), the Australian-born editor of the Providence Journal, to shift American attitudes toward
involvement in WWI. His eye-opening account, which also covers a Navy scandal
that could have derailed FDR’s political career, is a valuable look at both the ethics
of journalism that prioritizes the ends over the means and century-old antecedents
for foreign propaganda disseminated as part of a sophisticated scheme. Enthralling.”
“World War I German skulduggery combined with the biography of a flamboyant
newspaper editor who trumpeted it. John Rathom (1868-1923) became famous,
but Arsenault’s research reveals him as a fraud. Rathom was quickly forgotten, but
Arsenault does readers a favor by reviving his memory.”—Kirkus Reviews
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A SPY IN PLAIN SIGHT

The Inside Story of the FBI and Robert Hanssen—America’s
Most Damaging Russian Spy
By Lis Wiehl

NA

May 2022 / Pegasus / US Editor: Jessica Case
Final PDF Available
A legal analyst for NPR, NBC, and CNN, delves into the facts surrounding what
has been called the “worst intelligence disaster in U.S. history”: the case of Robert
Hanssen—a Russian spy who was embedded in the FBI for two decades.
As a federal prosecutor and the daughter of an FBI agent, Wiehl has an inside
perspective. She brings her experience and the ingrained lessons of her upraising
to bear on her remarkable exploration of the case, interviewing numerous FBI and
CIA agents both past and present as well as the individuals closest to Hanssen. She
speaks with his brother-in-law, his oldest and best friend, and even his psychiatrist.
In all her conversations, Wiehl is trying to figure out how he did it—and at what
cost. But she also pursues questions urgently relevant to our national security today.
Could there be another spy in the system? Could the presence of a spy be an even
greater threat now than ever before, with the greater prominence cyber security has
taken in recent years? Wiehl explores the mechanisms and politics of our national
security apparatus and how they make us vulnerable to precisely this kind of threat.
Wiehl grew up among the same people with whom Hanssen ingratiated himself,
and she has spent her career trying to find the truth within fractious legal and political conflicts. A Spy in Plain Sight reflects on the deeply sown divisions and paranoias
of our present day and provides an unparalleled view into the functioning of the
FBI, and will stand alongside pillars of the genre like Killers of the Flower Moon, The
Spy and the Traitor, and No Place to Hide.
Lis Wiehl is one of the nation’s most prominent trial lawyers and highly regarded
commentators. She is a regular commentator for CNN and also appears often on
CBS, NPR, and other news outlets. For fifteen years, she was a legal analyst and
reporter on the Fox News Channel. Wiehl also served as a legal analyst and reporter
for NBC News and NPR’s All Things Considered. Before that, Wiehl served as a Federal Prosecutor in the United States Attorney’s office. Wiehl earned her Juris Doctor
from Harvard Law School and her Master of Arts in Literature from the University
of Queensland. Wiehl is also the author of over nineteen books.

STARRED REVIEW, Kirkus
“Perhaps the best of the many books on Robert Hanssen (b. 1944), the agent who,
for more than 20 years, sold American secrets to Russia. The daughter of an FBI
agent, Wiehl, a former federal prosecutor and legal analyst for a variety of networks, delivers a fine account that will make readers squirm but not put it down.
The author does not take the easy route by assuming that the FBI was staffed by
dimwits, and her unnerving final chapter concludes that, despite some reforms,
other Hanssens are not only possible; they’re probably already at work. A superb
account of a long-running intelligence disaster.”
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GUN BARONS

The Weapons that Transformed America and
the Men Who Invented Them
By John Bainbridge, Jr.

NA

May 2022 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Charlie Spicer
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

Brazilian Portuguese (LVM Editora)

UK/Commonwealth (Biteback)

John Bainbridge, Jr.’s Gun Barons is a narrative history of six charismatic and
idiosyncratic men who changed the course of American history through the invention
and refinement of repeating weapons.
Love them or hate them, guns are woven deeply into the American soul. Names like
Colt, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, and Remington are legendary. Yet few people
are aware of the roles these men played at a crucial time in United States history,
from westward expansion in the 1840s, through the Civil War, and into the dawn
of the Gilded Age. Through personal drive and fueled by bloodshed, they helped
propel the young country into the forefront of the world’s industrial powers.Their
creations helped save a nation divided, while planting seeds that would divide the
country again a century later. Their inventions embodied an intoxicating thread of
American individualism—part fiction, part reality—that remains the foundation of
modern gun culture. They promoted guns not only for soldiers, but for the Everyman, and also made themselves wealthy beyond their most fevered dreams. Gun
Barons captures how their bold inventiveness dwelled in the psyche of a nation.
Whether we revere these men or vilify them, they forged the American character.
John Bainbridge, Jr. is a freelance writer, former reporter, and coauthor of American Gunfight: The Plot to Kill Harry Truman and the Shoot-out that Stopped It.
“[Bainbridge] delves into the colorful biographies of America’s leading gun manufacturers ... brisk and entertaining.” —Publishers Weekly

“[V]ivid writing, brisk narrative and in-depth new research [...] superb.”
—Stephen Hunter, author of Targeted and Game of Snipers
“Vivid [...] Deeply researched, rich in insight, Gun Barons widens our understanding of our peculiar American heritage even as it enchants us with its masterful
prose.” —Jim Rasenberger, author of Revolver: Sam Colt and the Six-Shooter
That Changed America

“Knowing the technical and commercial history of America’s obsession will cast
light for readers both for and against gun control.” —Booklist

“With skill and flair, Bainbridge cuts through the myths, romance, and propaganda to deliver true accounts of inspired drive and monomania, of catastrophic
mistakes and vaults of genius.” —Doug J. Swanson, author of Cult of Glory

“A dazzling epic of inventors, wars, arms, and men. The interwoven stories of these
titans, as they collaborate, quarrel, and fight for contracts, makes for high drama.”—
Daniel Mark Epstein, author of The Lincolns: Portrait of a Marriage

“An informative, fascinating look at the inventors and businessmen who made
America the arsenal of the world by taking gun production from cottage to factory.” —Stephen Coonts, bestselling author of The Art of War
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A BRIGHT AND BLINDING SUN

A World War II Story of Survival and Redemption
By Marcus Brotherton

NA

May 2022 / Little, Brown (Hachette) / US Editor: Bruce Nichols
Final PDF Available
For fans of The Boy Who Followed His Father into Auschwitz and Unbroken
comes an incredible true war story of an underage soldier who experiences his first
love and loss on the battlefields of Bataan and Corregidor, by New York Times bestseller Marcus Brotherton.
Joe Johnson Jr. ran away from home at the age of 12, hopping a freight train at the
height of the Great Depression. He managed to talk his way into the U.S. Army two
years later. Seeking freedom and adventure, he was sent to the Philippines. Adrift in
spirit, Joe visited a teenage prostitute, and they became unlikely, smitten allies. Yet
when the Japanese attacked on December 8, 1941, their hopes of being together
had to wait.
Joe and his fellow soldiers fought for four brutal months in Bataan and Corregidor,
until they were forced to surrender. The boy endured years of horror as a prisoner
of war, only dreaming about seeing again the girl he’d come to love.This lyrically
written and deeply encouraging saga will remind you that every life can be lifted,
forgiveness is the patron of restoration, and redemption is available to all.
Marcus Brotherton is a New York Times bestselling author and coauthor dedicated
to writing books that inspire heroics, promote empathy, and encourage noble living.
Four of Marcus’ books are New York Times bestsellers and one is an international
bestseller.

“A gripping book, storytelling at its best, with an enduring message. [...] With
impeccable research, he beautifully educates us to a time and place in history that
needs to be remembered and acknowledged for the bravery and resilience of so
many, under brutal circumstances.”—Heather Morris, #1 internationally bestselling author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz

“What Joe Johnson went through as a young man is heart-wrenching and fierce, yet
his story needs to be told and remembered as an example of what deeply humane
people encountered and overcame during World War II.”—Gary Sinise, Actor,
Founder Gary Sinise Foundation

“Private Joe Johnson displayed an indomitable spirit throughout his remarkable
life. He endured what seemed impossible and came out the other side victorious.”—Green Beret SFC Ryan Hendrickson, Silver Star recipient

“Humanity and horror mix and mingle in the fray, but in the end good triumphs
over evil. Joe Johnson’s story is truly a testament that every one of us can overcome
the obstacles that we are dealt, and even thrive when the odds are against us.”—Sara
Vladic, New York Times bestselling author of Indianapolis

“Superb! A rare and moving narrative, both brutal and compassionate in scope.
Marcus Brotherton is a masterful writer, able to channel any voice as he whisks us
away on a journey into the past.”—Adam Makos, New York Times bestselling
author of Spearhead
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PICASSO’S WAR

The Year the Art World Came to America
By Hugh Eakin

NA

July 2022 / Crown (PRH) / US Editor: Libby Burton
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

		Polish (Rebis)

Korean (Artbooks)

A riveting story of how dueling ambitions and the power of prodigy made America
the cultural center of the world—and Picasso the most famous artist alive—in the
shadow of World War II.
In January 1939, Picasso was renowned in Europe, but disdained by many in the
United States. One year later, Americans across the country were clamoring to see
his art. How did the controversial leader of the Paris avant-garde break through to
the heart of American culture?
The answer begins a generation earlier, when a renegade Irish American lawyer
named John Quinn set out to build the greatest collection of Picassos in existence.
His dream of a museum to house them died with him, until it was rediscovered by
Alfred H. Barr, Jr., a cultural visionary who became the director of the new Museum
of Modern Art at the age of twenty-seven.
Barr and Quinn’s shared goal would be thwarted in the years to come—by popular
hostility, by the Depression, by Parisian intrigues, and by Picasso himself. It would
take Hitler’s campaign against Jews and modern art, and Barr’s fraught alliance with
Paul Rosenberg, Picasso’s persecuted dealer, to get Picasso’s most important paintings out of Europe. Mounted in the shadow of war, the groundbreaking exhibition
“Picasso: Forty Years of His Art,” would launch Picasso in America, define MoMA
as we know it, and shift the focus of the art world from Paris to New York.

Hugh Eakin is a senior editor at Foreign Affairs, has written about museums and
the art world for The New York Review of Books, Vanity Fair, The New Yorker, and
The New York Times.

Picasso’s War is the never-been-told story about how a single, decade-in-the-making
exhibition irrevocably changed American taste, and in doing so saved dozens of the
century’s most enduring artworks from the Nazis. Through a deft combination of
new scholarship and vivid storytelling, Hugh Eakin shows how two men and their
obsession with Picasso changed the art world forever.
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KIKI MAN RAY

Art, Love, and Rivalry in 1920s Paris
By Mark Braude

NA

August 2022 / W.W. Norton / US Editor: Amy Cherry
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

		German (Suhrkamp)

UK/Comm (Two Roads/JohnMurray)

A dazzling portrait of Paris’s forgotten artist and cabaret star, and her complicated
journey to power, romance, and ruin.
In 1920s Paris, Kiki de Montparnasse captivated as a nightclub performer, wrote
a best-selling memoir featuring an introduction by Ernest Hemingway, sold out a
gallery debut of her paintings, and shared drinks with the likes of Pablo Picasso,
Peggy Guggenheim, and Marcel Duchamp. But if she’s remembered today, it is for
posing for and inspiring many great artists—especially Man Ray, with whom she
created several of the iconic images that made his reputation as a groundbreaking
American photographer. So why has Man Ray’s legacy endured while Kiki has been
relegated to a footnote? By charting their decade-long entanglement—professional
and romantic—Mark Braude illuminates for the first time Kiki’s seminal influence
on the culture of 1920s Paris and beyond. Following the couple as they created art,
struggled for power, and competed for fame, Kiki Man Ray challenges ideas about
artists and muses, and the lines separating the two.
Mark Braude is the author of The Invisible Emperor and Making Monte Carlo. He
has been a visiting fellow at the American Library in Paris, a postdoctoral fellow at
Stanford University, an NEH Public Scholar, and the recipient of a Silvers Grant.
He lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.
“Paris in the 1920s: Picasso captured it in paint, Joyce in words, Chanel in a scent.
Man Ray captured the city in his photographs, especially in his photographs of a
singular muse: Kiki of Montparnasse, a hostess, a celebrity, a cabaret performer,
a woman whose bawdy, heart-felt songs were the pulse of Paris. In KIKI, Mark
Braude turns the tables--and the lens--and gives us a unique portrait: Man Ray from
the perspective of that celebrated muse and her ephemeral art of performance.”—
Tilar J. Mazzeo, New York Times-bestselling author of The Hotel on Place
Vendôme

“A delightful, marvelously readable, meticulously-researched romp of a book, Kiki
Man Ray brings to life not just the kaleidoscopically talented Kiki herself, but the
endlessly fascinating Montparnasse milieu over which she reigned.”—Whitney
Scharer, author of The Age of Light
“At the center of this tapestry, but also broken into kaleidoscopic fragments across
its whole surface, Kiki Man Ray—model, muse, artist—is the sole realist in a room
of surrealists. Unafraid of contradiction, she lived the fast life in the stillness of a
pose, the intimacy of a public dream. Beautifully written, with a light touch and
wise eye, Mark Braude’s book arranges the elements of Kiki’s life, letting radiant
patterns emerge.”—Alexander Nemerov, author of Fierce Poise: Helen Frankenthaler and 1950s New York
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THE RED WIDOW

The Scandal that Shook Paris — and the Woman Behind it
All
By Sarah Horowitz

WE

September 2022 / Sourcebooks / US Editor: Anna Michels
Edited MS Available
Sex, corruption, and power: the rise and fall of the Red Widow of Paris.
Paris, 1889: Margeurite Steinheil is a woman with ambition. But having been born
into a middle-class family and trapped in a marriage to a failed artist twenty years
her senior, she knows her options are limited.
Determined to fashion herself into a new woman, Meg orchestrates a scandalous
plan with her most powerful resource: her body. Amid the dazzling glamor, art, and
romance of bourgeois Paris, she takes elite men as her lovers, charming her way into
the good graces of the rich and powerful. Her ambitions, though, go far beyond becoming the most desirable woman in Paris; at her core, she is a woman determined
to conquer French high society. But the game she plays is a perilous one: navigating
misogynistic double-standards, public scrutiny, and political intrigue, she is soon
vaulted into infamy in the most dangerous way possible.
A real-life femme fatale, Meg influences government positions and resorts to blackmail—and maybe even poisoning—to get her way. Leaving a trail of death and
disaster in her wake, she earns the name the “Red Widow” for mysteriously surviving a home invasion that leaves both her husband and mother dead. With the police
baffled and the public enraged, Meg breaks every rule in the bourgeois handbook
and becomes the most notorious woman in Paris.
An unforgettable true account of sex, scandal, and murder, The Red Widow is the
story of a woman determined to rise—at any cost.
Sarah Horowitz is an associate professor of history and core faculty in Women’s,
Gender and Sexuality Studies at Washington and Lee University, teaching classes
on crime and scandal in the nineteenth century, gender in modern Europe, and the
history of Parisian life. She has a PhD in modern European history from UC Berkeley, and her book Friendship and Politics in Postrevolutionary France was published by
Penn State University Press in 2013. She has been published in The Washington Post,
Nursing Clio, and many academic journals.
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BLOOD AND INK

UNLIKELY HEROES

An Heiress, A Tabloid War, and the Unsolved Double
Murder that Hooked a Nation
By Joe Pompeo

Franklin Roosevelt, His Four Lieutenants, and the World
They Made
NA

By Derek Leebaert

NA

Sept 2022 / William Morrow (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Mauro DiPreta
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022

Spring 2023 / St. Martin’s Press / US Editor: Elisabeth Dyssegaard
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2021

For readers who love true crime, gorgeously written and researched narrative history, tales of Old New York, and the bizarre underbelly of New Jersey. Blood and Ink
is Boardwalk Empire meets Agatha Christie meets Serial.

Historian Derek Leebaert tells the story of the three men and one woman who composed the top echelon of Franklin Roosevelt’s twelve-year presidency (1933-1945),
serving FDR through the most challenging time in modern American history. No
other leaders were as visible for so long or had such enduring heft.

Blood and Ink will bring to cinematic life two fascinating centennials: that of the
infamous Hall-Mills Murders of September 1922, in which a high-society reverend
and his choir girl mistress were brutally slaughtered in New Jersey, and that of the
New York Daily News, which was America’s first tabloid when it debuted in June
of 1919, and went on to become an iconic media brand, as well as the most highly
circulated American daily newspaper ever launched. The Daily News soon inspired
a pair of ferocious tabloid rivals, and the bloody competition between them drove
the Hall-Mills investigation to its apex, dramatically reigniting the case after the
police were unable to do so.
The Hall-Mills murders reverberate mightily even today: the shocking list of
suspects, the bizarre investigation, the electrifying trial and stunning verdict all
gave rise to a series of events and stories that influenced how we think about crime
as citizens and creators. Writers from F. Scott Fitzgerald to Mary Roberts Rinehart drew inspiration from the case, and the trial itself gave rise to a new genre of
fiction: the courtroom drama.
Joe Pompeo is the media correspondent for Vanity Fair. He is a graduate of the
Columbia School of Journalism and Rutgers College. Pompeo lives in New Jersey
with his family.

When word came of the bombing of Pearl Harbor, FDR gathered his cabinet
in the family quarters at the White House. Around the desk were his four key,
indispensable lieutenants: Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, Secretary of Labor
Frances Perkins, Special Assistant to the President and Secretary of Commerce
Harry Hopkins, and Vice President Henry Wallace. Only they had been at the
heart of the Administration since its first days in 1933, and would remain to its
end, in April 1945, when Roosevelt himself was dead, and the huge tasks of that
time were nearly over.
But each of the four was vulnerable, damaged by hardship, insecurities of mind
and money, loved and loathed in equal measure by the people closest to them.
The wounds of the four intensified the relationships between them, and with the
president: thwarted ambition, jealousies, sexism, shifting alliances, turbulent home
lives, and fragile health. Like Roosevelt, they all had things to hide. And yet these
four rallied together to prevent a near collapse of America, and then of civilization
when war erupted. A formidable historian, Derek draws on new archival materials,
some never before accessed, and cross-references the extensive papers of Hopkins,
Ickes, Perkins, and Wallace—their diaries, letters, oral histories, and memoirs—to
render a multi-dimensional, gripping, and all together new portrait of the lives and
times of these immensely consequential warriors and of the complicated president
they served so passionately.
Former Smithsonian fellow and professor of foreign policy at Georgetown University, Derek Leebaert now serves as a partner in the management consulting firm
MAP AG. He is an economist, tech entrepreneur, and adviser to the Pentagon.
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THE GOLDEN DOOR

Jacob Schiff, J.P. Morgan, Albert Ballin, and the Race to
Save Europe’s Jews
By Steven Ujifusa

NA

PROJECT CONFRONTATION

The Ten Weeks that Jump-Started History
By Paul Kix

NA

Spring 2023 / HarperCollins / US Editor: Gail Winston
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022

Spring 2023 / Celadon (Macmillan) / US Editor: Jamie Raab
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Taking place between 1890 and 1921, The Golden Door tells the story of the mass
exodus of Jews out of Eastern Europe and the men who led one of the largest rescue
missions in American history. A propulsive human drama with global ramifications, the plot is tightly organized around the interlocking stories of figures including Jacob Schiff, J.P. Morgan, Albert Ballin, Henry Cabot Lodge, Sofia Weinstein
and Anne Morgan.

It’s one of the iconic photographs of American history: A Black teenager being bitten
by a police K-9 German Shepherd in Birmingham, Alabama in May of 1963. It’s
the most important video of the 21st century: A white Minneapolis police officer
kneeling on the neck of a Black man in May of 2020 for more than 8 minutes,
killing him.

With a cast straight out of Ragtime, The Golden Door will offer an original, multidimensional look at the American experience while connecting the dots between
banking, industry, politics, immigration, nativism, globalism, and war. An epic history written on an intimate scale, it will appeal to general nonfiction readers who
love Citizens of London by Lynn Olson, Nothing Like It In The World by Stephen E.
Ambrose, and Triangle by David von Drehle. The audience will also include fans
of business narratives such as Lords of Finance by Liaquat Ahamed, The House of
Morgan by Ron Chernow, and Andrew Carnegie by David Nasaw; as well as readers
of popular Jewish history such as Our Crowd by Stephen Birmingham.
Steven Ujifusa is the author of Barons of the Sea, an LA Times bestseller, and A
Man and His Ship, chosen by the Wall Street Journal as one of the best nonfiction
books of 2012. He received his B.A. in History from Harvard College and his
Master’s in Historic Preservation from the University of Pennsylvania.

Each of them shocked and galvanized a nation. Each forced white America to
confront and acknowledge its brutalization of Black America. The former revitalized the Civil Rights Movement and led JFK to introduce legislation that would
become the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The latter sparked unprecedented protest
worldwide and brought the Black Lives Matter movement into the mainstream of
American life. There’s a connection between those two images and that connection
is the book Paul Kix is writing. It’s the story behind that photo from 1963, a photo
that had obsessed him because he knew that one day he’d need to talk about it with
his two sons and with his daughter, all of whom are Black.
The campaign that resulted in that photo was the work of four extraordinary
men— Martin Luther King, Jr, Walker Wyatt, Fred Shuttlesworth and James Bevel—and it was expressly designed to provoke Birmingham’s legendarily-brutal Officer of Public Safety Bull Connor into revealing the horror of white oppression to
white America. Paul’s book is the first to zero in on the ten weeks of Project C, as
it was known—its specific history and its echoes sounding throughout our culture
now. It’s about Where It All Began, for sure, but it’s also the key to understanding
Where We Are Now and Where We Will Be. As the BLM era of American history
begins to bear fruit, Project C is crucial to our understanding of our own time
be- cause, as Paul writes in the proposal, “the past is the present is the future is the
eternal.”
Paul Kix is the author of The Saboteur and a regular contributor to The Atlantic.
He has written in the features unit of ESPN, and is a contributor to the New Yorker, GQ and other national publications.
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CONQUERING ALEXANDER

THE ROARING GIRL
The Untold Story of Carolyn Bessette

By Elizabeth Samet
WE

By Elizabeth Beller

NA

Spring 2023 / W.W. Norton / US Editor: Bob Weil
Edited MS Available Fall 2022

Spring 2023 / Gallery (S&S) / US Editor: Aimee Bell
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Conquering Alexander will trace the life of Alexander the Great, the charismatic
world conqueror, of which he is the historical original. Elizabeth aims to write a
comprehensive and subversive retelling of the many different lives of Alexander to
be found in history, fiction, and popular culture.

A sensitive, sophisticated act of reclaiming the narrative of a woman both ordinary
and extraordinary, whose legacy has heretofore been determined by authors and
journalists dead set on casting her in an unflattering light as a villain.

Obsessed with fame in an ancient culture where the battlefield was the surest place
to win it, Alexander spent his entire adult life on campaign. During its 13-year
campaign, Alexander’s army marched over 20,000 miles, through most of the regions where the US has concentrated its military energies since 2001. He was there
before us.
In our present moment, so alive to the idea of “greatness,” an examination of
Alexander and his myth can open a rich discussion about both the personal and
national ambition to be great. Alexander’s life is the template against which those
of subsequent conquerors from Julius Caesar to Genghis Khan to Napoleon have
been compared. Alexander’s career, like that of Caesar, became a lesson in the dangers of a military despot. However, political and cultural trends suggest a surprising
hunger for latter-day Alexanders.
An English professor at West Point, Elizabeth Samet received her BA from Harvard and her PhD from Yale. Soldier’s Heart won the Los Angeles Times Book Prize
for Current Interest and was also named one of The New York Times’s 100 Notable
Books in 2007.

Media accounts—and even historical treatments today—have usually portrayed
Bessette as an ice queen, a vapid fashion insider, a child of WASP privilege, and a
fame-hungry accessory to her husband. Yet the Carolyn that comes alive in these
pages is a warm, vivacious daughter of a middle-class Italian-American family; a
magnetic, caring friend; an ambitious go-getter; and a camera-shy woman with
a history of trauma, who had complicated feelings about the public life that her
relationship required of her.
The Roaring Girl will open readers’ eyes to the many sides of Bessette without
shying away from the thornier aspects of her character and story. It will couch its
observations and revelations in the care and empathy due any human being, while
also invoking the glamor and possibility of the 90s in New York.The Roaring Girl
will be a “Kennedy book” that breaks new ground and taps into the vast audience
that made Tina Brown’s classic The Diana Chronicles a hit and the current Meghan
and Harry biography Finding Freedom an instant bestseller.
After a career in the art world at
Sotheby’s and in film as a reader for
Miramax, Elizabeth Beller turned to
writing and editing full-time. Her work
has appeared in The Guardian, Vogue,
and Travel and Leisure, among other
outlets. Her most recent project has
been a multi-volume series of
biographies, Scoop! (authored as C.H.
Mitford), for Penguin Young Readers.
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UNTITLED MILITARY HISTORY

MOSKVA

Seven Hills, Fifteen Places, and One Thousand Years
of the Russian Soul
By Simon Morrison

Military History for the Modern Strategist
WE

Spring 2023 / Knopf (PRH) / US Editor: Andrew Miller
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Rights Sold:

		Dutch (Meulenhoff)
		Russian (Eksmo)

Simplified Chinese (ThinKingdom)
UK/Comm (Bodley Head)

Moskva explains Moscow, which explains Russia as a global cultural, economic,
and political power. And, Simon argues, it is the city that will decide the future, for
better or for worse.
Simon Morrison’s evocative narrative of Russian history—there are precious few in
English, and none focusing on Moscow—becomes the backdrop for an epic exploration of the city as protagonist in a global drama. In MOSKVA: Seven Hills, Fifteen Places, and One Thousand Years of the Russian Soul, he recounts the history
of Russia’s capital as a place, an idea, and worldview by exploring sites throughout
the city Simon has come to know intimately over many decades as a permanent
visiting resident. It comprises fifteen chapters, spanning nearly as many centuries,
that weave together the past, present, and personal to reveal the world-historical
significance of a country and sensibility so strange to so many in the West.In his
stories of fifteen places, Simon explores Moscow’s 1000-year transformation from
a “big village” to former Soviet capital to pyramid scheme gangland to glittering
city-state with great geopolitical reach. He delves into the history of the Russian
language, the rise and fall of the blood-stained Rurik dynasty, the icons in St.
Basil’s Cathedral, Tsarist beauty and cruelty, the invasions by Napoleon and Hitler,
the “House of Culture” of the KGB and the Red Army, the “everyday Stalinism”
felt by the inhabitants of one apartment building, and onto the seemingly limitless
internet imperium of cyberspace, where, instead of Marxist-Leninist ideology, the
state exports populist politics, corruption, fake news, and other forms of social
media-sown chaos.
Simon Morrison is a musicologist and cultural historian specializing in Russia, a
Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures and Music at Princeton University.
Author of, most recently, Bolshoi Confidential and a biography of Lina Prokofiev,
Simon has written for The New York Times, The New York Review of Books, the London Review of Books, the TLS, and Time.

By Michael O’Hanlon

WE

Spring 2023 / Brookings Press / US Editor: William Finan
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
Michael O’Hanlon’s UNTITIED MILITARY HISTORY will be a definitive book
on military history. It will draw out the most important lessons for American strategists, policymakers, and citizens at this complicated moment in time.
The focus of the book will be modern warfare, starting with the U.S. Civil War
and moving forward in time. The scope will be conceptual, not tactical. The
resulting length of some 300 pages will be shorter and more thematic in approach
than the more common books about war. Military history is often very detailed,
appealing to the enthusiast more than the general reader or busy policymaker. I
plan a study that would be pithier, with an emphasis on those matters of strategy
and planning that help us understand major wars intellectually. Even among fans
of the longer histories, many are curious about the key decisions, central events,
and determinants of outcomes in history’s major armed struggles—the broad flow
and big ideas more than the tactical details.
This will also be a primer with a purpose. The central lesson of the book will be
to underscore the persistent and dangerous proclivity of decisionmakers to display naivete, as well as overconfidence, about the likely courses and costs of war.
It will be a warning for the present day, in addition to a study of history. How to
avoid overconfidence in one’s own strategic community, and to discourage it in
the minds of would-be adversaries, is the essence of the challenge. With Russia’s
resurgence and China’s rise, to say nothing of a nuclear-armed North Korea, this
message is especially timely.
Michael O’Hanlon is a senior fellow and the director of research in foreign policy
at the Brookings Institution; an adjunct professor at Columbia, Georgetown, and
George Washington Universities; and former member of the CIA External Advisory Board.
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GHOST CATS

THE SISTERHOOD

The Untold Story of the Female Spies Who Tracked
Osama Bin Laden and Brought Al-Qaeda to Justice

The Last Mountain Lions of Los Angeles
By Deanne Stillman

WE

Spring 2023 / Univeristy of California Press / US Editor: Reed Malcolm
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
A natural history for readers of Nate Blakeslee’s American Wolf and Helen Macdonald’s H is for Hawk.
“If you’ve been outdoors in a place where cougars live, then you’ve been close to a
cougar. They saw you, but you didn’t see them.”
The mountain lions of California are the last of a decimated population, descendants from the Ice Age, slipping through the shadows of American suburbia,
reminding us that the wild isn’t so far away. Deanne Stillman, acclaimed and
bestselling author of literary nonfiction such as Mustang: The Saga of the Wild Horse
in the American West, contemplates the deep-time legacy and unfolding fate of
cougars in the American West. Spellbound by celebrity cats like P-22, the subject
of the just-released documentary, “The Cat that Changed America,” and others,
such as the Culvert Cat who died trying to flee the Woolsey Fire, Stillman pursues
the history and state of the mountain lion in the region that came be known as Los
Angeles, a dynamic border where urbanity meets a slice of raw, untamed nature.
Ghost Cats will travel from the cougar’s evolutionary origins, to the Pueblo’s spiritual reverence for the animal, to Teddy Roosevelt’s far-sighted conservation of its
habitat that belied his complicated relationship to creatures he considered “abject
cowards,” “beast[s] of stealth and rapine,” and “ferocious and bloodthirsty.” In the
present, Stillman accompanies the scientists fighting to understand and protect
these vulnerable animals; and she weighs this schizophrenic history, in which humans fail to reconcile a dangerous combination of awe, indifference, and fear.
In a time when we have retreated to our homes, Stillman invites us to contemplate
something completely primal, sheer wildness in flesh and sinew and claw, a manifestation of power, strength, self-knowledge, and mystery.

By Liza Mundy

NA

October 2023 / Crown (PRH) / US Editor: Paul Whitlach
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

UK/Commonwealth (The History Press)

The Sisterhood will bring to life the intrepid analysts repeatedly and fruitlessly
warned government officials of an impending major assault on U.S. soil. Then,
after 9/11 shook the country, these brave and dedicated women had no choice but
to push forward.
In The Sisterhood, Mundy will animate the lives of these unsung heroes, delivering
a thrilling narrative that heralds the essential contributions women have made to
national security, intelligence, and espionage work, as well as the trials and sacrifices they’ve faced to earn trust and respect in a traditionally male-dominated field.
Written in the vein of Keith O’Brien’s Fly Girls and Kate Moore’s Radium Girls,
showcasing the thrilling storytelling and intellectual rigor found in works such as
Jill Lepore’s The Secret History of Wonder Woman and Lawrence Wright’s The Looming Tower.
The Sisterhood promises to be a revelatory and empowering narrative of inspirational collaboration, individual sacrifice, and tireless determination that sheds necessary
new light on the traumatic events and reverberations of 9/11 that still haunt our
nation today.
Liza Mundy is the author of four books, most recently the New York Times bestselling Code Girls: The Untold Story of the American Women Code Breakers of World
War II. She is a former staff writer for The Washington Post.

Deanne Stillman’s books include Blood Brothers, Desert Reckoning, and Mustang,
a Los Angeles Times Best Book of the Year. In addition, she wrote the cult classic,
Twentynine Palms, another Los Angeles Times bestseller.
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THE LIFE OF THE QUR’AN

OTHER FRONTS

Dwight Eisenhower, Kay Summersby, and the Women of
the General’s Inner Circle During World War II

A Biography

By Mohamad Jebara

NA

By Elise Jordan

NA

Fall 2023 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Elisabeth Dyssegaard
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Fall 2023 / Knopf (PRH) / US Editor: Andrew Miller
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

The Qur`an for the general public is a mystery. Extremists riot when it is defiled,
yet some of America’s founding fathers like Thomas Jefferson owned copies that
inspired them. Unlike many other scriptures, it is not a straight narrative, but
rather meditates over a broad range of themes in often abstract poetic language.
Also, unlike the Bible, it is the product of one sole prophet, weaving together diverse
revelations from over a 22 -year period into a carefully constructed work.

Telling untold stories from history, and uncovering forgotten ones, has become the
literary project of our time.

Much like John Barton’s A History of the Bible and Joseph Telushkin’s Jewish Literacy, Jebara’s next book will provide essential context for this iconic book and untangle key passages in order to make the Qur’an accessible to everyone for the very
first time. It will be a perfect follow-up to Muhammad, The World-Changer, which
is already generating such exciting feedback from academics, clerics, and bestselling
authors. The Life of the Qur`an tackles the challenge of unlocking the Qur`an via
an innovative approach. Rather than simply translating every passage, Mohamad
will provide the first time an accurate chronological timeline of the creation of
the Qur`an. Organizing the key events into five distinct stages, he will offer an
accessible, character-driven narrative complete with evocative, fresh translations of
iconic and essential passages from each period. He hope to empower audiences to
understand the Qur`an as a dynamic mentor urging and assisting its audience to
practical action.

Writers and scholars have dedicated themselves to the recovery of narratives that
the historical record has ignored, and this act of unearthing has become a powerful
means of questioning our cultural memory and the previously accepted historical
record. Rarer, and perhaps even more illuminating, are the stories that were not
passively forgotten but rather actively suppressed. Such is the case of Kay Summersby, known as the favored aide and driver to Supreme Allied Commander
General Dwight D. Eisenhower during World War II, who has been erased from
American history both literally and figuratively.
Kay, a glamorous former model eighteen years Eisenhower’s junior, was one of the
two-star general’s most trusted advisors and closest confidants during the war. She
was arguably the person who knew the famously closed-off Eisenhower best—and
was also, possibly, his lover. But whether or not Ike and Kay had a physical affair,
just the appearance of impropriety made her existence problematic to the future
president’s image and was enough to have her relegated to the historical margins.
Eisenhower’s biographers have waffled on the issue and failed to give Kay her due.

With Other Fronts, Elise hopes to bring Kay’s story, and those of the other pioneering women in Ike’s orbit during the same period, to a wide range of readers interPrevious Publishers for MUHAMMAD, THE WORLD-CHANGER:
Arabic (Arab Cultural Center)
Portuguese (Saida de Emergencia) ested in World War II, women’s history, and action-packed narrative non-fiction.
Brazilian Portuguese (Pensamento-Cultrix)
Romanian (Grup Media Litera)
Elise Jordan is a former State Department employee and speechwriter turned print
Mohamad Jebara is a scholar of the Islamic arts with a focus on Semitic languages, journalist and political analyst for NBC News and MSNBC.
including Classical Arabic and Biblical Hebrew. Following training in Morocco
and Syria, Jebara served as Chief Imam at the Cordova Center in Canada and
has lectured to diverse audiences around the world. A self-taught calligrapher, he
currently serves as Educational Coordinator of The Algebra Society, a nonprofit
promoting self-improvement inspired by principles of Islamic scholarship.
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WOMEN IN THE VALLEY OF KINGS

BOOK AND DAGGER

How Scholars Won World War II and Shaped Modern
Spycraft

Women Egyptologists in the Golden Age
By Kathleen Sheppard

WE

By Elyse Graham

NA

Fall 2023 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Michael Flamini
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Spring 2024 / HarperCollins / US Editor: Gail Winston
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

A feminist retelling of history—the first book to reframe the field of Egyptology through the great women—and some prominent Egyptians—whose unsung
achievements formed the cornerstone of the discipline.

A WWII narrative history and group biography about the little known adventures
of a connected group of professors and librarians who went undercover as spies
to turn the course of the war. It reads like a thriller, and will appeal to readers of
Sonia Purnell’s A Woman of No Importance, Sarah Rose’s D-Day Girls, and Jason
Fagone’s The Woman Who Smashed Codes.

Egypt was a center of human experience for millennia. At the turn of the 19th
century, Egypt’s treasures took the western world by storm. Mummies, magic,
adventure, pyramids, excavation, and gold – the public couldn’t get enough – and
hundreds of years later, the history and culture of ancient Egypt (and “Egyptology”
as a field of study) continues to captivate. Women in the Valley of Kings will begin
with the earliest European women who ventured to Egypt as travelers in search of
something—health, sunshine, a life’s purpose. It’s solely because of these women
that we have the legacies of richly-illustrated travelogues, of valuable excavation
seasons on sites that had been deemed unimportant, of long-lost beautiful murals,
copied and presented in books for future scholars to learn from, of great collections in famous museums and foundational research institutions that survived and
thrived during war time and depression.
Including the stories of groups who have largely been ignored in the past, using
their own voices, is the most powerful weapon historians have. In the history of
Egyptology, this means telling the stories of the women and Egyptians whose
lives and work have been passed over in favor of the fortune and glory pursued
by dangerous men. Like the artifacts they unearthed, Women in the Valley of Kings
will carefully excavate and extricate these women from the heap of the narrative
footnotes, bringing their stories into the light and showcasing their work to be the
true treasures, big and small.
Kathleen Sheppard is a multi award-winning Associate Professor in the History
and Political Science department at Missouri S&T in Rolla, Missouri, and has
been on faculty at the American University in Cairo. She is a historian of science
whose work crosses a number of disciplinary boundaries, including history of science, gender studies, Egyptology, and Science and Technology Studies (STS).

Because America had no standing intelligence agency at the start of the war and
the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)—a predecessor to the CIA—raided libraries
and universities for recruits. Anthropologists became survivalists; literature scholars
became codebreakers; historians learned to read trash; economists pulled dazzling
extrapolations from the most unlikely details that undercover agents sent home.
Book and Dagger follows the wartime adventures of a small group of professors
and archivists who were recruited as spies and intelligence analysts. Although the
characters in this book worked alone as spies, the reader will witness their great
interconnections within both the OSS and the academy, as they worked to send
information to Research &Analysis (R&A), which became recognized as the most
important intelligence unit of the war—and as America’s distinctive contribution
to intelligence.
Book and Dagger has a clear villain: the Nazis, together with the Axis soldiers,
spies, collaborators, and others whom the Allies were fighting. The stakes of this
narrative could not be higher: life or death, survival or annihilation, the fate of the
world. With deft prose and at spry speeds, Book and Dagger explores how truth can
be stranger than fiction, the intelligence born from intelligence, the value of the
humanities—and how you one day, dear reader of a quiet indoor life (be it librarian, bookseller, or book lover of all and every stripe) may one day get a call that will
sweep you off your feet into another terrifying and dazzling world.
Elyse Graham is a 35-year-old historian and professor at Stony Brook University.
She holds degrees from Princeton, Yale, and MIT, and has learned how scholars
whisper, scheme, launder information, and guard secrets.
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AMERICAN GRAMMAR

THE LOST FOUNDER

Race, School, and the Building of a Nation
By Jarvis R. Givens

James Wilson and the Dream of a New America
NA

By Jesse Wegman

NA

Fall 2024 / Harper (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Gail Winston
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2024

Fall 2024 / Celadon (Macmillan) / US Editor: Bill Hamilton
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2024

An essential new work of narrative history—this book will chronicle of the social
and political forces that shaped the emergence of the U.S. education system over the
nineteenth century, a revised origin story that will open readers’ eyes to a legacy of
racism, violence, and exploitation involving Black, white, and Native Americans.

You’re probably familiar with many of America’s founding fathers. Washington,
Jefferson, Franklin, Hamilton, Madison—but one founder has somehow slipped
through the cracks, despite the fact that his contributions were arguably more essential to the country’s founding than those of any other, and his vision was without
doubt the most democratic of them all. His name: James Wilson.

Jarvis Givens’ research exposes the degree to which race—a factor that goes unexamined in other stories of early U.S. education—was part and parcel of the
federal government’s approach to establishing its schools. The book will document
how the conquest and sale of Native American lands directly funded the country’s
public schools, many of which were constructed using the labor of enslaved Black
Americans. The profits of slavery and settler colonialism underwrote classrooms for
white students, in which they learned to adopt an American identity grounded in
antiblackness and anti-indigeneity. Central to the book will be both the material
backdrop of schools and the intimate interplay of Black, Native, and white education. Throughout the narrative, readers will encounter familiar characters such as
Booker T. Washington and Thomas Jefferson whose lives and contributions to the
national education system will be cast in a new light. Readers will also meet understudied historical communities—Native students at white-run, state-sanctioned
schools that aimed to strip them of their tribal identity; enslaved and freed Black
Americans living in Indian Territory—whose educational experiences illuminate
the close, complicated relationships between races and how the United States
deployed schools as a weapon in building the nation. Additionally, Jarvis will draw
on his own experiences, from attending grade school in Compton, CA, through
obtaining his doctorate, to show how this history reverberates in the present.
AMERICAN GRAMMAR will argue that if we are to address the stark educational inequities throughout the country today—especially for Black and Native
students—we must confront how such inequities were built into our schools by
design.
Jarvis R. Givens is an assistant professor of education and African & African
American Studies at Harvard University.

Jesse Wegman will reveal that James Wilson (and not James Madison) was the
main architect of the Constitution—Wilson hand-wrote the first draft—and he
was one of the few founders to sign both that document and the Declaration of
Independence. He was a justice on the first Supreme Court; his interpretations
guided the development of American law and inform its functioning even today.
And despite his erudition and influence, Wilson was an unapologetic proponent of
democracy; he believed political power must lie in the hands of common people.
He was a poor immigrant from Scotland who studied with David Hume, Adam
Smith, and Thomas Reid, and through them came to understand the crucial role
of government in the lives of ordinary citizens. Wilson was also a complicated,
flawed man who was nearly murdered by the people he championed, and whose
mismanagement of his personal finances resulted in him being the only Supreme
Court justice ever to go to prison. His eventual flight from his lenders led to a
death in ignominy and his name being erased from history. There are at least three
groups who are hungry for a book like this: the built-in readership that has always
devoured stories of the founders; the younger generation of readers that is eager to
hear new accounts about America’s founding, complete with its complexities and
contradictions; and the lawyers, judges, and other members of the legal world who
rely on Wilson’s thinking more than most of them realize.
Jesse Wegman joined the editorial board of the New York Times in 2013, and has
since written close to 600 signed and unsigned editorials on the Supreme Court,
politics, law, and justice. He was previously a senior editor at The Daily Beast and
Newsweek, a legal news editor at Reuters, and the managing editor of The New York
Observer. He is the author of Let the People Pick the President.
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AN ETERNAL TRIBUTE

TANAQUIL

Le Clercq, Balanchine, and a Life at the Forefront of
the 20th Century
By Holly Brubach

The Story and Meaning of Mount Rushmore
NA

Fall 2024 / Simon & Schuster / US Editor: Trish Todd
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Spring 2024

Rights Sold:

UK/Commonwealth

(Faber UK)

In the mode of Stacy Schiff’s Pulitzer Prize-winning Véra, the novelistic story of
Vladimir Nabokov’s wife and their fifty-two-year marriage, Tanaquil will carry all
the cultural heft of a “ballet book.” Le Clercq’s and Balanchine’s love story is one
for the ages, akin to those depicted in Amanda Vaill’s Everybody Was So Young
and Sam Kashner and Nancy Schoenberger’s Furious Love.
George Balanchine was to dance what Picasso was to painting—not just a genius,
but an inventor of a modern art form, and a defining artist of his century, founding what would eventually become the New York City Ballet. Tanaquil Le Clercq
would rise through Balanchine’s school to become the fledgling City Ballet’s star
dancer, a sly performer whose unprecedented lines perfectly expressed the choreographer’s radical vision. She became his fifth and final wife, and the only one—according to friends and fellow dancers—who truly understood him and loved him
for who he was, rather than what he could do for her. In 1956, during City Ballet’s
European tour, Le Clercq was stricken with polio, leaving her without the use of
her legs. Her life and Balanchine’s stalled as their efforts at rehabilitation failed
along with their marriage. And yet, even after their divorce, with Le Clercq confined to her wheelchair, she remained Balanchine’s trusted adviser, a quietly astute
observer of his work who refused to let tragedy diminish her enjoyment of life and
dance.
Holly Brubach has worked as a staff writer and editor at The New Yorker, the New
York Times, the New York Times Magazine, and The Atlantic, where she won a National Magazine Award in Essays & Criticism.

By Matthew Davis

NA

Fall 2025 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Cassidy Graham
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2025
To be published for the 100th anniversary of Rushmore’s dedication in October
2025.
AN ETERNAL TRIBUTE will be a newly energized consideration of supposedly
familiar history and a work of literary nonfiction for the same readers of How The
Word is Passed by Clint Smith, and On Juneteenth by Annette Gordon-Reed—and
it is written with Peter Matthiessen’s In the Spirit of Crazy Horse as its artistic polestar. Having to look no further than former President Trump’s July 3, 2020 speech
before the monument, Mount Rushmore remains a contested symbol at the heart
of American identity and the nation’s conception of its own history.
Davis will revisit the meaning and the myth of Mount Rushmore’s creation via
three narrative strands. The first is the story of Mt. Rushmore’s origins and construction, with particular attention paid to its creator, sculptor Gutzon Borglum,
an American artist whose parents had immigrated from Denmark as Mormons and
who was born in a log cabin in Idaho. His ambition led him to study in Rodin’s
studio in Paris, to begin and fail to complete the Confederate shrine at Stone
Mountain in Georgia, and to become a member of the Klu Klux Klan, all before
embarking upon a sixteen-year quest to construct what he called his “Shrine of Democracy” in the Black Hills of South Dakota. The second strand is a contemporary
travelogue through those very hills, known to the Lakota as Paha Sapa, wherein
Davis gathers images and voices that present an altogether different view of America’s greatest monument. For it is impossible to separate the story of Rushmore
from the story of the United States’ treatment of American Indians and the Federal
government’s shameful violation of the 1868 Treaty of Laramie. The third strand
will consist of essayistic analysis that explores this moment of American “historical
memory,” asking: What is the role of our national monuments? Whose history do
they tell? Should a place like Mount Rushmore—which has become celebrated by
white nationalists—exist in 21st-century America?
Matthew Davis is the founder and Executive Director of the Alan Cheuse International Writers Center at George Mason University.
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EVER GREEN

Saving Big Forests to Save the Planet
By John W. Reid and Thomas E. Lovejoy

NA

March 2022 / W.W. Norton / US Editor: John Glusman
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

Italian (Einaudi)

Simplified Chinese (Cheers)

An original and compelling argument about how to control climate change by conserving the world’s megaforests.
Five stunningly large, unbroken forests remain on Earth: the Taiga, extending from
the Pacific Ocean across all of Russia and far-northern Europe; the North American
boreal, ranging from Alaska’s Bering seacoast to Canada’s Atlantic coast; the Amazon, covering almost the entirety of South America’s bulge; the Congo, occupying
Africa’s wet equatorial middle and parts of six nations; and the island forest of
New Guinea, twice the size of California. These megaforests are vital to preserving
global biodiversity, thousands of cultures, and a stable climate, economist John W.
Reid and celebrated biologist Thomas E. Lovejoy argue convincingly in Ever Green.
Megaforests serve an essential role in decarbonizing the atmosphere, and saving
them constitutes the fastest, most affordable way to start addressing our planet’s
most formidable ongoing crisis. Clear, provocative, and persuasive, Ever Green offers
practical solutions—from supporting Indigenous forest stewards to planning smarter roads—in an inspiring call to action for the planet. With 61 photos and 6 maps.
John W. Reid is a conservationist and economist whose writing has appeared in
outlets including the New York Times and Scientific American; he lives in Sebastopol,
California.
Thomas E. Lovejoy was a pioneering biologist who is credited with founding the
field of climate-change biology.
STARRED REVIEW, KIRKUS
“Captivating.... A highly readable, eloquent reminder of the dire importance of our
forests.”
“This clarion call should have a spot on the shelves of climate-minded readers.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Nothing could be more important than saving the world’s last remaining forests,
and no one could make a more eloquent case for this than John Reid and Thomas
Lovejoy. Ever Green is a must-read for anyone who cares about the future of life.”
—Elizabeth Kolbert, author of Under a White Sky and The Sixth Extinction
“Five giant forests—Amazon, Congo, New Guinea, and two taigas—holding
carbon, diverse life, and the fate of the planet. This is a profoundly important,
fresh-minded, deftly written, and constructive book. Therefore it’s also thrilling.”
—David Quammen, author of The Tangled Tree and Spillover
“In Ever Green, John Reid and Tom Lovejoy make clear that the only way the
world can prevent the worst of the coming climate disaster is by preserving and restoring its remaining megaforests. Ever Green is a blueprint for saving megaforests,
and saving ourselves.”—Scott Weidensaul, author of A World on the Wing
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WHO’S BLACK AND WHY

A Hidden Chapter from the Eighteenth-Century Invention
of Race
By Henry Louis Gates Jr. and Andrew S. Curran

WE

March 2022 / Harvard University Press / US Editor: Sharmila Sen
Final PDF Available
The first translation and publication of sixteen submissions to the notorious eighteenth-century Bordeaux essay contest on the cause of black skin—an indispensable
chronicle of the rise of scientifically based, anti-Black racism.
In 1739 Bordeaux’s Royal Academy of Sciences announced a contest for the best
essay on the sources of “blackness.” What is the physical cause of blackness and African hair, and what is the cause of Black degeneration, the contest announcement
asked. Sixteen essays, written in French and Latin, were ultimately dispatched from
all over Europe. The authors ranged from naturalists to physicians, theologians to
amateur savants. Documented on each page are European ideas about who is Black
and why. Looming behind these essays is the fact that some four million Africans
had been kidnapped and shipped across the Atlantic by the time the contest was
announced. The essays themselves represent a broad range of opinions. Some affirm
that Africans had fallen from God’s grace; others that blackness had resulted from a
brutal climate; still others emphasized the anatomical specificity of Africans. All the
submissions nonetheless circulate around a common theme: the search for a scientific understanding of the new concept of race. More important, they provide an
indispensable record of the Enlightenment-era thinking that normalized the sale and
enslavement of Black human beings. These never previously published documents
survived the centuries tucked away in Bordeaux’s municipal library. Translated into
English and accompanied by a detailed introduction and headnotes written by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and Andrew Curran, each essay included in this volume lays bare
the origins of anti-Black racism and colorism in the West.
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is the author of numerous books and has written extensively on the history of race and anti-Black racism. He is the Alphonse Fletcher
University Professor and Director of the Hutchins Center for African and African
American Research at Harvard University.
Andrew S. Curran is a leading specialist of the Enlightenment era and the author
of The Anatomy of Blackness and Diderot and the Art of Thinking Freely. He is the
William Armstrong Professor of the Humanities at Wesleyan University.

“A fascinating, if disturbing, window onto the origins of racism.”—Publishers
Weekly
“The eighteenth-century essays published for the first time in Who’s Black and Why?
contain a world of ideas—theories, inventions, and fantasies—about what blackness is, and what it means. To read them is to witness European intellectuals, in the
age of the Atlantic slave trade, struggling, one after another, to justify atrocity.”
—Jill Lepore, author of These Truths: A History of the United States
“Essential reading for all who want to undo and repair the harm caused by the
entanglement of notions of racial difference and the injustices such differences have
been used to sustain.”—Evelynn Hammonds, author of The Nature of Difference
“An important collection of documents on scientific racism.”—Kirkus Reviews
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BET ON YOU

How to Win with Risk
By Angie Morgan and Courtney Lynch

WE

April 2022 / HarperCollins Leadership / US Editor: Tim Burgard
Final PDF Available
Build the risk-taking skills that will lead you to a life of fulfillment.
Discover the formula for success that will supercharge your decision-making confidence and transform even the most risk-averse mindset. In Bet on You, Angie Morgan and Courtney Lynch reveal hard-earned, real-world insights that will help you
realize your potential by enacting risk in ways most meaningful to you. The author’s
risk-taking guidance has been embraced by the world’s best businesses – Google,
Boston Scientific, FedEx, and Oracle. Their insights are the secret sauce behind any
transformative journey to a success-filled life.
With clear, actionable steps, this book:
- Enlightens readers with a new perspective on how risk really works and clears up
common misconceptions about risk, such as it being the opposite of reward.
- Empowers professionals of all types with guidance on how to start practicing
new habits right away to build their risk-taking muscle.
- Shows how to weave a safety net to mitigate the downside of risks.
- Offers effective strategies for managing risk-killing emotions: fear and failure.
Angie Morgan is a dynamic, creative thought leader who knows how to unlock the
capability and talent of leaders at all levels. She’s been a special advisor to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on diversity initiatives, and engages routinely with
boards and organizations to drive performance.

“Given the current pace of geopolitical and technological change, successful
leaders will be those who adapt and innovate while managing risk. ‘Bet on You How Leaders Win with Risk invites readers to get out of their comfort zone, lead
change, and win!”—General Joseph Dunford, USMC (Ret.), former Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
“Angie and Courtney’s personal stories, combined with their direct guidance, will
give you the courage and confidence to lead your life in ways most authentic to
you.”—Aria Finger, Former CEO of DoSomething.org

Courtney Lynch is a big-picture thinker whose life’s mission is to support individuals as they become the best leaders they know. She spent nine years as a Marine
Corps officer, managed a top-notch software sales team, and practiced at one of the
nation’s leading law firms.
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TALENT

Identifying Energizers, Creatives, and Winners
Around the World
By Tyler Cowen and Daniel Gross

NA

May 2022 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Tim Bartlett
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

Brazilian Portuguese (Alta)
Complex Chinese (Commonwealth)
The art and science of talent search.

Simplified Chinese (Cheers)
UK/Comm (Hodder)

How do you find talent with a creative spark? To what extent can you predict human creativity, or is human creativity something irreducible before our eyes, perhaps
to be spotted or glimpsed by intuition, but unique each time it appears? Obsessed
with these questions, renowned economist Tyler Cowen and venture capitalist and
entrepreneur Daniel Gross set out to study the art and science of finding talent at
the highest level: the people with the creativity, drive, and insight to transform an
organization and make everyone around them better.
Cowen and Gross guide the reader through the major scientific research areas relevant for talent search, including how to conduct an interview, how much to weight
intelligence, how to judge personality and match personality traits to jobs, how
to evaluate talent in online interactions such as Zoom calls, why talented women
are still undervalued and how to spot them, how to understand the special talents
in people who have disabilities or supposed disabilities, and how to use delegated
scouts to find talent. Talent appreciation is an art, but it is an art you can improve
through study and experience.
Identifying underrated, brilliant individuals is one of the simplest ways to give yourself an organizational edge, and this is the book that will show you how to do that.
Talent is both for people searching for talent and for those who wish to be searched
for, found, and discovered.
Tyler Cowen is the author of Discover Your Inner Economist, Create Your Own Economy, the New York Times bestseller The Great Stagnation, and others.
Daniel Gross is a software entrepreneur who founded Pioneer, an upstart venture
capital firm devoted to finding new talent around the world using on-line
methods, in 2018 when he was 27; he is currently its CEO.

“Talent is everything—whether in investing and building startups, or in other
creative endeavors. This book shares how, based on both scientific research and the
authors’ own experiences. The future depends on this know-how.”—Marc Andreessen, co-founder of Netscape and Andreessen Horowitz
“The most important job of any leader is to find individuals with a ‘creative spark,’
and the potential to discover, invent and build the future. If you want to learn the
art and science of spotting and empowering exceptional people, Talent is brimming with fresh insights and actionable advice.”—Eric Schmidt, co-founder of
Schmidt Futures and former CEO of Google
“A useful and entertaining map for companies looking toward a creative future.”—
Kirkus
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THE RISE AND REIGN OF THE MAMMALS

A New History, from the Shadow of the Dinosaurs to Us
By Steve Brusatte

NA

June 2022 / Mariner Books (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Peter Hubbard
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

Russian (Alpina)
Dutch (Ambo Anthos)
Simplified Chinese (Cheers)
French (Quanto)
UK (Picador UK)
German (Piper)
Renowned paleontologist and internationally bestselling author of The Rise and
Fall of the Dinosaurs Steve Brusatte charts the extraordinary story of the dinosaurs’
successor: mammals, which emerged from the shadows to rule the Earth.
In his acclaimed The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs, Steve Brusatte, “one of the stars
of modern paleontology” (National Geographic), enchanted readers with his definitive history of the dinosaurs. Now, picking up the story in the ashes of extinction,
Brusatte explores the remarkable story of the family of animals that inherited the
Earth: mammals. Though mammals are seemingly familiar to us, Brusatte brilliantly
reveals that their story is as fascinating and complex as dinosaurs.
Beginning with the earliest days of the mammal lineage some 200 million years ago,
Brusatte charts how mammals survived the asteroid that claimed the dinosaurs and
made the world their own. The mammals we share the planet with today, though,
are simply the few survivors of a once-verdant family tree, which has been pruned
by time and mass extinctions. Saber-toothed cats, wooly mammoths and armadillos
the size of a car are but a few of the creatures we learn about along the way. The
story concludes, of course with us—human beings—a mammal species that has
so thoroughly dominated the Earth that we ourselves have triggered an extinction
event that has claimed an estimated 80% of wild mammals in the last century. Brusatte also brings alive the lost worlds mammals inhabited over the past 66 million
years, from ice ages to volcanic cataclysms. A sterling example of scientific storytelling, The Rise and Fall of the Mammals illustrates how this incredible history laid the
foundation for today’s world, for us, and our future.
Steve Brusatte hunts dinosaurs. He is on the faculty of the University of Edinburgh
in Scotland, and has traveled around the world digging up dinosaurs and, working
with many international colleagues, has named more than 15 new species.
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BLACK SKINHEAD

Reflections on Blackness and Our Political Future
By Brandi Collins-Dexter

NA

September 2022 / Celadon (Macmillan) / US Editor: Ryan Doherty
Final PDF Available
For fans of Bad Feminist and The Sum of Us, Black Skinhead sparks a radical conversation about Black America and political identity.
In Black Skinhead, Brandi Collins-Dexter, former Senior Campaign Manager for
Color Of Change, explores the fragile alliance between Black voters and the Democratic party. Through sharp, timely essays that span the political, cultural, and
personal, Collins-Dexter reveals decades of simmering disaffection in Black America, told as much through voter statistics as it is through music, film, sports, and the
baffling mind of Kanye West.
While Black Skinhead is an outward look at Black votership and electoral politics,
it is also a funny, deeply personal, and introspective look at the fragility of Black
culture and identity, ultimately revealing a Black America that has become deeply
disillusioned with the failed promises of its country.
“We had been told that everything was fine, that America was working for everyone and
that the American Dream was attainable for all. But for those who had been paying attention, there had been warning signs that the Obamas’ version of the American Dream
wasn’t working for everyone. [...] When someone tells you everything is fine, but around
you, you see evidence that it’s not, where will the quest to find answers lead you? As I
went on the journey of writing this book, I found a very different tale about Black politics and Black America, one that countered white America’s long-held assumption that
Black voters will always vote Democrat—and even that the Democratic party is the best
bet for Black Americans. My ultimate question was this: how are Black people being led
away—not towards—each other, and what do we lose when we lose each other? What do
we lose when, to quote Kanye West, we feel lost in the world.”
Brandi Collins-Dexter is the former Senior Campaign Director at Color Of
Change, where she oversaw the media, culture, and economic justice departments.
She is considered to be a critical public voice on issues of race, technology and
corporate accountability, and is currently a visiting fellow at the Harvard Kennedy
School’s Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy.

“Brandi Dexter-Collins knows how important it is to understand who Black people really are. Her eye-opening research, analysis and storytelling reveals important
undercurrents in Black culture, anticipating the major political waves they will
soon become. Black Skinhead challenges every assumption and shows us how to see
past the fiction of who politicians and pundits want us to be. This book cannot be
ignored.” —Rashad Robinson, President of Color Of Change
“Masterfully weaves together a compelling personal story about coming of age as an
activist disenchanted with the complacent attitude of politicians towards the needs
of Black Americans. Brandi Collins-Dexter does not take democracy in America
as an inevitable, but rather an ideal to be fought for, where all political parties
must continue to earn the votes of Black Americans. Black Skinhead is the political
education you’ve been waiting for.” —Dr. Joan Donovan, research director at
Harvard University’s Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy
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DIGITAL LETHARGY

Dispatches from an Age of Disconnection
By Tung-Hui Hu

WE

October 2022 / MIT Press / US Editor: Noah Springer
Edited MS Available
The exhaustion, disappointment, and listlessness experienced under digital capitalism, explored through works by contemporary artists, writers, and performers.
Sometimes, interacting with digital platforms, we want to be passive—in those
moments of dissociation when we scroll mindlessly rather than connecting with
anyone, for example, or when our only response is a shrugging “lol.” Despite encouragement by these platforms to “be yourself,” we want to be anyone but ourselves. Tung-Hui Hu calls this state of exhaustion, disappointment, and listlessness
digital lethargy. This condition permeates our lives under digital capitalism, whether
we are “users,” who are what they click, or racialized workers in Asia and the Global
South. Far from being a state of apathy, however, lethargy may hold the potential
for social change.
Hu explores digital lethargy through a series of works by contemporary artists,
writers, and performers. These dispatches from the bleeding edge of digital culture
include a fictional dystopia where low-wage Mexican workers laugh and emote for
white audiences; a group that invites lazy viewers to strap their Fitbits to a swinging
metronome, faking fitness and earning a discount on their health insurance premiums; and a memoir of burnout in an Amazon warehouse. These works dwell within
the ordinariness and even banality of digital life, redirecting our attention toward
moments of thwarted agency, waiting and passing time. Lethargy, writes Hu, is a
drag: it weighs down our ability to rush to solutions, and forces us to talk about the
unresolved present.

D I G I TA L
LETHARGY
DISPATCHES
FROM
AN AGE OF
DISCONNECTION
TUN G - HUI HU

Tung-Hui Hu is Associate Professor of English at the University of Michigan. A
former network engineer and a published poet, he is the author of A Prehistory of the
Cloud (MIT Press), praised by the New Yorker as “mesmerizing” and by the Guardian as “witty, sharp and theoretically aware.”
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VIRAL JUSTICE

How We Grow the World We Want
By Ruha Benjamin

WE

October 2022 / Princeton University Press / US Editor: Megan Levinson
Edited MS Available
An inspiring vision of how we can build a more just world—one small change at a
time.
Long before the pandemic, Ruha Benjamin was doing groundbreaking research
on race, technology, and justice, focusing on big, structural changes. But the twin
plagues of COVID-19 and anti-Black police violence inspired her to rethink the importance of small, individual actions. Part memoir, part manifesto, Viral Justice is a
sweeping and deeply personal exploration of how we can transform society through
the choices we make every day.
Vividly recounting her personal experiences and those of her family, Benjamin
shows how seemingly minor decisions and habits could spread virally and have exponentially positive effects. She recounts her father’s premature death, illuminating
the devastating impact of the chronic stress of racism, but she also introduces us to
community organizers who are fostering mutual aid and collective healing. Through
her brother’s experience with the criminal justice system, we see the trauma caused
by policing practices and mass imprisonment, but we also witness family members
finding strength as they come together to demand justice for their loved ones. And
while her own challenges as a young mother reveal the vast inequities of our healthcare system, Benjamin also describes how the support of doulas and midwives can
keep Black mothers and babies alive and well.
Born of a stubborn hopefulness, Viral Justice offers a passionate, inspiring, and
practical vision of how small changes can add up to large ones, transforming our
relationships and communities, and helping us build a more just and joyful world.
Ruha Benjamin is an internationally recognized writer, speaker, and professor of
African American Studies at Princeton University, where she is the founding director of the Ida B. Wells Just Data Lab. She is the award-winning author of Race After
Technology and editor of Captivating Technology, among many other publications.
Her work has been featured widely in the media, including the New York Times, the
Washington Post, CNN, The Root, and The Guardian.
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WEATHERING

The Extraordinary Stress of Ordinary Life in an
Unjust Society
By Dr. Arline T. Geronimus

WE

March 2023 / Little, Brown (Hachette) / US Editor: Tracy Behar
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

UK/Comm (Virago)
Over 30 years ago, Arline coined the term “weathering” to describe the effects of
systemic oppression—including racism and classism—upon the body. It refers not
only to how life in America erodes the health of people of color and poor people, but
to how they resist such erosion. To weather and be weathered is to withstand the challenges and insults that our society leverages at those who are marginalized.
The country is waking up to what Black Americans have known for centuries and
what public health statistics have evidenced for decades: systemic injustice—not just
in the form of racist cops, but in the form of everyday life—takes a physical, too
often deadly toll on Black, brown, and poor communities. Marginalized Americans
are more likely to suffer from chronic diseases and to die at much younger ages than
their middle- and upper-class white counterparts. Black mothers die during childbirth at a rate three times higher than white mothers. And the current COVID-19
pandemic has thrown these disparities into even starker relief. In the course of her
long and distinguished career, Arline has conducted over 70 studies that support
the weathering model. In Weathering she will draw on that research to make the
case that weathering is a quantifiable phenomenon, then offer a range of solutions
for addressing the inequities that characterize life, death, and health in America.
Arline has crossed disciplines to track weathering down to the molecular level; she
has devoted just as much effort to documenting the human stories of weathered
populations. Her work encompasses both authoritative statistical analyses and vivid,
in-depth observation of and interviews with local communities. This will allow her
to chronicle weathering through the voices of those who experience it most severely.
Natural models for Weathering include Bessel van der Kolk’s The Body Keeps the Score
and Elizabeth Blackburn’s and Elissa Epel’s The Telomere Effect.
Dr. Arline T. Geronimus is a professor at University of Michigan’s School of Public
Health and a member of the National Academy of Medicine. She has served as a
consultant for President Obama’s Health Care Advisory Committee, the US Civil
Rights Commission, the MacArthur Foundation, the Aspen Institute, and the Ford
Foundation, among many others.
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FREEDOM IS NOT ENOUGH

FIFTEEN TOOLS TO TURN THE TIDE

How to Negotiate Successfully When You Face Stress,
Powerlessness and Adversity

The Case for Economic Rights
By Mark Paul

NA

Fall 2022 / University of Chicago Press / US Editor: Chad Zimmerman
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022
America is the richest country in the world, and despite this—or arguably because
of it—our economic inequality is appallingly severe.
Yet, when it comes to solving the enormous problems of our booming economy,
we’ve been thinking small. We water down the desire for healthcare for all to what’s
left of the Affordable Care Act (i.e. not much). We talk about fighting the existential crisis of global warming with a modest carbon tax. In short, we’ve attempted
to keep a cruise liner from sinking by jamming a finger into the leak.We need to
think big, to think different, and that’s where this book comes in.
Freedom Is Not Enough picks up where the New Deal left off in 1944, with FDR’s
then-radical proposal to expand the Bill of Rights. By guaranteeing a handful
of new liberties, he argued, we would provide Americans with not only a political safety net but a sorely needed economic one. Rather than ensuring freedom
from—from the government’s censorship of free speech or its interference in one’s
right to bear arms—as the original Bill of Rights did, the new, additional rights
would ensure freedom to—to gainful employment, a good education, breathable
air and drinkable water. FDR’s proposal never took hold, but it lived on in the
wake of his death, gained strength from the support of civil rights leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr., and others, and finally burst into the realm of possibility with
Senator Bernie Sanders’ landmark presidential campaign in 2016.

By Seth Freeman

NA

January 2023 / William Morrow (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Nick Amphlett
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

Simplified Chinese (Cheers)
Complex Chinese (BWP)
An essential guide to negotiating in difficult, power-imbalance situations, providing
the reader with an arsenal of practical tools anybody can use when facing one of
those awful negotiations where you feel like the other side holds all, or most of, the
cards or when the stakes and pressure are daunting.
Whether readers are dealing with an intimidating client or a difficult neighbor,
negotiating job terms in a bad economy, talking with an angry spouse, or managing a complicated contract with a huge company, Fifteen Tools to Turn the Tide
offers winning scripts, techniques, and hacks that can help anyone turn a desperate
situation into a win-win. Unlike other books on negotiation, Fifteen Tools to Turn
the Tide emphasizes simple, powerful devices that will ease negotiators’ burdens,
distilling its principles into easy-to-use applications. The proposal includes a host
of memorable stories of people in all sorts of situations using the tools to overcome
impossible odds, including:
-- a young girl trying to get her unwilling mother to buy a dog;
-- a recent MBA grad who salvaged a critical merger, saving $14 million;
--a passenger whose flight was stuck on the tarmac for seven hours who found a
way to get everyone off the plane and into the airport;
-- and, a young woman who lost her fiancé in 9/11, and used the tools to win
the heart of his hostile, dismissive mother.

Mark contributed significantly to the Sanders campaign, and many of its tent-pole
ideas originated in Mark’s work. In this book, he’ll expand on those ideas, in one
place, for the first time. Freedom Is Not Enough will be the blueprint for how to
make our politics, economy, and society into a fairer, more equitable, more sustainable ecosystem.

Fifteen Tools to Turn the Tide recognizes that students of Getting to Yes think in
terms of their BATNA (best alternative to a negotiated agreement) – but it asks,
what if you have no BATNA? – and then, brilliantly, shows you how you can still
win.

Mark Paul is an assistant professor of economics and environmental studies at
New College of Florida and a fellow at the Roosevelt Institute. His writing has
been cited in the New York Times, the Economist, the Washington Post, CNN, the
Atlantic, Vox, Bloomberg, the Financial Times, and elsewhere.

Seth Freeman teaches at Columbia University and NYU’s Stern Business School.
He has served as a visiting professor at the World Economic Forum, Sun Yat-sen
University’s Executive MBA program in Guangzhou, China, Beijing University,
and Bordeaux School of Management in France.
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STATESWOMEN

TINDERBOX

India’s Slide Towards Turmoil
By Sadanand Dhume

By Jennifer Koons
WE

NA

Spring 2023 / Yale University Press / US Editor: Jaya Chatterjee
Proposal Available — Edited MS Summer 2022

Rights Sold:

UK/Comm (HarperCollins UK)

A brilliant, 60,000 word book on India that will become the next big book on the
world’s largest democracy, and promises to address India’s response (and failures)
during the pandemic.
Like Ed Luce’s In Spite of the Gods and Suketu Mehta’s Maximum City, and books
like Evan Osnos’s Age of Ambition, Tinderbox profiles a country at a moment
of monumental change as it faces the potential for either great leaps forward or
catastrophic mistakes. Dhume uses masterful writing, unforgettable characters and
original reported stories – like the dynamic and dangerous Yogi-politician in Uttar
Pradesh featured in the proposal’s sample chapter – to challenge the conventional view of India by arguing that strident Hindu nationalism, sluggish economic
growth and fraying democratic institutions threaten the future of the world’s largest democracy, and as result, the rest of the world. We hope that Tinderbox will be
published in 2022, to coincide with 75 years of Indian independence.
Sadanand Dhume is the South Asia columnist for the Wall Street Journal and a
resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute. He writes about India regularly for leading U.S. publications including the Wall Street Journal, the Atlantic and
Foreign Policy, and appears regularly on U.S. and international TV and radio as an
expert on India and South Asia.

Spring 2022 / Beacon Press / US Editor: Haley Lynch
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
A first-of-its-kind book that profiles some of the most important and courageous
modern day American diplomats.
This book will feature four remarkable women diplomats, all of whom have agreed
to participate fully in this book: Barbara Bodine, Deborah Jones, Roberta Jacobson
and Susan Page. Together, they form the most exciting and comprehensive portrait
of America’s brilliant and courageous modern stateswomen. These women represented America during the bombing of the USS Cole, the murder of Chris Stevens
in Benghazi, the war in Iraq and the secret mission to extradite El Chapo. Their
stories are remarkable and essential and filled with both larger-than-life and real
life moments, from disappearing husbands to raising kids in foreign places to fancy
parties with foreign leaders and hostage situations. Just as Boys on the Bus followed
political reporters around the country to provide a view into campaign journalism,
and Three Women took readers into the private sex lives of modern women, and
Hidden Figures updated an important piece of history with the proper credit due –
so does Stateswomen take readers to a place previously hidden, and utterly important to see clearly.
Jennifer Koons is a senior foreign policy reporter, former foreign correspondent
and national security editor. Her work has focused on diplomacy, global security
and the humanitarian implications of migration, political participation, corruption, women’s rights, global affairs, national security and intelligence issues. He
reporting has appeared in The Atlantic, The New York Times, Salon, Huffington Post,
and Foreign Policy, among other publications. She is a Pulitzer Center on Crisis
Reporting grantee for her work on women, children, terrorism and migration in
the Sahel. She teaches Northwestern University journalism students specializing
in national security coverage and led Medill’s award-winning Politics and National
Security Reporting Project.
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I HATE WHEN YOU SAY THAT!

How Verbal Tics Shape Who We Are, And Who We Want
To Be
By Dr. Valerie Fridland

NA

Spring 2023 / Viking (PRH) / US Editor: Terezia Cicel
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022

Rights Sold:

Korean (Gimm-Young)
A lively, optimistic, and deeply intelligent guide to the way we speak and why.
A charming mix of irreverence and expertise, It’s All Talk argues that our tics are
our tells. It weaves together history, psychology, science, and cheeky anecdotes to
reveal how the way we talk, rather than the content of what we say, shapes our
social, professional, and romantic success. Through an examination of culture,
geography, social distance, and gender, it reveals how unwritten social dynamics
dictate our language structures and word choices. How language structures and
word choices shape our conception of the world. And how our conception of the
world determines our place within it. By exploring the dark corners every English
teacher has taught us to avoid, it goes beyond the traditional grammar book to
contend that our most popular and pilloried linguistic quirks are more important
to who we are than oxford commas, dangling modifiers, or split infinitives. And
that once we understand this, we can interrogate our own biases and speech patterns to become more open, persuasive, and powerful people.
At a time when our linguistic style matters more than our clothing, our deodorant, or even our power poses, this book will speak to anyone who has come to
rely on Zoom, FaceTime, WhatsApp, cellphones, or other disembodied forms of
communication. In other words, it will speak to anyone who talks—and who cares
about how they sound. This includes students in high school, college, and graduate
school; professionals looking to get a date, a job, or a raise; and anyone hoping to
better connect across generational or social divides. How we talk directly impacts
how we’re perceived, which is why we aspire for this book to be the linguistic response to Presence by Amy Cuddy or The Charisma Myth by Olivia Fox Cabane.
Dr. Valerie Fridland is a professor of sociolinguistics at the University of Nevada
in Reno. An expert on the relationship between language and society, her work has
appeared in numerous academic journals and she is co-author of the book Sociophonetics by Cambridge University Press. She also writes for Psychology Today.

THE MULTIGENERATIONAL REVOLUTION
How Demographics and Technology Will Transform
Learning, Working, and Playing—At Every Age
By Mauro Guillen

NA

Spring 2023 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Michael Flamini
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

Complec Chinese (BWP )
Korean (Woongjin Think Big)

Simplified Chinese (CITIC)
Spanish (Planeta)
UK/Comm (Bonnier)

There are currently eight generations living alongside one another—something that
has never happened in the history of mankind.
In a book that takes trends we think we understand—the increases in longevity
and in the scope of technology—Mauro unveils how they will impact those who
are living longer as well as the young. It’s not just that retirement will look different, but our entire working lives. As the rate of change outpaces what we can learn
in four years at university, education will be transformed. Scientific research is
also showing us that creativity peaks in peoples’ 20’s and 50’s, which has implications for the multigenerational workforce, people who will change careers several
times over their lifetimes, as well as for women who have historically “lost out” on
income and promotions because of taking time away to have children. Brands will
have to rethink who their customers are. The vast majority of wealth will be held
by those in the 60’s and older, meaning that companies can no longer focus on the
young and middle aged, but rather on what is known as the “ageless consumer”.
The speed with which technology is changing everything affects the young and
old, which while offering opportunity, also creates fear and insecurity. Frictions are
already proliferating between younger, tax-paying generations and those in retirement enjoying healthcare and pension benefits—and governments and municipalities have yet to solve how to provide, much less pay for, the burgeoning need
for services. As longevity, fitness, and technology continue to apply pressure on
organizations and society, we must find new templates so that people of different
generations can live their longer, fitter lives to the fullest. Mauro will identify the
specific cultural changes that governments, companies, and society as a whole need
to undergo in order for people belonging to multiple generations can live fulfilling
lives replete with opportunities for self-actualization, to the benefit of society and
the economy.
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DO IT YOURSELF

THE NATURE OF INTELLIGENCE

Engineer Your Environment to Make the Most of Your
Genes

The Power to Dream, Build, Give
By Bernie Marcus
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Bernie is the most extraordinary person. He thinks and dreams big – and no matter how outlandish, ambitious or unrealistic the dream, he makes it a reality. He
has a track record of picking extraordinary goals – creating one of the most successful retail businesses in history; helping tens of thousands of people without college
degrees achieve unprecedented levels of financial security and success; building the
world’s most prestigious aquarium in a landlocked city hundreds of miles from the
sea; reinventing the medical options available for families of autistic children – and
making them happen.
Bernie has always been about empowering people to make change, and he believes
with good reason that the best way to achieve goals is to ignore the naysayers, dig
in and work for them yourself. His book will give readers the ability to learn his
lessons of empowerment and self-reliance and achieve their own success.
His new book, DO IT YOURSELF, outlines how he has achieved his success. It is
unpretentious, empathic, candid, funny, and filled with great advice. Bernie plans
a comprehensive publicity and marketing plan to support this book, and he has
asked many of the celebrities he knows well, from Gary Sinise to Condoleezza Rice
to Pitbull, to write forewords and to support the book on social media.
Bernie Marcus co-founded the Home Depot, helped invent the concept of “do it
yourself ” in home improvement, and served as CEO, then chairman until his
retirement in 2002. He applies the same passion for philanthropy that he used to
build his iconic business and has given away more than $2 billion to hundreds of
organizations, universities, and non-profits. His new book shares the lessons of
empowerment and self-reliance with readers to help them achieve their own
success.

By Dr. Rina Bliss
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A guide to engineering your environment to make the most of your genes, using
recent discoveries in the fields of intelligence genetics, epigenetics, and cognitive
science to show readers how to naturally meet their brain’s own innate potential
instead of bio-hacking themselves smarter.
We live in a world obsessed with intelligence where everyone wants to figure out
how to harness their true potential. The Nature of Intelligence will arm you with the
latest knowledge in the field of intelligence genetics and provide you with sciencebacked tips to naturally support your mind’s most promising functions.
Beginning with the fascinating and fraught history of discovering and defining
human “intelligence,” Dr. Bliss reveals that our understanding of what makes us
smart has always developed in lockstep with our understanding of our genes. She
then introduces the concept of neuro-sculpting and its world-shaping weapon,
CRISPR, educating readers about all the current ways companies claim that they
can supposedly edit your intellect. After warning readers away from the shaky science touted by Silicon Valley start-ups and Pharma Bros, Dr. Bliss instead pushes
readers toward engineering their environment to make the most of their genes, a
process that she calls enviro- sculpting. The book ends with a series of recommendations for how readers can make the most of their brains using their environment,
backed by recent findings in the fields of epigenetics, cognitive psychology, and
neuroscience. Standing at the nexus of pop science and prescriptive self-betterment, The Nature of Intelligence will be the first trade book on the genetics of intelligence. It’ll be a must-read for everyone from sci-curious undergrads and nervous
first-time parents to brain-boosting executives and outcome-obsessed educators.
Dr. Rina Bliss is one of the leading voices popularizing the intersection of genetics
and society. She is a tenured Professor of Sociology at Rutgers University and an
affiliate of UCSF and the UC Berkeley Center for Social Medicine.
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CHANGING GENDER

Transgender History from the 19th Century until Now
By Susan Stryker
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Set to be the definitive narrative of the transgender movement, Changing Gender
brings the vast process to life of the movement through character-driven storytelling
and will ignite a new understanding of gender itself.
For many people, the Transgender Movement first came to their attention earlier
this year when 16 million viewers tuned in to watch Caitlyn Jenner’s 20/20 interview with Diane Sawyer. Since then it seems as if there has been an explosion of
attention to transgender celebrity culture—from the New York Times’ “Transgender
Today” profiles and Amazon’s Emmy-winning series Transparent to the opening of
the first transgender modeling agency in Los Angeles.
But as Susan writes, this moment didn’t come out of the blue. It is but a thin
veneer that rests atop more than a century of history. Changing Gender will
weave incisive biographical portraits of activists, artists, doctors, scientists, politicians, lawyers, media-makers and everyday citizens into the tapestry of a broader
narrative of sweeping social transformation. By the time readers finish Changing
Gender, their view of the world they already live in will be utterly transformed.
Susan Stryker earned her Ph.D. in US History from University of California-Berkeley.
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Project Total Recall is a gripping exploration of the new frontier of brain science:
optogenetics.
Memories are the windows to our lived-in realities and are what makes us who we
are. During Steve Ramirez’s first year of graduate school at MIT in 2012, he and
his colleague Xu Liu turned on a light (a literal light—that’s the “opto” in optogenetics) that would birth a new field of neuroscience: memory manipulation. Now,
the stuff of sci-fi is becoming scientific fact every other week: we can shoot light
into the brain to modulate neural activity and alleviate Parkinson’s symptoms; we
can turn depression-related symptoms on and off; and, we can view how thoughts
are formed in the brain and how they manifest in pathological conditions.
Project Total Recall is an ultimate insider’s account of cutting-edge neuroscience,
which has launched a full-scale revolution in the way we treat and classify broken
brains.
Steve Ramirez is a Junior Fellow at Harvard University and an Assistant Professor
of Neuroscience at Boston University, where he is also the principal investigator of
the Ramirez Group. His work in artificially manipulating memories has appeared
in Science and Nature, and has been covered by The New York Times, The Boston
Globe, and TIME Magazine. Steve has won numerous teaching and science awards,
including the Smithsonian Magazine’s “American Ingenuity” award, a Forbes “30
Under 30” award, and National Geographic Society’s Emerging Explorer award,
and he has also delivered TED talks.
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SEEING EACH OTHER

COME UP FOR AIR

How Your Team Can Leverage Systems and Tools to
Stop Drowning in Work
By Nick Sonnenberg

Work, Intimacy, and the Power of Connecting
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This book is a prescriptive guide that proposes a radical solution to that pervasive
feeling of being overwhelmed that plagues every organization.
I don’t know about you, but I spend a large percentage of my week crafting and
updating grids that track every stage of each project I am involved in. The teams
I am a member of communicate on email, Slack, texting, Zooms, the phone, and
good old in-person meetings. Sometimes I feel I spend all day trying to figure out
what hasn’t been done and what needs to be done. By the time it comes to actually do anything, it’s 6:30 pm and I’m exhausted. Nick Sonnenberg is the rock star
of team efficiency, and he has a solution that cuts through all of this procedural
detail—a solution that will finally give you time to think and to concentrate on the
fun aspects of your job. The key, as he outlines in Come Up For Air, is that organizations optimize information flows for the speed of at which information can be
transferred, instead of the speed at which it can be retrieved. The result is we are all
on a perpetual scavenger hunt for what we need to know and, we end up duplicating work and spending all day tracking down details instead of doing what we love.
Work apps, software and project management tools purport to make us all more
productive, but, as Nick argues, they often make things worse. The big problem
is that organizations don’t know how to use them effectively. This is the book that
shows you when and how to use tools to simplify your workload.
Come Up For Air outlines Nick’s system for jumpstarting team efficiency, which
he terms CPR: Communication, Planning and Resource. It reveals how teams can
use all of the resources at their disposal to cut through all the complexity that gets
in the way of satisfying work, and it will save the teams and companies that adopt
Nick’s ideas millions.
Nick Sonnenberg is the founder of Leverage, a fully remote 50-person company
specializing in team productivity.

By Allison Pugh
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Seeing Each Other introduces readers to the paradigm-shifting concept of connective labor—an under-recognized link between all manner of sweeping social trends
and movements, from Black Lives Matter to #MeToo to deaths of despair. Seeing
Each Other will transform the way we talk about our contemporary crises of disconnection, burnout, loneliness, and more.
Over the past six years Allison has spent more than 300 hours observing various forms of connective labor, talking with hairdressers, community organizers,
therapists, and sex workers about their work and the work beneath that work.
In Seeing Each Other she’ll draw on this substantial body of research to identify
the characteristics of connective labor, diagnose the trials it faces in our modern
Moneyball-driven society, and issue a passionate plea to reconfigure relationships,
employment, and institutions so that connective labor is protected and valued as
the driving force that it is. By naming it, breaking it down, and understanding why
it’s threatened in our increasingly depersonalized, automated world, Seeing Each
Other will transform the way we talk about our contemporary crises of disconnection, burnout, loneliness, and more.
Comparable titles include Atul Gawande’s Being Mortal, Johann Hari’s Lost Connections, and Andrew McAfee and Erik Brynjolfsson’s The Second Machine Age, all
of which are about human needs, social alienation and fragmentation, the radically
changing realms of work, technology, and automation, and of course the importance of connection. These are titles that gave their readers a new vocabulary for
thinking and talking about their work and lives, and put simply, Seeing Each Other
will change the way you connect with people.
Allison Pugh is a professor of sociology and chair of the Department of Women,
Gender and Sexuality, University of Virginia. She is the author of Long and Beonging (University of California Press), which won the 2010 William J. Goode award
for the best book in the Sociology of the Family, and was a finalist for the 2010 C.
Wright Mills award; and of The Tumbleweed Society (Oxford), and she is the editor
of Beyond the Cubicle: Job Insecurity, Intimacy and the Flexible Self (Oxford).
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YOU MIGHT WANT THIS

UNTITLED ON AI

How Companies Hold Us Captive and How to Break Free

How to Be Human in the Age of AI
By Ayanna Howard
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A brilliant analysis of contemporary life that explores how tech companies, vying to
Simplified Chinese (China Translation) make us lifelong customers through the allure of seamless, ultra-convenient shopping
Complex Chinese (Heliopolis)
experiences, are trapping us in a prison of unthinking, unsatisfying convenience.
Drawing on cutting-edge research, and her own experience as one of the few Black
women in the field of robotics, Ayanna shares how she navigated bias in her own
coming-of-age as a roboticist. She also reveals how the world of computer programmers, which largely lacks women and Black people, is producing thinking machines
that too often think like their flawed creators.
This book explores how the tech world’s racial and gender biases are infecting the
next generation of AI, for fans of Cathy O’Neil’s Weapons of Math Destructions and
Martin Ford’s Rise of the Robots.
Governments are using supercomputers to track COVID-19 patients. AI is being
employed to monitor Black Lives Matter protests. Voice recognition systems have
been rolled out that can’t hear female voices. Ayanna delivers a stirring warning
about the risks of AI and robots - but also offers an uplifting message about empowerment and where we need to go next.
Ayanna’s Sex, Race & Robots: How to Be Human in the Age of AI was released as an
Audible Original—topping the Audible charts—which formed the inspiration for
this full-length trade book, at a time when the dangers of bias in our AI-powered
machines has never been greater.
Dr. Ayanna Howard is an innovator, entrepreneur, leader, and international expert
in robotics and AI. Currently, Ayanna is the dean of College of Engineering at The
Ohio State University. She also serves on the Board of Directors for the Partnership
on AI and Autodesk. Ayanna is a frequent speaker and media expert source for
venues such as CNN and NPR. She has also been featured in various interviews,
profiles, and podcasts hosted by places like Vanity Fair, PBS, Discovery Channel,
BBC, Fox News, Huffington Post, and VIBE.

The problems Luc identifies are subtle innovations that make life, at first, more
pleasant and easy. They seem to like it when companies target their products and
services. It’s not as if we don’t know that we are being manipulated by algorithms
– we all do – but we take advantage of these things, anyway, and it does feel a tiny
bit flattering on a personal level, as if Google or Amazon appears to have made
an effort. Customer data reveals that people also appear to care more about how a
service or product is delivered than about the service or product itself. How easy
is it to make the reservation, and how quickly can we check in, has become more
important than where we are going and what we want to do when we get there.
But what if, when we arrive at the hotel or receive our latest package, we realize,
this isn’t what we want at all? Luc Wathieu is one of the subtlest and most interesting critics of consumer culture, and what he identifies, and explores in this book,
is a sort of passivity, a lack of human connection, a lack of real satisfaction and a
depression that accompanies contemporary life.
This passive, unthinking state of mind is the conscious goal of the companies we
interact with today, who only see our value if we become lifelong customers (as
opposed to one-off, occasional buyers of their products). YOU MIGHT WANT
THIS is the child of Why We Buy and How to Do Nothing. I promise it will make
you think differently about everything from Netflix to Starbucks and What’s App
– and to make you wonder if the current incarnation of the consumer society isn’t
more insidious and life-draining than it appears.
Luc Wathieu is a behavioral economist, professor of marketing at Georgetown
University, and renowned expert on consumer behavior, analytics, and marketing
innovations. He enjoys a global academic career that brought him from Brussels to
Paris, Hong Kong, Boston, Berlin, and now Washington, D.C.
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APOCALYPSE

THE PUREST BOND

An Inside Look at the Amazing Benefits of the
Human-Canine Connection
ByJen Golbeck, PhD and Stacey Colino

Rediscovering Our Past and Surviving Our Future
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Perfect for science aficionados, health and fitness enthusiasts, longtime dog lovers,
new and veteran pet owners, and anyone considering bringing a canine pal into
their lives, this book will encourage readers everywhere to tap into the inherent
rewards of dog ownership and make the most of their relationships with their furry
friends.
Every day, new and veteran dog owners are reaping profound physical, emotional,
cognitive, and social benefits from the special bonds with their canine companions—but what they might not know is that petting a dog can actually impact
them on a biochemical level, preventing spikes in blood sugar and the stress
hormone cortisol, decreasing heart rate, and leading to a surge of oxytocin and
dopamine. In the PUREST BOND, Jen and Stacey will dive into these and other
extraordinary scientific benefits of dog ownership, from help with mental health
disorders like depression, PTSD, addiction, and even eating disorders, to weight
loss and heart health, to a greater ability to focus when we’re young and stay sharp
as we age. Across four parts—“Creating Connections,” “Supporting Our Mental
and Emotional Health,” “Enhancing Our Physical Health,” and “Appreciating a
Life Well Lived Together”—the book will chart the milestones of caring for a dog
and blend rich personal anecdotes from Jen and Stacey’s lives, affecting stories from
a diverse group of Golden Ratio fans, unbelievable findings from the latest canine
research studies, and gentle advice based on Jen’s years of expertise. Much as Alexandra Horowitz’s bestselling Inside of a Dog shed light on how dogs perceive their
human companions, and Rebecca Ascher-Walsh’s Devoted compiled deeply affecting, fascinating dog stories full of mutual loyalty and adoration, THE PUREST
BOND will offer readers a new, more nuanced understanding of the human-canine connection.
Jen Golbeck is a Professor at the University of Maryland College of Information
Studies and companion to six rescued golden retrievers. She studies the intersection of psychology, social media, and artificial intelligence at work, and, with her
husband, runs a social media empire @theGoldenRatio4 to bring her dogs’ stories
of joy and recovery to the world.
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Apocalypse is in the air. The climate is changing, and it’s too late to stop it. Crops
will fail, freshwater will become scarce, while storms and fires grow ever more powerful, and cities sink under rising waters. Millions will be driven from their homes,
sparking violent conflicts and war.
Against that backdrop, Apocalypse offers surprisingly good news: We’ve been here
before. History is long, and people in the past have confronted just about every
apocalypse we’re facing today, from plagues to the extinctions, and they made it
out to the other side. We will, too. Appealing to fans of Jared Diamond’s Collapse
and Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens, Apocalypse seeks to change how readers think
about human history, reframing it as a series of crises and cataclysms, from the
rise of Homo sapiens in our deep past to the Syrian civil war in our present. It will
tell the real stories of past apocalypses, using cutting-edge science to illuminate
them in all their complexity. Even in the worst of times, people had choices. They
moved, they adapted, they changed. They survived.
Apocalypse will also serve as an introduction to archaeology in the field’s most exciting time. This book will stretch beyond the story of a single culture to grab readers
interested in the science of archaeology as a whole. It seeks to impart a sense of
wonder about past civilizations based on new and revolutionary science. All of
these past apocalypses have set us on the road to where we are now; modernity has
been built, brick by brick, out of endless end times. Our current world is just one,
imperfect, already post-apocalyptic option among many ways of being. To understand who we are and where we came from, we need to understand those past
disasters and how they shaped everything that came after, for better and for worse.
Lizzie Wade is an award-winning journalist and correspondent for Science, covering archaeology, anthropology, and Latin America.
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A story of marine biology, evolutionary history, fossil hunting, technological
breakthroughs, and scientific discovery—and of the many paleontologists who have
played a role in helping to discover the history of sharks.
Surprisingly, the oldest shark fossils are not the prototypical teeth we associate with
them, but rather tiny fish scale fossils dating back half a billion years ago. In the
first 60 million years of their history, sharks were undergoing a long “slow cooking”
period, developing feeding strategies and tools that allowed them to become apex
predators. Sharks’ weaponized teeth are only one of their superpowers: They have
a highly developed sense of small, the ability to detect living things using electroreception, and the unique capacity to replace worn teeth with sharp new ones. Scientists have also discovered that some sharks use a knowledge of astronomy in their
hunting.THE SECRET HISTORY OF SHARKS includes an enormous range of
incredible organisms: a 30-foot-long shark with a deadly row of huge jagged teeth;
a monster of about the same size capable of scooping up giant clams several feet
wide and grinding them into powder with its crenulated pavement teeth; and of
course, the mighty Megalodon with its massive jaws, six-inch serrated teeth, and
66-foot-long body which allowed it to hunt and dismember huge baleen whales.
And shark evolution is by no means a linear tale—twice in their long history they
found themselves in the shadows of larger, more formidable killers, yet they not
only survived, but also took back their crown as the king of the sea.
At a time when our planet is threatened by global warming, their incredible ability
to persist tells us something about the ways a species can endure—after all, sharks
have managed to survive all five of Earth’s major mass extinction events.THE
SECRET LIFE OF SHARKS tells an amazing tale of evolution and survival, with
ramifications far beyond the ocean.
John Long is the Strategic Professor of Paleontology at Flinders University in Adelaide and part of the largest paleontological research team in Australia.
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The singer-songwriter’s heartfelt memoir about growing up in a bohemian musical
family and her experiences with love, loss, motherhood, divorce, the music industry,
and more.
Born into music royalty, the daughter of folk legends Kate McGarrigle and Loudon
Wainwright III and sister to the highly-acclaimed and genre-defying singer Rufus
Wainwright, Martha grew up in a world filled with such incomparable folk legends
as Leonard Cohen; Suzy Roche, Anna McGarrigle, Richard and Linda Thompson,
Pete Townsend, Donald Fagan and Emmylou Harris. It was within this loud, boisterous, carny, musical milieu that Martha came of age, struggling to find her voice
until she exploded on the scene with her 2005 debut critically acclaimed album,
Martha Wainwright, containing the blistering hit, “Bloody Mother F*cking Asshole,” which the Sunday Times called one of the best songs of that year. Her successful debut album and the ones that followed such as Come Home to Mama, I Know
You’re Married but I’ve Got Feelings Too, and Goodnight City came to define Martha’s
searing songwriting style and established her as a powerful voice to be reckoned
with. Martha digs into the deep recesses of herself with the same emotional honesty
that has come to define her music. She describes her tumultuous public-facing journey from awkward, earnest, and ultimately rebellious daughter, through her intense
competition and ultimate alliance with her brother, Rufus, to the indescribable loss
of their mother, Kate, and then, finally, discovering her voice as an artist. With candor and grace, Martha writes of becoming a mother herself and making peace with
her past struggles with Kate and her former self, finally understanding and facing
the challenge of being a female artist and a mother. Ultimately, Stories I Might Regret
Telling You will offer readers a thoughtful and deeply personal look into the extraordinary life of one of the most talented singer-songwriters in music today.
Martha Wainwright is an internationally renowned singer-songwriter, critically-acclaimed for the rawness and emotional honesty of both her vocals and lyrics.

“With disarming candor and courage, Martha tells us of finding her own voice
(one, in my opinion, without peer) and peace as a working artist and mother. Her
story is made more unique because of the remarkably gifted musical family she was
born into.”—Emmylou Harris
“This book offers a portrait of a modern, blended family that will make you understand and forgive yours. Wainwright shows how a big, dysfunctional brood can
be a blessing and filled with surprising gifts and makes the heart grow bigger. A
surprising and brilliantly relatable book.”—Heather O’Neill, bestselling author
of The Lonely Hearts Hotel
“A beautiful and clear-eyed memoir, full of music, friendship, love and heartache.
Somehow at once sizzling and wise, as undeniable as the singer who wrote it.”—
Sean Michaels, Scotiabank Giller Prize-winning novelist
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Sweetbitter meets Brotopia in a story of self-discovery and breaking barriers by
award-winning investigative reporter and former CNN Senior Tech Correspondent
Laurie Segall.
In 2008, 23-year-old Laurie Segall was a newly minted assistant at CNN. As Wall
Street was crashing down, Segall began discovering a group of scrappy misfits who
were rising from the ashes of the recession to change the world: the tech entrepreneurs. A misfit herself, Segall gained entrance to New York’s burgeoning tech scene,
with its limitless cash flow and geeks-turned-billionaires. Back at the news desk,
she rose through the ranks at CNN, while these entrepreneurs went from minnows
to sharks, building companies that would become our democracy and our social
fabric: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Uber, Tinder. Over the course of a decade,
Laurie Segall became one of the first reporters to give airtime to many of these
founders—from Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook) to Jack Dorsey (Twitter) to Kevin
Systrom (Instagram) to Travis Kalanick (Uber)—while tracking their evolution
and society’s cultural shift in the CNN startup beat she created. By the end of her
tenure at CNN, she had become its on-air senior technology correspondent and had
witnessed the rise of second-wave tech, from the boom to the “complicated years” to
the backlash, as her misfits emerged as some of the world’s most influential leaders.
A coming-of-age narrative chronicling an era transformed, Special Characters is, at
its core, a young woman’s origin story—in love, in career, and in life—and an account of the humans behind the companies that have shaped our society. Filled with
emotional heft and razor-sharp observations, Segall’s empowering memoir is a richly
rendered backstage pass to the tech bubble that reimagined the ethos of our social,
political, and cultural experience.
Laurie Segall is an investigative journalist. She is currently the founder and executive producer of Dot Dot Dot Media, a correspondent for 60 Minutes+ on Paramount Plus, and a national correspondent for CBS News.

“Inspiring on the personal level while somewhat chilling on the societal one.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“With wit and candor, Laurie Segall offers an intimate account of a young woman
finding her voice in the boys’ clubs of Silicon Valley and cable news. Laurie Segall’s
memoir is funny, charming, and sincere, and a staggeringly good book.”—Sophia
Amoruso, New York Times bestselling author of #Girlboss
“Like the Carrie Bradshaw of technology journalism - her storytelling is sharp,
sophisticated, and illuminating. This book is a seductive, insightful coming-ofage story of both Segall and the world as we know it.”—Nicole Lapin, New York
Times bestselling author of Rich Bitch
“Both a mesmerizing memoir and an enthralling whirlwind ride through the highs
and lows of the tech industry.”—Susan Fowler, author of Whistleblower
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A visionary leader’s powerful personal story and a blueprint for change that will
inspire schools and communities across America.
Luma Mufleh—a Muslim woman, a gay refugee from hyper-conservative Jordan—
joins a pick-up game of soccer in Clarkston, Georgia. The players, 11- and 12-yearolds from Liberia and Afghanistan and Sudan, have attended local schools for years.
Drawn in as coach of a ragtag but fiercely competitive team, Mufleh discovers that
few of her players can read a word. She asks, “Where was the America that took
me in? That protected me? How can I get these kids to that America?”For readers
of Malala, Paul Tough, and Bryan Stevenson, Learning America is the moving and
insight-packed story of how Luma Mufleh grew a soccer team into a nationally acclaimed network of schools—by homing in laserlike on what traumatized students
need in order to learn. Fugees accepts only those most in need: students recruit
other students, and all share a background of war, poverty, and trauma. No student
passes a grade without earning it; the failure of any student is the responsibility of
all. Most foundational, everyone takes art and music and everyone plays soccer, areas where students make the leaps that can and must happen—as this gifted refugee
activist convinces—even for America’s most left-behind.

“Our shared American story comes to life in this compelling book.”—Laurene
Powell Jobs, founder and president, Emerson Collective

Luma Mufleh is the founder of Fugees Family, with schools now in Georgia and
Ohio and an expanding footprint bringing educational equity to refugee resettlement communities across America. Her TED Talk on educational justice for
refugee families was viewed more than 1.7 million times.

“Her heartbreaking and ultimately inspiring story illuminates how to remedy educational injustice not only for refugees but also for millions of children born into
poverty and trauma in our own country.”—Dale Russakoff, author of the New
York Times bestseller The Prize: Who’s in Charge of America’s Schools?

“A truly extraordinary story of selflessness, compassion, and the pursuit of justice
for one of the most vulnerable communities in our society: refugee children. Luma
Mufleh gorgeously weaves her story as a gay, Jordanian immigrant living in America
and her lifelong passion of coaching soccer to better the lives of refugee kids across
the country.”––Jose Antonio Vargas, founder of Define American and best-selling author of Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen

“Luma Mufleh is truly remarkable, inspiring not only to her team of ‘Fugees’ but
to anyone in the world who reads this book. It’s a powerful story, reminding us
that the journey of refugees and immigrants doesn’t end the day they arrive in
America. Coach Luma shows us the deep power of one of the world’s most universal languages, soccer, and above all the unifying strength of community.”—José
Andrés, chef, humanitarian, founder of World Central Kitchens
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JILL

A Biography of the First Lady
By Julie Pace, Darlene Superville and the Associated Press

NA

April 2022 / Little, Brown (Hachette) / US Editor: Vanessa Mobley
Final PDF Available
The inspiring life of First Lady Dr. Jill Biden.
Dr. Jill Biden has been described as President Joe Biden’s greatest political asset. Like
many women of her generation, Jill holds her commitments as wife, mother, and
grandmother at the center of her life. She worked as a teacher, attained a doctorate
in education, and taught at Northern Virginia Community College. She broke
barriers as First Lady as the first to hold a paying job outside the White House. Jill is
the story of this extraordinary, ordinary American woman.
From her earliest days dating Senator Biden, to her embrace of Beau and Hunter
Biden and the birth of daughter Ashley, to her role by Joe Biden’s side through
Senate reelection race after Senate reelection race, to her years as Second Lady, and
through Joe’s successful run for the Democratic nomination for president, Jill has
lived in the public eye. In this deeply reported biography, Julie Pace and Darlene
Superville of The Associated Press reveal some of the private sides of Jill Biden. We
come to see her particular blend of grit and hope, which holds the Biden family
together through tragedy and good fortune alike.
Julie Pace is Executive Editor of the Associated Press. Previously she was Washington bureau chief and White House correspondent. Pace won the White House
Correspondents’ Association Merriman Smith Award in 2013.
Darlene Superville is a White House reporter at The Associated Press, where she
has worked for over thirty years on political beats. She covered President Obama’s
and President Trump’s terms.
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HIS NAME IS GEORGE FLOYD

One Man’s Life and the Struggle for Racial Justice
By Robert Samuels and Toluse Olorunnipa

NA

May 2022 / Viking (PRH) / US Editor: Ibrahim Ahmad
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:

Finnish (Like Publishing)
German (Fischer)

Polish (Marginesy)
UK/Comm (Transworld / PRH UK)

A landmark biography by two prizewinning Washington Post reporters that reveals
how systemic racism shaped George Floyd’s life and legacy—from his family’s roots
in the tobacco fields of North Carolina, to ongoing inequality in housing, education,
health care, criminal justice, and policing—telling the singular story of how one
man’s tragic experience brought about a global movement for change.
The events of that day are tragically familiar: on May 25, 2020, George Floyd died
at the hands of the police, murdered outside of a Minneapolis convenience store.
His death set off a series of protests around the world, awakening millions to the
dire need for reimagining the broken systems of policing. But behind a face that
would be graffitied onto countless murals there is the reality of one man’s stolen life,
beset by suffocating systemic pressures.This biography shows the athletic boy raised
in the projects who would become a father, a partner, a friend, and a man constantly
in search of a better life. The authors bring to light the determination Floyd carried
as he faced the relentless struggle to survive as a Black man in America. Placing his
narrative within the larger context of America’s deeply troubled history, the book
examines the Floyd family’s roots in slavery and sharecropping, the segregation of
his schools, the overpolicing of his communities, the devastating snares of the prison
system, and his attempts to break free from drug dependence—putting today’s
inequality into uniquely human terms. Drawing upon hundreds of interviews and
extensive original reporting, a poignant and moving exploration reveals how a man
who simply wanted to breathe ended up touching the world.

“A monumental work of reporting and storytelling.” —Wesley Lowery, Pulitzer
Prize–winning reporter and author of They Can’t Kill Us All
“A much-needed portrait of the life, times, and martyrdom of George Floyd, a
chronicle of the racial awakening sparked by his brutal and untimely death, and an
essential work of history I hope everyone will read.”—Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

Robert Samuels is a national political enterprise reporter for the Washington Post
who focuses on the intersection of politics, policy, and people. Toluse “Tolu” Olorunnipa is a political enterprise and investigations reporter for the Washington Post.

“A wondrous feat of vivid writing and deep reporting, from the way it leads the reader through George Floyd’s final fateful day on earth to its masterly account of Floyd’s
hopes and frustrations in the larger context of race in America.”—David Maraniss,
Pulitzer Prize–winning reporter and author of Barack Obama: The Story

“Since we know George Floyd’s death with tragic clarity, we must know his America—and life—with tragic clarity [...] essential for our times.”—Ibram X. Kendi,
author of How to Be an Antiracist

“A sobering, deeply intimate account of George Floyd’s life and all that he had to carry and contend with as a Black man coming of age in America.” —Alex Kotlowitz,
author of There Are No Children Here
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A WAY OUT OF NO WAY

A Memoir of Truth, Transformation, and the New American
Story
By Raphael G. Warnock

NA

June 2022 / Penguin Press (PRH) / US Editor: Virginia Smith
Final PDF Available
On the heels of his historic election to the United States Senate, Raphael Warnock
shares his remarkable spiritual and personal journey
Senator Reverend Raphael Warnock occupies a singular place in American life. As
Senior Pastor of Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist Church and now as a Senator from Georgia, he is the rare voice who can at once call out the uncomfortable truths that shape
contemporary American life and, at a time of division, summon us all to a higher
moral ground. Senator Warnock grew up in the Kayton Homes housing projects in
Savannah, the 11th of 12 children. His dad was a World War II veteran, and as a
teenager, his mom picked tobacco and cotton in rural Georgia. Both were Pentecostal preachers. After graduating from Morehouse, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr’s alma
mater, Senator Warnock studied for a decade at Union Theological Seminary while
serving at Harlem’s Abyssinian Baptist Church. At just 35, he became the senior
pastor at Ebenezer, where Dr. King preached and served.
In January, Senator Warnock won a run-off election that flipped control of the
Senate at one of the most pivotal moments in recent American history. He is the
first Black senator from Georgia, only the 11th Black senator in American history,
and just the second from the South since Reconstruction. As he said in his maiden
speech from the well of the Senate, Senator Warnock’s improbable journey reflects
the ongoing toggle between the pain and promise of the American story. A powerful
preacher and a leading voice for voting rights and democracy, Senator Warnock has
a once in a generation gift to inspire and lead us forward. A Way Out of No Way tells
his remarkable American story for the first time.
The Rev. Dr. Raphael Gamaliel Warnock serves as the Senior Pastor of the historic
Ebenezer Baptist Church of Atlanta. He also has served at the Sixth Avenue Baptist Church of Birmingham, the Abyssinian Baptist Church of New York City, and
Baltimore’s Douglas Memorial Community Church. The Rev. Dr. Warnock holds
degrees from Morehouse College and Union Theological Seminary. He is the author
of The Divided Mind of the Black Church. In January 2021, Dr. Warnock became
Georgia’s first Black senator.
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A PORTRAIT OF THE SCIENTIST AS A YOUNG
WOMAN
By Lindy Elkins-Tanton

NA

June 2022 / William Morrow (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Nick Amphlett
Final PDF Available
A radiant and inspiring memoir from one of the world’s leading planetary scientists,
detailing her mission (scheduled for August 2022) to the largest known metal-rich
asteroid, her own remarkable life story, and the struggle for women’s voices to be
heard in scientific fields.
Deep in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, three times farther from the
sun than the Earth is, orbits a massive asteroid called (16) Psyche. (16) Psyche is one
of the largest objects in the asteroid belt and consists largely of metal. If it could be
mined, the entire mass could be worth as much as ten-thousand-quadrillion dollars.
But 16 Psyche has the potential to unlock something even more valuable: the story
of how planets form, and how our planet formed. Soon we will find out, thanks to
the extraordinary work of Lindy Elkins-Tanton, the Principal Investigator of NASA’s
$800 million Psyche mission, and the second woman ever to be awarded a major
NASA space exploration contract. The journey that brought to this place is extraordinary: one part Lab Girl, one part Wild. Amidst a childhood of extraordinary trauma, Elkins-Tanton fell in love with science as a means of healing and consolation.
But still she wondered, was forced to wonder: as a woman, was science “for her”? In
answering that question, she takes us from the wilds of the Siberian tundra to the
furthest reaches of outer space, from the Mayo Clinic, where Elkins-Tanton battled
ovarian cancer while writing the Psyche proposal, to NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, where her team brought that proposal to life.
A Portrait of the Scientist as a Young Woman is a beautifully-constructed memoir that
explores how a philosophy of life can be built from the tools of scientific inquiry.
It teaches us how to approach difficult problems by asking the right questions and
actually listening in return—and how we may find meaning through exploring the
world around us.
“Lindy Elkins-Tanton has led a fascinating life, full of wonder and discovery and
also pain and loss. Her memoir is fierce, absorbing, and ultimately inspiring.”
—Elizabeth Kolbert, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Sixth Extinction

“A deeply personal and enlightening book of one amazing woman’s leadership and
teachings in science and self-discovery.”—Col. Chris Hadfield, former Commander of the International Space Station and #1 Bestselling Author of An
Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth
“A Portrait of the Scientist as a Young Woman is an inspiring tale of grit and grace,
and a captivating study of leadership in changing times. Lindy Elkins-Tanton is a
talented storyteller with a story that must be told. More than a memoir of how we
explore other worlds, she has written an insightful narrative of how we live on this
one. It is one of the finest scientific memoirs ever written.” —David W. Brown,
author of The Mission
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DAFFODIL HILL
Uprooting My Life, Buying a Farm, and Learning to Bloom
By Jake Keiser

NA

June 2022 / The Dial Press (PRH) / US Editor: Annie Chagnot
Final PDF Available
A candid and heartwarming memoir of reinvention about a city girl who leaves
behind everything to move to a farm in rural Mississippi.
Jake Keiser was living the life in Tampa, Florida, running a high-powered PR firm
and juggling drink dates, shopping sprees, and charity galas. But at age thirty-eight,
following a failed marriage, a series of miscarriages, and a still-blistering breakup,
she began to suffer from extreme anxiety. Hit with the realization that no amount
of Botox could fill the hole in her heart, she decided to make the impulse purchase
of a lifetime. She bought a farm in rural Mississippi and moved to the middle of
nowhere.
As the new owner of a farm, suddenly responsible for more than seventy-five animals and five acres of land, and with only one bar of cell service, Jake begins her
search for inner peace. Through trial by fire, she learns to fix a well, haul wood,
shoot a gun, and care for baby chicks, goats, turkeys, geese, dogs, and a cat—with
her own signature style, playing spa music for them when they’re sick and naming
them after her favorite fashion designers. The only problem is that she still can’t
figure out how to truly care for herself. Unable to escape the accumulated pain of
her past, Jake hits rock bottom. With nowhere left to run, she’s finally forced to
confront a bracing reality: The farm won’t save her; only she can save herself.
Poignant, hilarious, and utterly charming, Daffodil Hill is for anyone who feels
stuck—for those of us strapped to our desks and dreaming of an unconventional
life, for those of us searching for something more. Most of all, it is for people who
believe that the greatest love story of all is the one we write with ourselves.
Jake Keiser is a former city girl currently creating a fabulous farm life in Oxford,
Mississippi, where she encourages healing and self-empowerment through self-reliance. Her farm is a nonprofit, where children and families come to learn about
raising animals and farm life.

“Jake Keiser is my favorite kind of woman—gutsy, tenacious, and not afraid to be
vulnerable. Daffodil Hill is a real, raw story of heartbreak and loss, and the bravery
it takes to leave your comfort zone and go after what your truest self desires, to
build an authentic, beautiful life. This is a fun, frank, powerful story about freedom. And the animals are pretty f*cking adorable, too.”—Tara Schuster, author
of Buy Yourself the F*cking Lilies
“Daffodil Hill offers a delightful escape into the wonderfully colorful farm life of
Jake Keiser. While showcasing that special kind of laugh-out-loud crazy that only
a Gucci-wearing farm girl could brew, Keiser casts a lovely light on her Mississippi
community and explores the perils of a middle-aged single woman trying to break
free of all that has kept her caged for too long. A must-read!”—Julie Cantrell,
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Perennials
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CRYING IN THE BATHROOM
An Memoir

By Erika L. Sanchez
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July 2022 / Viking (PRH) / US Editor: Georgia Bodnar
Final PDF Available

Rights Sold:
Korean (Dongnyok)
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From the New York Times bestselling author of I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican
Daughter, an utterly original memoir-in-essays that is as deeply moving as it is
hilarious.
Growing up as the daughter of Mexican immigrants in Chicago in the nineties,
Erika Sánchez was a self-described pariah, misfit, and disappointment—a foulmouthed, melancholic rabble-rouser who painted her nails black but also loved
comedy, often laughing so hard with her friends that she had to leave her school
classroom. Twenty-five years later, she’s now an award-winning novelist, poet, and
essayist, but she’s still got an irrepressible laugh, an acerbic wit, and singular powers
of perception about the world around her.
In these essays, Sánchez writes about everything from sex to white feminism to
debilitating depression, revealing an interior life rich with ideas, self-awareness, and
perception. Raunchy, insightful, unapologetic, and brutally honest, Crying in the
Bathroom is Sánchez at her best—a book that will make you feel that post-confessional high that comes from talking for hours with your best friend.
Erika L. Sánchez is a Mexican-American poet, novelist, and essayist. Her debut
poetry collection, Lessons on Expulsion, was published by Graywolf in July 2017, and
was a finalist for the PEN America Open Book Award. Her debut young adult novel, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter, published in October 2017 by Knopf
Books for Young Readers, was a New York Times bestseller and a National Book
Awards finalist. It is now is being made into a film directed by America Ferrera. Sanchez was a 2017-2019 Princeton Arts Fellow, a 2018 recipient of the 21st Century
Award from the Chicago Public Library Foundation, and a 2019 recipient of the
National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship
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DECLASSIFIED

A Low-Key Guide to the High-Strung World of Classical
Music
By Arianna Warsaw-Fan Rauch

NA

October 2022 / Putnam (PRH) / US Editor: Michelle Howry
Edited MS Available
A lively, insightful, and hilarious modern guide that explores the often intimidating
and exclusionary world of classical music through the journey and expertise of a
concert violinist and Juilliard graduate—the best masterclass on classical music you
never knew you needed.
Most people have encountered classical music at some point in their lives and many
have resolutely determined it’s just not for them. That’s baloney, explains accomplished violinist and Juilliard graduate Arianna Warsaw-Fan Rauch. What we call
“classical” is really just centuries of (all sorts of ) music shoved into one hodge-podge
of a genre. Just as you can like Beyoncé without liking Justin Bieber, you can love
Bach even if you hate Beethoven (Though really, no one who’s heard more than just
his “Für Elise” could hate Beethoven). With the right guide, anyone can understand
classical music and find the right fit for them. This book is that guide.
In DeClassified, Warsaw-Fan Rauch flips the script on these antiquated stereotypes
and reveals how fifteen centuries of music can provide solace, elation, inclusion, and
transcendence for anyone—even those who don’t know their Mozart from their Motown or their trumpets from their crumpets. She breaks down the different compositional periods and types, instruments, notable composers, and even explains how
to hire a string quartet for your wedding or attend a fancy opera without embarrassing yourself...all while sharing her own complicated but always delightful journey
with the genre—from her childhood to her time at Juilliard, through her period as a
touring violinist, and up until her decision to leave the profession for good.
DeClassified cheekily demystifies the rarefied world of High Art, while making the
case that classical music matters, perhaps now more than ever.
Arianna Warsaw-Fan Rauch earned a Bachelor degree and Master of Music from
the Juilliard School and has performed as a classical violinist at top venues around
the world including Carnegie Hall, Boston Symphony Hall, and the Ravinia, Verbier, La Jolla Summerfest, and Aspen Music festivals. She has also toured with jazz
trumpet legend Chris Botti. DeClassified is her first book.
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A PROS AND CONS LIST FOR
STRONG FEELINGS A Graphic Memoir
By Will Betke-Brunswick

NA

November 2022 / Tin House / US Editor: Masie Cochran and Alyssa Og
Edited MS Available
An unexpected and poignant debut graphic memoir about a close-knit family approaching loss, and the wonder and joy discovered along the way.
During Will Betke-Brunswick’s sophomore year of college, their beloved mother,
Elizabeth, is diagnosed with an aggressive form of cancer. They only have ten more
months together, documented in fully illustrated pages. But as we follow Will
and their mom through chemo and hospital visits, their time together is buoyed
by laughter, jigsaw puzzles, modern art, and vegan BLTs. Best of all: the family is
drawn as penguins and their friends are cast as a menagerie of birds. Together, they
navigate uniquely human challenges: preparing for math exams, negotiating familial
tension, and coming out as trans and nonbinary in between chemo appointments
and bedside chats with their mom.
In evocative two-color illustrations, A Pros and Cons List for Strong Feelings is an
act of loving others and loving oneself, offering a story of coming-of-age, illness,
death, and life that announces the arrival of a talented debut storyteller in Will
Betke-Brunswick. At its heart, Will’s story is a celebration of a mother-child relationship filled with unconditional devotion, humor, care, and openness.
Will Betke-Brunswick is a transgender and nonbinary cartoonist, and a recent
graduate of the California College of the Arts MFA in Comics program, where they
received the Curator’s Pick Award in the Class of 2020 Showcase. Will’s work has
appeared in the new print edition of Trans Bodies, Trans Selves; How to Wait: An
Anthology of Transition; and the website INTO. A former high school math teacher,
Will lives in Boulder, Colorado.
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REBEL TO AMERICA

The Making of Men & The Meaning of Muscle

A Memoir of an Uprising

By Kareem “Tef Poe” Jackson

NA

By Michael Brodeur

NA

Fall 2022 / W.W. Norton / US Editor: Tom Mayer
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Spring 2021

Fall 2022 / Beacon Press / US Editor: Catherine Tung
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Fall 2021

Rebel to America is the story of a young man coming of age in the beating heart
of Saint Louis, Missouri. It’s a generational story about black culture between the
coasts; about the clash between youths and the police; about loving families and
dangerous gangs; about hope and hip hop and a new civil rights movement coming
alive in the American Midwest.

Cultural critic Michael Brodeur demonstrates all the ways the male body has historically reflected the values of the culture that contains it and the demands of masculinity as it has changed shape—from the Herculean heroes of mythological lore,
to the pantheon of wrestlers and hypervascular action figures he grew up watching
destroy each other in the ring, to the lean-and-mean survivalist CrossFit bodies of
today’s crop of Pratts and Hemsworths. And from there, into the toxic turns the
Internet has helped foster—or fester—within masculinity.

Through his story, Tef explores the history of the community from which he came.
He delivers a rich portrait of a city divided by race. He captures stories about his
brothers, his ride-or-die friends, his girlfriends who made him into a man, the
golden age of open mics in the U-City loop, a legendary destination for aspiring
artists, and the spirit of revolution that culminated in the uprising in Ferguson and
the dawn of a new black consciousness.
Rapper and 2018 Nasir Jones Fellow at Harvard University, Tef Poe’s work has
been featured in Time, Vice, XXL, Billboard, Rolling Stone, Atlanta Black Star, and
The Source. Rebel to America is his first book.

Part memoir, part cultural history, Swole offers a timely opportunity for readers
to engage with pressing questions about manhood and masculinity that too often
get swept under the mats. It takes a frank and unflinching look at the systems that
inform and misinform our relationships with our own bodies, as well as forecasts
where this could all be heading—like the increasing push for men to embody the
impossible (silicone injections and digital “morphing”) or, worse, interpret the
terms of the body as political determinants such as with the sexual nihilism of the
“incel” movement. Michael’s own journey from twig to big and his ever-shifting
relationship with his body unfold with light humor and heavy revelations. Along
the way, he takes an incisive and insightful look at the history of the gym, muscle
mags, cultural touchstones like Pumping Iron, American Gladiators, the billion-dollar home fitness industry (from Soloflex to the state-of-the-art Mirror) and
today’s powerlifting community, which is infused by both sexual and social politics,
and very specific ideas of masculinity. Swole is populated with a cast of cultural
characters well known and less known from Atlas to Zyzz, including Arnold, HeMan, Lou Ferrigno, Hulk Hogan, Tom of Finland, and Eugen Sandow, the father
of modern bodybuilding. Michael digs deep into his own personal history and
shares the stories of a select batch of friends, strangers, heroes, and other “swole
mates” for whom muscle plays an outsized role.
Michael Brodeur is classical music editor at The Washington Post, and is a former
cultural critic at the Boston Globe. Michael’s written on the gym and the body for
Thrillist, the Boston Globe Magazine, and Medium.
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THE HARD PARTS

From Chernobyl to Paralympic Champion—My Story of
Achieving the Extraordinary
By Oksana Masters

NA

February 2023 / Scribner (Simon & Schuster) / US Editor: Rick Horgan
Edited MS Available

Rights Sold:

UK/Comm (S&S UK)

From ten-time Paralympic medalist Oksana Masters, who has conquered four different sports, this is her jaw-dropping story of triumphing over extraordinary Chernobyl disaster-caused physical challenges to create a life that, by example, challenges
everyone to push through what is holding them back.
Oksana Masters was born in the shadow of Chernobyl, seemingly with the world
against her. She was born with one kidney, a partial stomach, six toes on each foot,
webbed fingers, no right bicep, and no thumbs. Her left leg was six inches shorter
than her right, and she was missing both tibias. Relinquished to the orphanage system by birth parents daunted by the staggering cost of what would be their child’s
medical care, Oksana encountered numerous abuses, some horrifying. Salvation
came at age seven when Gay Masters, an unmarried American professor who saw
a photo of the little girl and became haunted by her eyes, waged a two-year war
against stubborn adoption authorities to rescue Oksana from her circumstances. In
America, Oksana endured years of operations that included a double leg amputation. Still, how could she hope to fit in when there were so many things making
her different? As it turned out, she would do much more than fit in. Determined
to prove herself and fueled by a drive to succeed that still smoldered from childhood, Oksana triumphed in not just one sport but four—winning against the
world’s best in elite rowing, biathlon, cross-country skiing, and road cycling competitions. Now considered one of the world’s top athletes, she is the recipient of
ten Paralympic medals. This is Oksana’s astonishing story of journeying through a
series of dark tunnels—and how, with her mother’s love, she finally found her way
into the light. Her message to anyone who doesn’t fit in: you can find a place where
you excel—where you have worth.
Oksana Masters is a Paralympian on Team USA. She currently competes in Biathlon, Cross Country Skiing, and Road Cycling. She is an ten-time Paralympian
medalist (2 gold, 3 silver, 3 bronze) and winner of four Nordic skiing world titles.

MY FATHER’S BRAIN
A Medical Memoir
By Sandeep Jauhar

NA

April 2023 / Farrar, Straus & Giroux (Macmillan) / US Editor: Alex Star
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:
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The deeply moving narrative of My Father’s Brain chronicles Sandeep’s life as a
hard-working cardiologist, loving husband and father, and devoted son to two
aging, ailing, beloved parents.
In his jewel-like prose, My Father’s Brain evokes the peculiar vulnerabilities and
vicissitudes of pursuing an ambitious career even as one raises children and copes
with family members whose mental capacities and identities are disappearing before one’s very eyes. Both born in India and faithful to many aspects of its culture,
Sandeep’s father is a strong-willed yet often disarmingly charming scientist longing
to keep his renowned career, and his station as patriarch of the family, alive. His
mom, the other half of a traditional arranged marriage, is a supportive and doting
mother and grandmother who dreads imposing her waxing disability on her children. Even as Sandeep conveys this epic tale of painful endings and optimistic new
beginnings, he offers readers a profound yet accessible exploration of the human
brain, its frailty and susceptibility to disease and dysfunction yet also its elasticity
and resilience.
There is tremendous humanity in this universal tale. Even as it chronicles Sandeep’s father’s insidious cognitive decline and his mother’s untimely death following several years living with Parkinson’s disease and struggling with its ravaging
psychological and neurological sequelae, My Father’s Brain captures all the subtle,
often poignant ways in which our present human experiences and perceptions are
informed, too, by our long- and short-term memories. It is at once a memoir and a
story—and scientific exploration—of memory.
Sandeep Jauhar is director of the Heart Failure Program at Long Island Jewish
Medical Center. He is the New York Times bestselling author of three medical
memoirs and a contributing opinion writer for the New York Times.
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AMERICAN RAMBLE

BUILDING

A Carpenter’s Notes on Life, New York, and the Art
of Good Work

A Slow Walk Through Our First Heartland
By Neil King Jr.

NA

Spring 2023 / Mariner Books (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Alex Littlefield
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
All Places Great and Small takes readers on a journey from Washington DC to
New York City as Neil King walks 15 miles a day, exploring America’s history, the
precarious present moment, and its future, all while the country was slowly reopening in the pandemic’s wake.
It is, on its face, the story of a 300-mile walk from Washington DC to New York
City through the founding swath of our country in the spring of 2021. It is a
travelogue with a strong sense of mission: to reconnect Americans to a patch of
land where we undertook many of our boldest experiments, fought our most
consequential domestic battles, and built a matrix of towns and cities of every
imaginable description. This book and this walk are not about examining our dark
corners, per se. At heart, this is a book of celebration and reconnection. It is an ode
to personal freedom, a call to break away, a paean to simplicity and slowness, and a
song to the pure joys of walking through a landscape we all too effortlessly ignore
as we speed past in car or train. If driving is twenty times faster than walking,
walking is at least twenty times as rich and full of surprises.
Writer Neil King walked to NYC from Washington DC during the midst of the
pandemic, and much like a modern day Canterbury Tales, this book will track his
journey and the people and history he encountered along the way.
Neil King Jr. served as chief diplomatic correspondent, senior political reporter
and global economics editor over 20 years at The Wall Street Journal. His writings
have also appeared inThe New York Times, the Atlantic and other publications. A
native of Colorado, he lives now in Washington DC.

By Mark Ellison
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Spring 2023 / Random House (PRH) / US Editor: Mark Warren
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Spring 2022
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(Hutchinson Heinemann)

Over the past 40 years Mark has designed and constructed some of the most rarefied
spaces in Manhattan.
He built a staircase that the famed architect Santiago Calatrava called a masterpiece. He worked on the iconic Sky House, which in 2015 Interior Design named
the best apartment of the decade. He worked on the homes of David Bowie, Robin
Williams, and others whose names he cannot reveal. He is regarded by many as the
best carpenter in New York.
These stories are at once a window onto a world most never see—the lofts and
penthouses and townhomes before they’re camera-ready, the messy wiring and
pipes behind the pristine walls and cabinets and fixtures—and a reminder that
glamour, luxury, and refinement are products of a flawed, human process, of
missed deadlines, overrun budgets, heated tantrums, and scrapped blueprints.
Mark chose the title Building because it’s a big, broad term that can wrap its arms
around all that he does: design, measure, sculpt, invent, make. Buildings are his
milieu; building is how he makes a living. Building is his expertise. Building is his
life’s story. We see this book consisting of ten chapters and roughly 70,000 words,
a not-too-long, elegant volume that illustrates the virtue and splendor of working with one’s hands and enumerates what Mark considers the core components
of good work. Building is sure to appeal to readers of Matthew Crawford’s Shop
Class as Soul Craft; Gabrielle Hamilton’s Blood, Bones & Butter; and Hope Jahren’s
Lab Girl . These are books on vastly different subjects, but each is authored by an
expert-insider who deftly leads readers through the profession he or she has spent a
lifetime mapping, mastering, and even reinventing.
Mark Ellison has worked as a carpenter, mostly in and around New York City, for
nearly four decades.
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I REGRET I AM ABLE TO ATTEND

DON’T THINK, DEAR

The Glamorous, Tragic Lives of Five Great Dancers—
and Me
By Alice Robb

NA

Spring 2023 / HMH / US Editor: Deb Brody and Emma Peters
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

UK/Commonwealth (Oneworld)
Why are we fascinated by ballet dancers—even if we’re not interested in the art they
make? Art or no art, professional or child’s play, is ballet good for women? Can it
complement feminist ideals, or does it only detract from them?
This book weaves together memoir and biography with an exploration of femininity, sex, pain and devotion to art. In telling the dramatic, larger-than-life stories of
Margot Fonteyn, Gelsey Kirkland, Toni Bentley, Anna Pavlova and Alicia Alonso—brilliant ballerinas from different places and times, linked by their dedication
to dance—I reveal how ballet hurt, empowered and shaped them, and why dancers
like them inspire such cultish obsession. Along the way, I reckon with my own
past—exploring how ballet has affected my life and why it continues to exert such
a strong grip on my psyche. In planning the structure of this book, I was inspired
by other hybrids of memoir, cultural criticism and biography such as Lauren
Elkin’s Flâneuse (on women and walking), Olivia Laing’s The Lonely City (on artists
and loneliness) and Leslie Jamison’s The Recovering (on writers and drinking).
Alice Robb is the author of Why We Dream and has written for The New Republic,
New York, The New Statesman, The Atlantic, Elle, Foreign Policy, The Washington
Post, Vice, The BBC and British Vogue. Her work has been republished by Slate,
CNN, The Week, Harper’s Bazaar, Cosmopolitan and Town & Country.

Previous Publisher of Alice Robb’s WHY WE DREAM:
			
Czech (Host)
Korean (Rok Media)
			
Dutch (Karakter)
Polish (Agora)
Portuguese (PRH Portugal)
			French (Flammarion)
Romanian (Litera)
			Greek (Aiora)
Russian (Azbooka/Atticus)
			Hebrew (Matar)
Serbian (Vulkan)
			Hungarian (Libri)
Simplified Chinese (China Renmin University Press)
			Italian (Rizzoli)
Spanish (Blackie Books)
			Japanese (Hayakawa)

By Jessica Craig-Martin
NA
Spring 2023 / Random House (PRH) / US Editor: Caitlin McKenna
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Fall 2022
Famed photographer Jessica Craig-Martin chronicled New York City’s society
gatherings (uptown and downtown) for fifteen years. Like Marilyn Minter, Lauren
Greenfield, and Nan Goldin, Jessica has used her lens to burst the bubbles of fashion, wealth, and social status.
A stealth, gimlet-eyed sociologist masquerading as a party photographer whose
work appears in the permanent collections of The Guggenheim, The Whitney,
The New Museum, The Saatchi Collection, among others, Jessica’s visual talent for
observing and documenting human behavior and society is matched equally by
her talents as a writer. In her memoir, she turns the lens on herself, and recounts a
latchkey bohemian childhood in the 1970s as the precocious offspring of two free
spirited artists (her father is the acclaimed painter Sir Michael Craig Martin). Her
account of growing up between London and New York’s Soho is a vivid social and
cultural history of 70s and 80s bohemia.
She offers a snapshot of a now almost mythic moment in New York City history
that she witnessed almost by accident, from selling seafood to Jean Michel Basquiat
in the early days of Dean & Deluca to working for Anna Wintour as an assistant
at British Vogue. Her social satire follows in the footsteps of Nora Ephron and Fran
Liebowitz, barbed yet deeply human; this is the story of a clever yet self-doubting
young woman trying to find her place in the world with little adult instruction or
supervision.
Jessica Craig-Martin is a photographer whose work appears in permanent collections. Her photography has appeared in Vogue, New York, Vanity Fair, and The New
Yorker.
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UNTITLED MEMOIR

HOW TO SAY BABYLON
A Memoir

By Tom Selleck

NA

Spring 2023 / Dey Street (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Carrie Thornton
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

German (Hannibal)

UK/Comm (HarperCollins UK)

Tom Selleck’s story is the story of a half-century of Hollywood.
He kicked off his movie career by co-starring with Mae West. He gave Frank Sinatra his last acting job, a guest spot on Magnum P.I.. He filmed a movie with Marlon Brando—a terrible movie. He met or worked with everyone from John Wayne
to Farrah Fawcett to F. Murray Abraham to Whoopi Goldberg. As a late bloomer
in the entertainment industry, Selleck was able to grow into a uniquely sensitive
performer and person, as well as an actor who both embodied and subtly subverted
the clichés of onscreen manhood. It is also the story of half a century of America:
as a Baby Boomer who lived through Vietnam and its aftermath, he watched some
close friends lose their way and others lose their lives.
It’s the story of a man who had to learn how to balance his personal and professional lives, and who frequently felt the need to adjust his career to protect his
family’s privacy and normalcy. And above all, it’s the story of a man who has continued to follow his moral compass despite the temptations and distractions of the
entertainment industry—and who has always tried to push himself and his career
into new territory.
Tom Selleck is an actor and producer best known
for his roles as Thomas Magnum on the original
Magnum P.I. television series, Dr. Richard Burke,
Monica’s older boyfriend on Friends, and NYPD
Commissioner Frank Reagan on the hit crime
drama Blue Bloods. He has also made numerous
films including Three Men and A Baby, in
which he played Peter Mitchell, The Closer, and
Mr. Baseball.

By Safiya Sinclair

NA

Spring 2023 / 37 Ink (Simon & Shuster) / US Editor: Dawn Davis
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

Korean (Munhakdongne)

UK/Commonwealth (Picador)

Like Tara Westover’s inspiring Educated and Jeanette Walls’s The Glass Castle,
How to Say Babylon is the story of one girl’s fiery determination to live life on her
own terms.
Safiya Sinclair was born into a strict Rastafarian family in Montego Bay, where
luxury hotels line pristine beaches. But Safiya’s Jamaica is not the island paradise of
tourist brochures and bouncy reggae. On this heavily Christian island, Rastas were
literally outlawed as a religious minority, living in poverty in an isolated world of
rigid patriarchal rule.
Safiya’s father, a hot-tempered itinerant reggae musician, adhered to the Rasta
belief that women are wholly subordinate to men. But when Safiya’s father was on
the road, her mother brought the world beyond to her very bright children. Safiya’s
imagination leapt beyond her father’s borders, and so with her defiance came increasingly violent clashes with her father.
Safiya’s extraordinary journey to selfhood takes readers beyond the experience of
one family’s history and inside a world few of us understand. The legacy of colonialism is echoed in the oppressive religion in which she was raised. The social
isolation of her family is echoed in her personal isolation from her religion and the
society that disdained her. Her coming into her own as an independent woman
is mirrored in the island’s liberation from England. Above all, the beauty of her
relationship with her mother is echoed in the beauty of the island itself.
Safiya Sinclair is the author of the award-winning poetry collection Cannibal;
winner of the 2016 Whiting Award, winner of the OCM Bocas Prize for Caribbean Literature, finalist for the 2017 PEN USA Literary Award and longlisted for
both the 2017 PEN Open Book Award and the 2017 Dylan Thomas Prize.
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TESTIMONY

PLEASE DON’T KILL MY BLACK SON PLEASE

A Memoir
By Jon Ward

A Memoir of American Motherhood
NA

Spring 2023 / Baker Publishing / US Editor: Katelyn Beaty
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
An enormously impactful and important work following two main threads—Jon
Ward’s personal journey inside and outside of the Christian world, and his eventual
decision to break free from the church and community that raised him, intertwined
with the story of the collapse of Covenant Life Church and the repercussions caused
by the sins of its pastor, C.J. Mahaney.
Testimony will track two main storylines—that of Jon’s childhood growing up
inside a conservative Christian community, and his eventual decision to break free
from the church that raised him, alongside the story of the collapse of Covenant
Life Church and the repercussions caused by the sins of its pastor, C.J. Mahaney.
In tracking his personal experiences in and out of that world, Jon is able to chart
the Trump-ifying of American Christians and examine the origins of our current
political and religious divisions.
Jon Ward is the senior political correspondent for Yahoo News, author of Camelot’s
End: Kennedy vs. Carter and the Fight that Broke the Democratic Party (Twelve
Books, 2019), and host of “The Long Game” podcast. He has covered American
politics and culture for two decades as a city desk reporter in Washington D.C.; as
a White House correspondent who traveled aboard Air Force One to Africa, Europe, and the Middle East; and as a national affairs correspondent who has traveled
the country to write about two presidential campaigns and the ideas and people
animating our times. He has been published in The Washington Post, The New
Republic, Politico Magazine, Vanity Fair, The Huffington Post, and The Washington
Times. He is also enormously connected to some of the most influential Christian
intellectuals, writers and academics.

By Hope Wabuke

NA

Spring 2023 / Pantheon (PRH) / US Editor: Maria Goldverg
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

UK/Commonwealth

(Orion)

When Hope Wabuke welcomed her son with open arms, and yet she could not separate her excitement and love from her anxiety. She knew the names of the unarmed
black boys and girls lost in recent years: Trayvon Martin, Tamir Rice, Mike Brown,
Jordan Davis, Ayana Davis, and now George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Jacob Blake
and on and on and on. She knew what the world was capable of doing to her son.
“An important voice and one that should be heard.” –Kwame Dawes
This is the reality of being a black mother to a black son: Racism and violence live
at the surface. In Wabuke’s memoir-in-essays, she wrestles with the violent realities
her son will face growing up black in America, set against the realities she herself
faces as a Black woman, a single mother, the daughter of refugees, a scholar, an artist, and a domestic abuse and sexual assault survivor. How does she take the lessons
of her own life, of the systemic oppression of black bodies, and teach her son to
not just survive, but to thrive? Building upon her viral essay “Five Moments in the
Life of a Black Mother” from The Hairpin, Wabuke explores the cultural, historical, and personal trauma particular to black motherhood. From that wonderful day
her son was born, to facing years of domestic violence inside her home and racial
violence outside her home, to spending a year in a domestic violence shelter with
her one-year-old baby boy, to finding a stable life with her son in a city where she
can work and write, Wabuke gives urgent, beautiful life to a story of motherhood
and survival. Extending a conversation carved out by Ta-Nehisi Coates’s work and
engaging with writers like Morgan Jerkins and Tressie McMillan Cottom in their
discussions of culture and feminism, Wabuke’s searing memoir brings one woman’s
story front and center.
Hope Wabuke is a poet, academic, and essayist. She is an assistant professor of
English and Creative Writing at University of Nebraska-Lincoln, a former contributing editor for The Root, and a founding board member of the Kimbilio Center
for African American fiction. Her debut poetry collection The Body Family is forthcoming from Haymarket books in April 2023.
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THE RECKONING

One Daughter’s Brave Quest for Justice and the Deadly
Truth About her Father
By April Balascio

NA

Spring 2023 / Gallery (S&S) / US Editor: Hannah Braaten
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

French (Sonatine)

Korean (BY4M)
UK/Comm (HarperCollins UK)

For decades, April had harbored dark suspicions about her handsome, charismatic
father, a reformed criminal and motivational speaker—his obsession with detective
magazines, his abusive behavior behind closed doors, their family’s sudden moves in
the middle of the night throughout her childhood, and the unsolved murders left in
their wake, haunted her.
Late one evening, April’s heart stopped as her screen filled with accounts of a
recently opened cold case in Wisconsin, the 1980 double-murder of two teenagers, known as “The Sweetheart Murders”. The couple had disappeared after
attending a wedding at the Concord House, a venue where April’s dad had worked
as a handyman. Their bodies were found weeks later, both had been strangled;
one sexually assaulted. Suddenly, April remembered everything. A forty-year-old
Midwestern mother of three, she now had a decision to make. April thought about
the parents of the murdered teens—how could she not share what she knew? What
if her memories were real and held the key to solving this long cold case—and
perhaps, as she feared, held the keys to solving many others. The information she
shared pertained to her father, Edward Wayne Edwards, a man who has since become known as one of the most notorious serial killers in history. A powerful new
entrant into the true crime canon, The Reckoning traces the unforgettable journey
that ultimately led to April reporting her father to the police for murder, and the
dramatic aftermath of her decision. The memoir reads like a real-life detective
story as the author dives deep into her larger-than-life childhood, into the murky,
violent past of her father—and into the present—as she tirelessly pieces together
clues that might yield insight into her father’s psyche and behavior and in so doing,
crack open as-yet-unsolved homicides that she, and countless others, believe he’s
responsible for.
April Balascio is the star of the true crime podcast, The Clearing, which has nearly
17 million downloads to date and is currently being developed as a major television series. She lives in Florida.

THE WIVES
A Memoir

By Simone Gorrindo

WE

Spring 2023 / Simon & Schuster / US Editor: Hannah Braaten
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
Simone Gorrindo never expected to uproot herself from her hard-won life as an editor
in New York to travel to Georgia as the wife of a soldier. But when her husband joined
the Army, she made the choice to follow him into the unknown and found herself deep
in an entirely new culture: in the gun friendly, religious South. But then she meets the
other Army wives, and her life is forever changed.
Our country has become almost wholly reliant on the most elite sections of the
military to fight our ongoing wars. Simone’s husband Andrew is one of those soldiers—his is the only unit in the Army that has been deployed nonstop since 9/11.
Many of the men he works with have been fighting overseas for almost half their
lives. They belong to the Army, in heart and mind.
And their wives—well, they belong to each other. Simone’s husband may be the
one deploying, but, for the sake of her survival, she makes friendships and finds
support across classes, cultures, and political divides. The men have the architecture
of the Army to hold them up wherever they are. The wives, on the other hand, are
left to erect their own scaffoldings. Simone’s memoir tells the story of how, with
the help of these women, she built a life with people profoundly unlike herself in
an era of stark political division.
The Wives is a page-turning, behind-the-scenes look at the marriages and friendships on the home front of the forever war. Simone is a writer, through and
through—she handles tough issues with thoughtfulness and grace, and her story
is a window into a culture that is omnipresent in contemporary America, but that
really has an opportunity to have a voice. I am just stunned at this proposal for The
Wives; I know relatively few people like these women but I feel deeply connected
to their sacrifice and their strength.
Simone Gorrindo’s work has appeared in The New York Times, New York Magazine, The Los Angeles Review of Books, Longreads, The Christian Science Monitor,
SELF, The Best Women’s Travel Writing, and others.
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UNEARTHED

A Forbidden Book, A Lost Actress, and My Search for Life
in the Shadow of the Holocaust
By Meryl Frank

WE

Spring 2023 / Hachette Books / US Editor: Sam Raim
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
A mystery woven into a memoir about the author’s search for her lost cousin, a renowned actress of the Yiddish stage who died at the hands of the Nazis—and how a
forbidden book held the secret to her fate.
Driven by the imperative to remember, Meryl Frank was the chosen inheritor of
her family’s remembrances, which, over time, became a heavy burden to bear. Her
aunt Mollie, a formidable and cultured woman, insisted that Meryl never forget
how the hate that nearly destroyed them was never far away. She would tell Meryl
stories, reanimating the lives of their lost ancestors. She brought to life the shtetl,
the theater, and, above all else, the radiant person of Franya Winter, Meryl’s cousin.
Franya was the leading light of Vilna’s Yiddish theater, a remarkable and precocious
woman, who cast off the restrictions of her Hasidic family and community, to
play roles as prostitutes and bell hops and lovers and nuns. Though married, she
carried on affair with her on-stage counterpart, Rudolf Zaslavsky, who the New
York Times once described as “the Edwin Booth of Soviet Russia.” Needless to say,
Meryl was enraptured by everything she learned about Franya. Yet there was one
thing her aunt Mollie would never tell her: how she died. It was clearly a fact too
terrible to even acknowledge. Soon before she herself passed away, Mollie gave
Meryl a book, a forbidden book that described Franya’s horrible last moments, that
she was never to read, written in Yiddish and titled Twenty One and One. And for
years, Meryl obeyed. Until she didn’t…This memoir, this narrative of tragedy and
serendipity, is the result of her disobedience. It is the story of her search for Franya.
Through archives across four continents, by way of chance encounters and miraculous discoveries, and guided by the shocking truth recorded in the pages of Twenty
One and One, Meryl rekindles the light of what was Vilna’s spiritual resistance
during World War II, she conjures the rogue spirit of her cousin, and she interrogates our duty to the past.
Meryl Frank has been an activist, a mayor, an ambassador, and a champion of women’s leadership and political participation around the world and most recently was
appointed by President Biden to the United States Holocaust Memorial Council.

WHERE OUR STAR IS CAST

A Mother’s Secret, A Daughter’s Reckoning, and the
Making of My All-American Family
By Michelle Miller

NA

Spring 2023 / Harper (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Lisa Sharkey
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
Michelle Miller is one of the most familiar and celebrated journalists in America,
yet she started her life as a secret—born of a clandestine affair between Dr. Ross
Miller, a married trauma surgeon and Compton’s first Black city councilman, and
Laura Hernandez, a Chicana hospital administrator who presented as White.
At the time of Michelle’s birth in the winter of 1967, Los Angeles was still a deeply
segregated town. So perhaps it wasn’t surprising that her mother’s family, appalled
she was dating a Black man, insisted she end the relationship. The entrenched caste
system of that place and time, combined with the hidden nature of her parents’
affair and her mother’s pregnancy being entirely unplanned, helps to explain why
her mother acquiesced to her family’s demand, though not before giving birth to
Michelle.
For five decades, Michelle has reckoned with the secrecy surrounding her birth
and searched for the place where she truly belongs. Over the years, her work would
place her at the center of epochal moments in Black history, from the Los Angeles
rebellion sparked by the acquittal of the four officers in the 1992 beating of Rodney King, to the fevered George Floyd rallies in the time of Covid, when Americans of all creeds and colors came together in the cause of racial justice. Michelle’s
deeply personal memoir investigates themes of race and identity, forgiveness
and healing, and the strength and fragility of families as expressed in the life of a
mixed-race Black woman in a uniquely American context. More specifically, this
is the story of a girl abandoned by her mother for reasons of race, whose painstaking quest for identity is told in the intimate voice of a familiar, as she finds her
way into a career in broadcast media despite having no early role models to show
the way. Where Our Star is Cast is, ultimately, a subjective reflection on how we
navigate to wholeness despite a fractured family story and within the inexorable
context of race, revealing how the relationships and events that most wound us can
yet become the source of our greatest striving and strength.
Michelle Miller is an Emmy, Gracie, Du Pont, and Murrow award-winning journalist who co-hosts CBS This Morning: Saturday.
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CITIZEN KIM

PLAYING FROM THE ROUGH

The Life and Times of Kim Kardashian West

A Memoir

By Jonathan Van Meter

NA

Summer 2023 / Viking (PRH) / US Editor: Rick Kot
Proposal Available — Edited MS Available Spring 2023

By Jimmie James

NA

Fall 2023 / Simon & Schuster / US Editor: LaSharah Bunting
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Italian (Vallardi / GeMS)
Danish (Politikens)
Norwegian (Gyldendal)
Dutch (Spectrum)
Russian (Eksmo)
Finnish (Otava)
French (Calmann-Lévy) Swedish (Bokfabriken)
UK/Comm (Ebury / PRH UK)
German (Goldmann)
Drawn from Jonathan’s extensive research and written with his inimitable writerly
flair, Citizen Kim will offer a fully authorized, crystal clear window into the life
of global mega celebrity, civil rights advocate, and fashion and beauty mogul Kim
Kardashian West.

Jimmie James was born invisible. His birth certificate, long filed away in a clerk’s
office in East Texas, recorded the facts that were deemed most relevant about him
at the time, the early ‘60s: “Colored” and “Illegitimate.” His great grandmother
was literally enslaved and he and his entire family were economically enslaved by
the late-Jim-Crow-era South. By dint of sheer will, he managed to become the first
person in his family to graduate high school (and this was the late 1970s!). The tale
of those formative years—as he was shuttled from his grandparents’ home in aptly-named Needmore, Texas, to the ramshackle Black quarters at the Boettcher Saw
Mill to public housing projects near Houston and back to shacks that were barely
habitable by a succession of violent stepfathers--rivals the most potent memoirs of
our time.

As it captures the Kardashian-Jenner family’s world of Hollywood glitz, glamour, and fame, Citizen Kim will also chronicle the shifting landscapes, from the
1990’s to the present, of celebrity culture, racial and sexual politics, and social
justice movements from Black Lives Matter to gay marriage, from prison reform
to transgender freedom. Most notably, though, it will share the origin story of a
modern-day superwoman, a slice in the life of one of the most influential, most
affluent, most talked about public figures of our time. It will recount her early
experiences with media attention and notoriety as the daughter of O.J. Simpson’s
defense attorney, as well as her entrepreneurial passions and pursuit of fame and
fortune in her own right. It will follow her family as they get their first real dose
of fame after the launch of Kim and Kris’ brainchild, Keeping Up with the Kardashians. It will also track Kim’s long, friendship-turned-romance with Kanye
West, who helps her break into high fashion, paving the way for her multi-million-dollar beauty business ventures and her life as the mother of four children.
Then too, Citizen Kim will capture Kim’s lifelong interest in law and racial justice,
as well as her steadfast determination to do good in the world. A perfect read for
pop culture aficionados, political junkies, and Kim fanatics and skeptics alike.

Forty years later—having put himself through an HBCU (by becoming Colliers
Encyclopedia’s top door-to-door salesman, 1978), and having determinedly risen
through the executive ranks at ExxonMobil—he embarked on a strange journey no
one had ever completed before: He decided to play the 100 Greatest Golf Courses
in the United States. In a single year. With his children on the brink of leaving
home, he was curious about the world that awaited them and about whether
America was a place that could allow dreams like his, no matter how farfetched,
to become reality. His tour began and the distance between the world he grew up
in and the world of extreme privilege he managed to gain access to decades later
provides the tension for a remarkable memoir. At the very end of his proposal, Jimmie writes: “It feels natural for me to unreel my own improbable story through the
lens of an equally improbable golf quest. How one ignited memories of the other,
as a kind of equal and opposite reaction, seems the work of some strange law of
physics, and provides a singular backdrop to tell yet one more previously invisible
American story.”

Rights Sold:

Jonathan Van Meter has reported on culture for over thirty years and has interviewed nearly every woman who is anyone: including Jane Fonda, Tina Fey, Jill
Biden, Jennifer Aniston, Beyonce, Joan Didion, Joan Rivers and Michelle Obama.

The least interesting thing about Jimmie James is that he is the only person ever
to play all of Golf Digest’s Top 100 Courses in the US in a single year. He rose from
abject poverty in Jim-Crow East Texas of the 1960s to become a top executive with
Exxon-Mobil.
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THE WAY YOU MAKE ME FEEL

THE GLASS OF FASHION

A Memoir

By Nina Sharma

A Memoir
NA

Fall 2023 / Penguin Press (PRH) / US Editor: Juli Kiyan
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023
A critical and intimate look at allyship told through Nina and her husband Quincy’s own story of romance, sex, and marriage.
Nina and Quincy grew up just a few exits apart: she as part of the South Asian
community of Edison, New Jersey, he in a mostly Black neighborhood less than
an hour’s drive away. Although both attended Brown University, they didn’t meet
until their paths crossed during the summer of 2009, days after the death of
Michael Jackson. They danced, they kissed, and they didn’t think too hard about
what might be next until they were living it: a free-wheeling Obama-era union of
Brown and Black that soared past the model and problem minority myths that had
defined so much of their childhoods in the 90s.
In the essays that trace the years after their first meeting, Nina examines the other
side of the sensual and intellectual pleasures of new love—in the form of her parents’ dismay at her dating a Black man, the rise of the Trump presidency, and the
tired inevitability of racism in their lives, in their inboxes, and on their television
screens. Looping back to explore her coming of age as a Brown girl in a predominantly white environment, Nina writes powerfully about class, colorism, body
image and mental health. Nina traces a quotidian story of love and marriage that
plays out against a politicized backdrop, writing that, like the Lovings before them,
she and Quincy don’t think of themselves as revolutionary as much as living in revolutionary times. While interracial love stories often focus on the union of white
and non-white, Nina and Quincy’s story is one of creating a space for themselves
beyond whiteness—embodying a kind of allyship that Nina defines as an act of
loving above all else.
In the spirit of Cathy Park Hong, Kiese Laymon, and Esme Weijun Wang, Nina’s
work is challenging, smart, brave, and full of feeling.
Nina Sharma is an alumna of the Columbia University MFA program and former
programs director of the Asian American Writers’ Workshop; currently, she teaches
at Barnard College, Columbia, and Catapult.

By Hamish Bowles

NA

Fall 2023 / Knopf (PRH) / US Editor: Shelley Wanger
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Rights Sold:

UK/Commonwealth

(Little Brown UK)

With a kaleidoscopic mixture of encyclopedic knowledge and boundless curiosity,
Hamish brings us into a world where fashion, style, and history collide.
From creating a makeshift fontange at age four to winning a British Vogue talent contest at age fourteen, from becoming the youngest fashion director ever at
Harpers & Queen at age twenty-two to moving up the ranks at Vogue to become the
International Editor at Large in 2011, Hamish has collected the equivalent of four
PhDs in fashion, interior design, decorative arts, and architecture. He’s known and
learned from scores of the most significant tastemakers of the last several decades,
and he’ll bring to life a cast of characters never before assembled on one stage. His
book will honor those who influenced him and indirectly chart his influence on
others—all in his charming, elegant, and accessible prose.
Hamish not only knows his stuff but can write about it with ease and authority.
As New York Times fashion critic Cathy Horyn wrote about Hamish in 2001, his
expertise arises from an unusual combination of “scholarly precision and childlike
curiosity... He can tell you not only how a 1922 Chanel dress was made, but also
who wore it and possibly even who the lady was romancing at the time.” Another
writer, Paul Rudnick, described Hamish as having “a scholar’s dedication and a
poet’s passion.”
Hamish will take the reader on an international journey narrated through a pastiche of people, places, personal moments, and professional opinion. Erudite but
playful, historical but personal, it’s an exploration of the spaces between style and
fashion and culture—into the chasms between the art of self-expression, classical
traditions, and the circus of self-promotion. This isn’t a book aimed at fashion insiders but rather at the culturally curious, creatively ambitious, and style obsessed.
Hamish Bowles is Vogue’s International Editor-at-Large, and a creative consultant
for The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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LOVE, PAMELA

SIPPING DOM PERIGNON THROUGH A STRAW

A Memoir

A Memoir

By Pamela Anderson

NA

Fall 2023 / Dey Street (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Kate Napolitano
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Rights Sold:

UK/Commonwealth

(Headline)

Pamela Anderson. The most searched-for person on the Internet between 1995 and
2005. An icon of an era. A fantasy made flesh. The apotheosis of the blonde bombshell. The Canadian whose Californication defined the world’s desires. One of the
“most watched women on television” in her iconic role as C. J. Parker on Baywatch,
which at its peak was broadcast in 142 countries. What more is there to know?
Quite a lot, it turns out. The Pamela Anderson you’re familiar with is a character she created for our pleasure and ease of consumption, but also to combat her
natural shyness. Look out of the frame, however, and you begin to see the rest
of the picture: a fiercely smart, serious, mystical, and complex woman who lives
according to her own rules and convictions. Pamela has bent her celebrity towards
activism for decades, beginning with her work on animal rights with PETA and
her adoption of veganism long before it was trendy. An early supporter of the
Green New Deal in the US and Europe, she’s as conversant in leftist geopolitics
and Jungian psychology as she is in the machinery and mores of show biz. Love,
Pamela is the coming-of-age story of a poor, bright, small-town girl who reached
the absolute heights of global fame without ever really intending to. Yes, she knew
how to play to the camera, but in many ways she was just a young woman looking
for love (often in all the wrong places).
We see the book as a Just Kids of the ’90s, set in Los Angeles and Malibu among
Playmates and rock stars. Love, Pamela will contrast entirely with two roman à clefs
published under her name, Star (2004, Atria) and Star Struk (2005, Atria), ghosted
by a romance writer and intended as commercial beach reads. The ghost had free
reign to weave some facts from Pamela’s life story with fiction and fantasy and racy
sex scenes. In taking back the reins of her actual life story, Love, Pamela will be an
elevated, layered, and pensive memoir in which Pamela will use her personal story
to explore universal truths. She’ll accomplish this with the help of a collaborator
whose literary chops are in sync with the private, serious, and thoughtful woman
behind the manufactured image.
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An inspirational and truly intersectional memoir from global humanitarian and
social-justice advocate Eddie Ndopu—a queer, Black wheelchair user who aspires to
be the first disabled astronaut in space.
Eddie’s incredible story begins with his childhood being raised by a single mother
fleeing Apartheid South Africa before rocketing through every boundary put in
front of him—because of his disability, his ethnicity, and his sexuality—to eventually hold official positions at both the United Nations and the World Economic
Forum. Eddie has spent his life pushing against the limits of what is considered
possible, and in his memoir, he wants to motivate others to do the same. Written
in Eddie’s beautiful, evocative prose, this memoir will inspire readers to break free
and demand that the world sees them in the way that they see themselves.
Born with a rare degenerative motor-neuron disease, Eddie was told he wouldn’t
live beyond age five. Now 30 years old, he continues to celebrate each turn around
the sun as an existential defiance of the odds. It’s not only the medical community
he’s thwarted—it’s the educational one, too. 90% of the world’s wheelchair-using
kids never see the inside of a classroom. Blessed with an exceptional mind and an
invincible attitude to match, Eddie fought his way through Africa’s archaic and
ableist school system to eventually become the first-ever disabled African to be given a full scholarship to Oxford University. But as this memoir will show, bias exists
at even the highest echelons of power and prestige—sometimes, it’s even worse.
Eddie’s memoir details his experience rolling through the world as a queer Black
man—one whom has had to teach his white care aides how to wield an afro pick
and once taught classes on consent and disability at a queer sex shop. From flirting
with diplomats on dancefloors to wearing lipstick to board meetings, he has spent
his life challenging others’ views about race and sexuality as well as disability.
Eddie Ndopu is an award winning, internationally acclaimed activist and humanitarian.
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To the rest of the world, Cass Elliot was a rock star. A charismatic, wisecracking
singer in the iconic band, the Mamas and the Papas. Mama Cass was at the center
and in many ways, helped define the sound of the 1960s counterculture. But to
Owen Elliot-Kugell, she was Mom.

An American saga that unspools between Manhattan and Beverly Hills; from status-conscious Hartford, Connecticut, to a remote Arizona ranch town on the Mexican border, this memoir will be a bildungsroman about growing up in and finding
your own identity among a family of larger-than-life characters and cultural forces.

In the nearly 50 years since Cass Elliot’s untimely death at the age of 32, rumors
and myths have swirled about, shading nearly every aspect of her life, and distorting her legend. In her long-awaited memoir, Owen Elliot-Kugell shares the
groundbreaking story of her mom, Cass, as only a daughter can tell it.

“All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” Leo
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina opens with this sweeping, oft-quoted pronouncement.
Yet most families fall somewhere in between: our families experience highs and
lows—limitless joy and crushing tragedy, fondness and distance and warmth and
antipathy. The complex emotions we navigate in our families are the stuff of life
and art (including Tolstoy’s novel, to be fair), and they’re all present in actor-director-producer Griffin Dunne’s first book, a memoir and coming-of-age story.

Cass Elliot was decades ahead of her time: an independently-minded, outspoken
woman with a keen intellect and sharp wit who reached the heights of success in a
male-dominated business and broke the mold of what it meant to be a “rock star”;
a forward-thinking feminist, and, as readers learn in this deeply moving and candid memoir, a single parent who embraced motherhood from the moment Owen
entered the world. In MY MAMA, CASS, Owen pulls back the curtain on the life
her mother occupied away from the sold out theaters. Their story begins with a
closely guarded secret—that of Owen’s paternity—which Cass always attributed
to immaculate conception, should anyone ask. Owen’s discovery of her father’s
true identity on her nineteenth birthday, and their eventual meeting, is just one
of the tales that will finally be told in full in the memoir. Among the other myths
that MY MAMA, CASS will debunk are the rumors surrounding Cass’ death,
illuminating the true origin of the false stories that have long persisted. Cass Elliott
remains beloved to a legion of high-profile personalities and luminaries who’ve
opened up to Owen for this book and will continue to do so, sharing highly entertaining, never-before-heard tales of her mother and of this legendary period in
cultural history.
Born six weeks before the Monterey Pop Festival in 1967, Owen Elliot-Kugell
was seven when her mom, Cass Elliot, died suddenly. She and her husband, Jack
Kugell, reside in the San Fernando Valley area with their daughter, Zoe, and son,
Noah.

You’ll meet Griffin’s family—including his father, the prolific writer and journalist
Dominick Dunne; his mother, the actress and activist Ellen Griffin Dunne; his
sister Dominique, whose own rise as an actress was cut short by her murder at age
22; his longtime best friend Carrie Fisher; with appearances by showbiz royalty,
everyone from Judy Garland to Frank Sinatra to his uncle John Gregory Dunne
and aunt Joan Didion—and get a feel for the sweep of a story in which patterns
emerge and secrets are revealed over three generations. Griffin reveals himself to be
a natural-born writer whose prose bursts with humor, candor, generosity of spirit,
hard-won self- knowledge, and affection for the complicated characters who made
him who he is. He’s a masterful storyteller who knows how to set a scene and bring
it home. The pages are by turns poignant, laugh-out-loud funny, and harrowing.
Griffin Dunne is an award-winning actor, director, and producer, best known for
starring in the cult classic American Werewolf in London (1981), for his performance in After Hours (1985), and for his leading role in NBC’s primetime series
This Is Us (2016), among many others. His directing credits include the Academy
Award-nominated short film Duke of Groove (1985), the fantasy rom com
Practical Magic (1998), and the 2017 Netflix documentary Joan Didion: The Center
Will Not Hold.
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Emily Lordi, a professor of English at Vanderbilt and a writer-at-large for the New
York Times’s T Magazine, offers the first, comprehensive biography of Whitney,
rescuing her from the incomplete and tiresome narrative that has begun to solidify
in our collective consciousness. Emily recasts Whitney as the complex, luminous, sui
generis woman and artist that she was.
She is considered by many to be the greatest vocalist of the 20th century. She has
sold over 200 million records worldwide, won six Grammys, had 11 number ones,
and her rendition of “I Will Always Love You” is the longest-running number-one
single by a female artist—ever. She released her first album, Whitney Houston, in
1985—an instant classic and the very first record by a solo female artist to produce three number-one singles—and her last in 2009. After reaching stratospheric
heights of fame and success, she then spiraled into addiction and physical exhaustion for 20 years, and tragically died in 2012, at 48, when she drowned in a hotel
bathtub, with drugs in her body. This story has been told, and told again. And yet,
for as scrutinized and as public as Whitney Houston was for nearly the entirety of
her life, we don’t really know her. This book will change that.
Emily presents a Whitney who was supremely talented, yes, but who worked
doggedly; a Whitney who, yes, had the inimitable Clive Davis and Arista Records
at her back but who time and again, for years and years, made her own shrewd decisions about what and how to sing and whom to collaborate with and every other
choice that has too often been attributed to others. The result is, as Emily writes in
the proposal, “a Great American Story, one of striving, of hoping, of hustling and
persisting,” told through the lens of one of our most fascinating and misunderstood cultural figures. Emily interprets Whitney not merely as a tragic celebrity of
the ’80s and ’90s or a pure and unparalleled pop icon but rather as a momentous,
pivotal entry in a long history of Black art, performance, music, and celebrity.
Emily Lordi is a professor of English at Vanderbilt University and has published
three acclaimed books on Black artistry. Her writing as appeared in the Atlantic, the
New Yorker, and elsewhere.
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THE POWER OF THE DOWNSTATE

Recharge Your Life Using Your Body’s Own Restorative
Systems
By Sara C. Mednick, Ph. D.
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Leverage your built-in rhythms of Upstates and Downstates to enhance energy,
sharpen thinking, balance moods, fuel fitness, and more.
If you’re like most people, the relentless daily grind can run down your energy and
deplete your resources. While most of us find our lives full of “Upstate” moments
that rev up our stress engines, it doesn’t have to be this way. World-renowned sleep
researcher Sara C. Mednick, PhD, shows us how we can access the most repairing
aspects of sleep through activities and moments that happen during our day by
diving into our “Downstate.” Dr. Mednick shows that bringing ourselves back to
the Downstate is critical for our health, well-being, and cognitive longevity. Dr.
Mednick creates a comprehensive picture of the Upstate/Downstate rhythms that
orchestrate all of our bodies’ vital systems, along with a novel theory that aging is
caused by spending less and less time in Downstate activities.The Power of the Downstate offers practical, evidence-based insight into how we can all enable those systems
to work together in better harmony. You’ll learn:
- How our bodies and minds are guided by a natural Upstate/Downstate rhythm—
and how our modern lifestyles disrupt these rhythms to our detriment;
- How our vital organs and systems benefit from spending more time in the Down
state – which decreases the risk for Alzheimer’s disease, chronic illness, and early
death;
- How we can activate the Downstate through rethinking how to breathe, eat, sleep
and exercise; and
- The practical four-week Downstate RecoveryPlus Plan.
Get ready to be more alert, productive, and cognitively sharp during the day, feel
greater intimacy and affection, and enjoy consolidated, restorative sleep at night . . .
not to mention expand your years of mental and physical vitality.
Dr. Sara C. Mednick is Professor of Psychology at the University of California,
Irvine, where she directs the Sleep and Cognition (SaC) lab.

“Full of dazzling insights. Dr. Mednick presents a new way of understanding
chronic diseases and offers a bounty of easy, free, and scientifically-validated tips we
can adopt to reset ourselves for a better, healthier future.”—James Nestor, author
of the New York Times bestselling Breath: The New Science of a Lo
“Recognizing the Downstates and Upstates in your life will help you find the
balance we are all looking for, all the time.” —Dr. Michael Breus, PhD, author of
The Power of When and Energize
“The Power of the Downstate is the book everyone needs to understand how the
downstate of sleep works to recharge, restore and reinvigorate your brain and
body.” —Dr. Wendy Suzuki, PhD, Professor of Neural Science, internationally
bestselling author of Healthy Brain Happy Life and Good Anxiety
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What if the most serious personal and global challenges won’t be solved with more
thinking or talking?
Justin Zorn and Leigh Marz take us on an unlikely journey—from the West Wing
of the White House to San Quentin’s death row; from Ivy League brain research
laboratories to underground psychedelic circles; from the temperate rainforests of
Olympic National Park to the main stage at a heavy metal festival—to explore the
meaning and importance of silence and the art of finding it in any situation.
Golden is a field guide to getting beyond the noise—not just the noise in our ears,
but also on our screens and in our heads. Drawing on lessons from neuroscience,
business, spirituality, politics, and the arts, Marz and Zorn explore why auditory,
informational, and internal silence is essential for physical health, mental clarity,
ecological sustainability, and vibrant community. They show how to go beyond the
ordinary rules and tools of mindfulness to help individuals, families, organizations,
and whole societies dial down the noise and find pristine attention. In this engaging
and unexpected rethinking of the meaning of quiet, Marz and Zorn make the bold
and convincing argument that we can repair our world by reclaiming the presence
of silence in our lives.
Justin Talbot Zorn is a Harvard-and-Oxford-trained specialist in the economics and
psychology of wellbeing, and has served as both a policymaker and a meditation teacher in the US Congress. Leigh Marz is a leadership coach and collaboration consultant
who has led diverse initiatives. They are the co-founders of Astrea Strategies, a consultancy that bridges deep visioning with impactful communications and action.

“Golden is a guide to getting out of the shallows and into the depths.”
—Rebecca Solnit, bestselling author of more than twenty books
“Golden shows us how to find a kind of silence that’s more than the absence of
noise—it’s a presence that offers us health, clarity, understanding, and happiness.”—
Congressman Tim Ryan, U.S. Representative from Ohio and author of A Mindful Nation
“Justin Zorn and Leigh Marz make a convincing link between humanity’s modern
obsession with the pursuit of dopamine and our addiction to noise. Through extensive research and engaging storytelling, they point the way to more clarity, expansiveness, and calm.”—Judson Brewer, MD. PhD, and New York Times bestselling
author of Unwinding Anxiety and The Craving Mind
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Cutting-edge research shows how to determine and decrease your true biological age.
What if there was a way to measure our biological age? And what if there were
strategies to slow down—or even reverse—the aging process? The answers to these
questions lie at the heart of the groundbreaking work Dr. Morgan Levine is doing in
her lab at Yale. True Age introduces readers to the latest developments in the science
of aging and longevity. It provides an in-depth understanding of biological age and
the methods now available to estimate our own. It helps us target an individualized
plan to eat, exercise, and sleep, as well as pointing to other lifestyle practices like
intermittent fasting and caloric restriction that have been shown to slow or reverse
the aging process. The goal is to guide every reader toward a personal regimen to
keep them as youthful as possible—both inside and out—with low risk, data-driven
biohacking. The book gives readers and their doctors unprecedented ways to identify their personalized aging process and increase not only their lifespan but also then
their healthspan.
Morgan Levine is an assistant professor of pathology at Yale University School of
Medicine.
“Morgan Levine sits at the epicenter of designing tools that measure biological age,
and she has a gift for explaining how they work. I found her book to be an accessible, riveting ride through the science of aging and what we can do -- most importantly -- to slow it down!”— Kara Fitzgerald, ND IFMCP, Author of Younger You
“This great book from one of my close collaborators will not only help you discover
your true chronological age, it will help you turn back the clock.”—Valter D. Longo, PhD, author of The Longevity Diet
“This research can have a life-changing impact on our health and well-being.” —
Sara Gottfried, M.D. NYT bestselling author of Women, Food, and Hormones

“Morgan Levine’s terrific program shows how changes translate into reversing the
aging process to live a longer, healthier, happier life.” —Terry Wahls, M.D. author
of The Wahls Protocol
“True Age bridges the gap in our understanding of disease and aging through a
masterful explanation of the roots causes of aging, and the advances in measuring our “true age” or our biological age. For anyone interested in enhancing their
health, and extending their lifespan, this book is essential reading.”— Mark Hyman, MD, New York Times bestselling author of The Pegan Diet
Morgan Levine shows us proven strategies to turn back the clock and put ourselves
on the road to good health.”—Lisa Mosconi, New York Times bestselling author
of The XX Brain
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What is American food? In his first cookbook, Kwame Onwuachi (“the most important chef in America” —San Francisco Chronicle), the acclaimed author of Notes
from a Young Black Chef, shares the dishes of his America; dishes that show the true
diversity of American food.
Featuring more than 125 recipes, My America is a celebration of the food of the
African Diaspora, as handed down through Onwuachi’s own family history, spanning Nigeria to the Caribbean, the South to the Bronx, and beyond. From Nigerian
Jollof, Puerto Rican Red Bean Sofrito, and Trinidadian Channa (Chickpea) Curry
to Jambalaya, Baby Back Ribs, and Red Velvet Cake, these are global home recipes that represent the best of the patchwork that is American cuisine. Interwoven
throughout the book are stories of Onwuachi’s travels, illuminating the connections
between food and place, and food and culture. The result is a deeply personal tribute to the food of “a land that belongs to you and yours and to me and mine.”
Kwame Onwiachi is a James Beard Award-winning chef, who was raised in the
Bronx, Nigeria, and Louisiana. A former contest and now a recurring judge on Top
Chef, Onwuachi has been named Esquire’s Chef of the Year, one of Food & Wine’s
Best New Chefs, and a 30 Under 30 honoree by both Zagat and Forbes.
Joshua David Stein is a Brooklyn-based author and journalist. He is the co-author
of Notes from a Young Black Chef, with Kwame Onwuachi, among others.
“A must-have for anyone who wants to be a better cook. Each recipe is an insight
into Kwame’s family, travels, and time spent in some of the best kitchens in the
world.” —David Chang
“A culinary journey that’s well seasoned with many flavors of the diaspora.”
—Marcus Samuelsson
“A repertoire of dishes that delight with the bright tastes of the African Atlantic world.
It is a savory nation, indeed, and I am proud to be a citizen.” —Jessica B. Harris

“Kwame’s powerful, lyrical book is part memoir, part cookbook, but also all
memoir and all cookbook. It’s other things, too—a history of food, a collection of
mouth-watering photographs, and a repository of wisdom.” —Questlove
“I love My America—not only for its vibrant, delicious, and seasonal recipes that
explore the African diaspora, but for the moving story Kwame tells: how food knits
together our communities, celebrates and preserves our cultures, and intimately
connects us to the land and the people we came from.” —Alice Waters
“Kwame Onwuachi uses his own story as a vehicle for sharing recipes from the
African diaspora. These dishes—from the United States, the Caribbean, Nigeria,
and elsewhere—as honed by his expert palate and tremendous talent, are American
food at its finest.” —Angela Rye
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We can all think of someone who radiates beauty, vibrancy, and confidence that emanates from a lit-from-within quality. But what exactly is this irresistible magnetism,
and how can you develop it within yourself to manifest all the abundance, beauty,
and joy that you not only crave, but deserve?
In this customizable 12-week self-care program, Angela Jia Kim teaches you how to
nourish your inner and outer glow so your radiance shines from every pore of your
being. Drawing upon her Korean beauty heritage and decades of experience as a
former concert pianist and founder of Savor Beauty, she reveals how your skin and
soul have a lot in common—they both need purification, detoxification, exfoliation,
and nourishment.
Within, you will find:
- A profound self-love practice: how to treat your skin “like the most expensive silk
on Earth,” as Angela’s mom would say, which sets a deep foundational lesson for
how to treat your soul
- Over 50 simple-yet-powerful self-care prompts, purposeful plans, and radiance
rituals.
- Real-life stories to inspire you to become a magnetic manifesting force by restoring
self-worth, awakening feminine energy, and connecting with your Higher Self.
Radical Radiance teaches you how to illuminate your authentic beauty and transform your life for radiance, magic, and happiness.
Angela Jia Kim is a former concert pianist and founder of Savor Beauty, a
multi-million-dollar natural skincare and spa brand. She is the creator of the Savor
Beauty Self-Care Planner, which has sold over 75,000 copies, and she has helped
teach hundreds of women to manifest beauty, brilliance, and balance in her masterclasses and workshops. A highly recognized skin and self-care expert, Angela has
been featured in such media outlets as The New York Times, Elle, People, and more.

“It is so illuminating and lovely to read about self-love rituals that incorporate
the spirit, beauty, and the wellbeing of the skin. I felt very inspired to approach
my skin care regimen with more reverence and love after reading Angela Jia Kim’s
book.”—Shiva Rose, actress, author of Whole Beauty, and creator of holistic
lifestyle website the Local Rose
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A lively, data-driven guide to finding “your people” from psychologist Dr. Marisa G.
Franco about the (sometimes surprising) science behind making friends, maintaining
them, and building connections of ALL sorts in an era of social fragmentation and
rampant loneliness.
Loneliness is an epidemic, in part due to a culture that prioritizes romance at the
expense of all other relationships. But in fact, science shows that platonic friendships are a crucial—possibly THE crucial—key to shaping who we are and how we
can become our happiest, most fulfilled selves. So how do we nurture meaningful
relationships in an era of distraction, burnout, and chaos?
Just as economist Emily Oster (Crib Sheet) breaks down the science of child-rearing by countering fables with facts, psychologist and professor Marissa G. Franco
unpacks the latest (often counterintuitive) findings about friendship—for example,
why your friends aren’t texting you back (it’s not because they hate you!), and the
myth of “just showing up” (you need to bring more than your mere presence to
the table to make real friends!). Forging lasting bonds with other people isn’t rocket
science...but it does take work, and there are research-based ways to improve the
number and quality of your connections. The good news: the benefits can be massive to not just our sense of wellbeing but also to our physical health.
With vivid, relatable storytelling bolstered by the latest psychological research,
Platonic provides a clear and actionable blueprint for understanding and conquering
the barriers that keep you from forging strong, lasting connections with others. In
short, Platonic will give you permission to hold friendship in the highest regard—
because it deserves to be.

Dr. Marisa G. Franco holds a Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from the University of Maryland and works as science and technology policy fellow for the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. She writes for Psychology Today and
has authored more than twenty research articles on loneliness, connection, and
friendship all over the world. Dr. Franco has also delivered talks about connection
all over the country to private companies, the U.S. government, universities, and
non-profit organizations.
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In this revolutionary, comprehensive, and accessible guide on how the brain learns,
discover how to study more efficiently and effectively, shrug away exam stress, and
most of all, enjoy learning.
When we study, we tend to focus on the tasks we can most easily control—such as
highlighting and rereading—but these practices only give the illusion of mastery. As
Dan Willingham, professor of psychology and bestselling author, explains, familiarity is not the same as comprehension. Perfect for teachers and students of all ages,
Outsmart Your Brain provides real-world practices and the latest research on how to
train your brain for better learning. Each chapter provides clear and specific strategies while also explaining why traditional study processes do not work. Grounded in
scientifically backed practical advice, this is the ultimate guide to improving grades
and better understanding the power of our own brains.
Dan Willingham received his PhD from Harvard University in cognitive psychology and is now a professor of psychology at the University of Virginia. He is the
author of several books, including Outsmart Your Brain and Raising Kids Who Read.
“In a sentence, this is the best book I’ve read on how anyone can learn the tactics
of the most successful students. Practical but backed by the latest science, Outsmart
Your Brain is an onramp to the virtuous cycle of interest, confidence, and achievement.”—Angela Duckworth, New York Times bestselling author of Grit
“If left to our own devices, humans will usually study poorly. Luckily, Dan Willingham has identified all the ways we can trick our brain into learning (before it tricks
us first). A user’s guide to the student’s brain.”—Amanda Ripley, New York Times
bestselling author of The Smartest Kids in the World

“The ultimate guidebook for doing well in school, and the perfect gift for any student heading off to college, and also for the high school student who is beginning
to care about grades, or—better yet—actual learning.”—Jonathan Haidt, New
York Times bestselling co-author of The Coddling of the American Mind
“Willingham does double duty: he places the power to learn back where it should
be, in the hands of students while showing teachers how to harness the most
effective systems and techniques for boosting learning.”—Jessica Lahey, New York
Times bestselling author of The Gift of Failure & The Addiction Inoculation
“Brisk and interesting, this is a wonderful book with a wealth of practical advice
for students in “how to” chapters on many topics. I would also recommend the
book for teachers and life-long learners — anyone who cares about learning.”
—Henry L. Roediger, III, co-author of author of Make It Stick
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BEAUTY AND BEAST

How Food Supports Emotional Well-Being
By Mary Beth Albright

Weightlifting and the Fulfillment of Female Strength
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Emotional eating was always a thing – but the global pandemic supercharged it.

As 45 years old and as the single mother of two young daughters, Anne Marie
Chaker became a muscle-bound bikini competitor.

In HOW TO EAT YOUR EMOTIONS, Washington Post Food Editor and Video
Host Mary Beth Albright creates a completely delightful, narrative, pop-science
cookbook that guides readers towards foods, recipes and cooking methods tailored
to the 4 most common moods (scared, sad, mad, glad). She not only tells us what
to make according to our mood, she presents the science behind it and takes us
on a journey into the burgeoning new field of nutritional psychiatry to explain
how and why these foods and recipes trigger measurable food-mood connections.
(Spoiler alert: Yes, there are carbs. And cheese.)
Mary Beth Albright has personal relationships with Padma Lakshmi, José Andrés,
and many of the most influential people in the food world, who all adore her. Chef
Bobby Flay said, “Mary Beth speaks so well about food, she makes us fall in love
with food even more.” Her videos are syndicated by The Post nationwide to platforms such as Apple News, MSN, and other newspapers’ digital sites and she has
appeared on The Rachel Ray Show, the Hallmark Channel’s Home & Family, and
has moderated at South by Southwest, the National Book Festival, The Smithsonian, and the U.S. State Department, among others.

For too long, Anne Marie had chased the “skinny ideal”—the thin figure that
women are trained from girlhood to idolize. Anne Marie was not alone in her
years-long vicious diet cycle. As many as 15% of women will develop an eating disorder at some point in their lives—and more than a quarter of people with eating
disorders will attempt suicide. What we have on our hands is nothing short of a
devastating public health crisis.
Anne Marie’s Beauty and Beast will tell the real story of women’s bodies, explaining
how diet culture and the “skinny ideal” have woefully misled women and revealing
how working out to strengthen their hearts, bodies, and minds can tremendously enhance the quality—and the length—of their lives. Blending rich personal
anecdotes, affecting stories from other female bodybuilders, sharp investigative
reporting, and vital highlights from the most important recent scientific and
medical research, this book will offer women a new paradigm, one that centers
on resistance and weight-based workouts and proper, balanced nutrition, one that
encourages them to aim for a powerful physique and will deliver bountiful new
energy, happiness, and self-confidence.
Across three sections—“Strive Toward Strong,” “Embrace Your Power,” and
“Maintain Strength and Self Care”—Anne Marie will chronicle the profound
changes that took place when she and other women committed to strength-building journeys and made weightlifting a central part of their lives. Beauty and Beast
will inspire women everywhere to take back control of their bodies and dedicate
themselves to the notion of female strength. It will also stoke them to pass on these
important lessons to the next generation of young girls so that they will never again
have to succumb to the toxic culture of thin and so that they will be able to untap
their inherent physical and psychic strength across their lives.
Anne Marie Chaker is a veteran features writer for The Wall Street Journal.
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HOW TO GET ALONG

The Power of a Soft Heart in an Era of Heartlessness
By Jenn Granneman and Andre Sólo
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An optimistic and empowering guide, Sensitive will reframe sensitivity as a
strength, rather than a weakness, and teach readers how to use this exceptional power to excel in spite of social upheaval, technological burnout, and civil unrest.
People who have been told they’re “too sensitive” their whole lives are instructed
to toughen up, suck it up, and conform to outmoded stereotypes of leadership
and masculinity. But what the world needs more of right now isn’t brute force and
barriers: it’s empathy and understanding. Sensitive will destigmatize the notion
that being sensitive is tantamount to weaknesses and inefficacy, reframing it as an
admirable and tremendously valuable social strength. In much the same way Susan
Cain’s Quiet empowered introverts to embrace their softer under-the-radar personalities, Sensitive will plant a gently fluttering flag in the ground for sensitive people
everywhere, establishing all the ways that they have the opportunity, given their
empathetic and perceptive powers, to transform the world and make it a better
place for all of us. Providing tools for survival across several of the most important
areas of readers’ lives—their friendships and relationships, their workplace interactions, and their experiences as parents—Sensitive will give them strategies for
marshalling sensitivity as an asset that can actually make them more effective in
each of these vital domains.
Jenn Granneman and Andre Sólo are the founders of Highly Sensitive Refuge
and Introvert, Dear, two of the largest websites for highly sensitive people (HSPs)
and introverts. Jenn Granneman is the author of The Secret Life of Introverts, and
Andre Sólo is an academic researcher and regular Psychology Today contributor. Between them, they have written for or been featured in Forbes, The Huffington Post,
Buzzfeed, the BBC, the Telegraph, Vogue, O, the Oprah Magazine, Vice, Glamour,
and more.

Embracing the Power of Conflict to Improve Your
Relationships—And Your Life
By Gabrielle Hartley
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Simplified Chinese

(Cheers)

An enlightening and accessible guide driven by the author’s fun, relatable, calming and empowering voice, How To Get Along will harness the power of vivid
storytelling and easy-to-adopt tools and exercises to help readers transform their
approach to conflict and build cooperative, thriving relationships at home, at work,
online, and across all areas of their lives.
Gabrielle Hartley will guide readers reframe their approach to conflict, drawing
upon the five-step approach she has conceptualized and used in her successful
law and mediation practice over the last 25 years. Her goal is not to help readers
achieve lasting peace in all their relationships, but rather to help them achieve
emotional freedom—or equanimity—from conflict. Readers will learn to embrace
a more neutral approach to conflict, which will help them achieve more satisfying
compromises, strengthen their relationships, and grow into kinder people.
How To Get Alongwill mimic the structure of Hartley’s wildly successful and easyto-adapt CLOSE technique. Part 1, “Clarify,” will help readers become aware of
how their habits and thought patterns may be contributing to the conflict in their
own lives, while Part 2, “Listen,” will help them key into their own inner narratives, slow down, and process conflict in more thoughtful, substantive ways. Part
3, “Optimize,” will show readers how to bring their newfound mindfulness into
alignment with their outer behavior, while Part 4, “Strategize,” will encourage
readers get vulnerable and embrace the power of visualization to move past deeply
entrenched conflict. Finally, Part 5, “Evolve,” will stress the need for compromise,
concessions and allowances to help readers get the most out of their relationships
over time. The CLOSE technique will teach readers how to handle conflict headon, in a way that allows for positive, even revolutionary personal and interpersonal
growth.
Gabrielle Hartley, Esq is a leading online divorce mediator and lawyer based in New
York City and and Massachusetts and authored Better Apartwith Elena Brower.
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FINDING WHAT FEEDS US

UNLOCKING YOUR MENOPAUSE TYPE

A Personalized Guide to Managing Your Menopausal
Symptoms and Enhancing Your Health
By Heather Hirsch, MD with Stacey Colino

An Invitation to Renegade Grief
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By Carla Fernandez
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When Carla Fernandez lost her father to brain cancer, she was 21 years old and
just starting her life as an adult. Her friends wanted to help, but they didn’t know
what to say. The support groups she found lacked the soulful conversations she needed to have. And the existing literature, like so much else in the culture, was focused
on moving on, getting over loss rather than grieving—and living—fully.

Spanish (Paidos / Planeta)

UK/Comm (Allen & Unwin)

For generations, we’ve silently put up with the difficult and often painful period of
menopause, believing that there was nothing to be done about the bothersome hot
flashes, interrupted sleep, and disconcerting brain fog, no way to avoid the inevitable weight gain, uncomfortable sex, or the moodiness that ensued. But Heather
Hirsch, MD, MS, NCMP is one of a very few doctors who not only has the training, but also specializes in helping women navigate the menopausal transition.
Heather knows all too well that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to our menopause journeys, and will helping readers identify their constellation of symptoms
or, Menopause Type, and then creating a bespoke treatment plan that allows them
to take control and live their best lives.
In Part One, she debunks the myths and misconceptions of menopause, explains
why it is so difficult to get scientifically valid and medically appropriate care, and
introduces the Menopause Types. Readers will take a quiz to identify which of six
types they may have. These include, among others, The Premature Type with onset
before the age of 40, The Mind-Altering Type marked by severe brain fog and
mood changes, and The Seemingly Never-ending Type with symptoms that just
don’t go away. In Part Two, she explores each type, its indicators and their causes,
and offers a base-line treatment plan. Then in Part III, she shows how women can
personalize their menopause survival plan by walking them through remedies to
tackle other specific symptoms. And finally, she helps them formulate a long-term
game plan for taking care of their physical, emotional, and cognitive health into
the future. Today, we women spend more than a third of our lives in the peri- and
post-menopausal zone, and Heather Hirsch is on a mission to make sure that we
feel amazing during all of those years!
Heather Hirsch, MD, MS, NCMP is the lead physician and clinical program director for the menopause and midlife clinic at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital
in Boston, Massachusetts and she also serves as faculty at Harvard Medical School.

In Finding What Feeds Us, Carla shares with readers the keys to what she calls
renegade grief: an experience that not only allows us to find what we need to move
forward, but also teaches us how we can transform grief into a powerful tool for
creativity, connection, and a whole-hearted life. In the process, she introduces a
variety of rituals— some rooted in ancestral practices, others newly imagined—
ranging from altar building and taking the time for radical rest to joining the fight
for a cause and finding new ways to mark anniversaries, birthdays, and holidays.
Finding What Feeds Us marries Carla’s personal story of losing her father when she
was 21 years old with a creative, compassionate, and wide-ranging look at grief and
healing rituals—from altar-building and making playlists to embracing radical rest
and fighting for social change. Carla is a beautiful writer, and her story and those
of her fellow Dinner Partiers (as they are known) offer a poignant and inspiring
alternative to conventional modes of grieving that too often fall short.
Carla Fernandez is a community builder and experience designer helping healing
ideas enter culture. Through her work co-founding The Dinner Party, Carla is
transforming the isolation felt through grief and loss into a source of connection,
friendship and forward motion for thousands of 20-40 somethings across the US.
Her work has been featured in New York Times, Good Morning America, O Magazine, and as a case study in over a dozen books. She is an NYU Reynolds Scholar
in Social Entrepreneurship, an Annenberg Innovation Lab Senior Fellow and was
named one of the most interesting Angelenos by LA Weekly.
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HOW WE LEARN TO BE BRAVE

MY AUTISTIC TEACHERS

Stories from A Life of Helping People Connect on the
Spectrum

Decisive Moments in Life and Faith
By Mariann Edgar Budde
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In Decisive Moments, Bishop Budde takes readers inside the key junctures in life
that, if navigated with faith and discernment, pave the way for us to become our
most courageous selves.

Jodi writes about work as a teacher and counselor focused on helping neurodivergent and neurotypical people find ways to communicate, connect, and thrive.
By using intimate, heart-warming anecdotes about the incredible humans Jodi
has worked with during her career, she explains the latest autism research and the
neurology of the autistic brain, and how this knowledge can help us understand not
only the behavior of autistic people, but our own.

She calls these defining events “decisive moments,” the ones that live long in our
memories as well as in the memories of those around us. These are pivot points
when we’re called upon to push past our fears and act with strength, and when,
much to our amazement, we do. Drawing on examples ranging from Harry Potter
to the Gospel According to Luke, Bishop Budde seamlessly weaves together moving personal experiences and stories from the lives of others, from Scripture, history, and pop culture to underscore both the universality of these experiences and the
particular call each one of us must heed when our decisive moments come. Bishop
Budde explores the full range of decisive moments we encounter, from the most
visible and dramatic (the decision to go), to the more internal and personal (the
decision to stay). Decisive Moments will also look at brave choices made with an eye
towards the future (the decision to start), those born of suffering (the decision to
accept that which we did not choose), and those that come unexpectedly (the decision to step up to the plate). We discover that our decisive moments often follow
periods of emotional letdown and despair when perseverance is required to achieve
lasting transformative power. For it’s in the moments that precede and follow the
decisive ones—those seasons of preparation and alignment—that we learn to act
according to what our critical experiences have revealed, clarified, or set in motion.
We learn to live and to respond according to our true beliefs and in ways that align
with our best selves.
Mariann Edgar Budde is the Bishop and spiritual leader of the Episcopal Diocese
of Washington DC and Washington National Cathedral. Prior to her election in
2011, she was a parish priest in Minneapolis for 18 years.

Jodi became a global autism-awareness celebrity through her role as the relationship coach prominently featured on Netflix’s Love on the Spectrum. Celebrated
by the autistic community and neurotypicals alike, the Los Angeles Times called it
“TV’s most honest dating show” and the Guardian celebrated its “warmth, insight,
and joy.” Season 1 was a viral feel-good hit, eventually airing in 208 countries and
being dubbed in seven languages.
With 30 years’ experience as a special education instructor, counselor, and disability sexologist specializing in autism, Jodi is both a teacher and translator: She has
spent her career helping autistic people better understand themselves and their
wonderful brains, and in turn teaches neurotypical folk how to embrace the diverse
neurology of those around them. Love on the Spectrum has turned Jodi into an
international figurehead in the disability and diversity space, calling for a more
inclusive and accepting society—and now she wants to spread her message and expertise even wider. MY AUTISTIC TEACHERS argues that we are all looking for
connection—some of us just express it a little differently. Each chapter will center
around an inspiring figure she has met during her years working within the autistic
community (including some characters from Love on the Spectrum), highlighting
their personal story to help educate readers about a certain element of neurodiverse
neurology or behavior. She then connects their behavior with similar traits that we
see in ourselves, showing how we are often more similar than we think.
Jodi Rodgers is a qualified sexologist, counsellor, and special-education teacher,
and is featured as the relationship specialist on Love on the Spectrum, Netflix’s hit
docuseries that follows autistic people on their search for love.
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THE HUMBLE WAY

WRITE YOUR BREAST

A Guide to Writing Women Like a Bestselling
Male Author

Ten Steps to Financial Freedom
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A couple of years ago, The New York Times ran a piece entitled “Finding Lonzo
Ball’s Missing $1.5 Million, and Himself ”— the piece painted the portrait of a
financial adviser and sage with an incredible story of his own.

A humor proposal right at the intersection of laugh-out-loud snark and righteous
feminist outrage: a satirical workbook entitled WRITE YOUR BREAST by
Meghan Vondriska, curator of the viral Men Write Women Twitter account.

Humble started our conversation by sharing his full story. He spoke of the danger and poverty of his childhood in Uganda, the years of struggle after his family
received political asylum in the US, and the path he has taken to rise to the most
elite level of wealth management. But what struck us most was he didn’t mention
the incredible deals he’s negotiated for his clients— who range from Issa Rae and
Terry Crews to All-Pro NFL players —or the returns his advice has generated.
Instead, he recalled an article he’d read about athletes whose financial lives were in
ruins soon after they stopped playing. The idea that one could achieve such success
and not be able to protect their family was inconceivable to him. Since then,
Humble has been on a mission to change that story—for his clients, yes, but also
for all those for whom financial security remains elusive. What he’s learned is that
finance is behavior. His process teaches people to view their relationship to money
in a new light. After all, how you spend your money reflects what is important to
you and how you feel about yourself. Then, he steers them to choose their most
important values which leads them to rewire their habits and create the binary
decision framework that allows them to live their richest lives in all areas. The book
will also include questions, directions, and tools that Humble uses with his clients
so that readers can use the philosophy on their own.The Humble Way is destined
to take its place alongside million-copy bestsellers such The Four Agreements,
The Five Languages of Love, and Financial Peace. Each of these books takes on a
subject—self-limiting beliefs, love, freedom from debt—and offers stories and tools
to reshape the way readers understand and behave when it comes to their relationships with themselves, those they love, or their finances. With this book, people
will change their relationship not only to money, but also themselves and their
families, their loved ones and their communities, their pasts and their futures.

Since 2019, Meg has used @MenWriteWomen to build an online community dedicated to calling out sexism in contemporary and canonical literature. Today, the
account boasts more than 70,000 followers, and with her book Meg present a simultaneously hilarious and eye-opening look at the many disservices literature has
done to womenkind. With all the audacity of a man with access to a basic word
processing program, Meg will offer up a satirical guide for aspiring writers, providing countless laughs (and maybe the occasional shocked gasp) as she elucidates the
moral injustice of how women are too often portrayed in—or omitted from—the
works of some of our most celebrated authors.

Humble Lukanga is the CEO of Lifeline Financial and manages the lives and
careers of many of the brightest stars in sports and entertainment.

Meg Vondriska is a writer and social media manager best known for the creation
of the gone-viral Twitter account @MenWriteWomen.

As they browse the book’s three sections, organized by increasing level of difficulty,
readers will grow emboldened to write their breast, practicing the art of sophomoric descriptions (breast = fruit), learning to invoke cardboard “Muses” like virgin
and whore, and getting schooled in classic (and classically misogynist) genre tropes.
Throughout, Meg will highlight the very best in eye-roll-worthy examples by men
with pens, and frequent Breast Exams will test readers’ progress towards the bestseller list.
Channeling the success of platforms that have made the leap from social media
sensations to beloved book, such as Matt Kracht’s The Field Guide to Dumb Birds
of North America and Kat Su’s Crap Taxidermy, as well as the spirit of feminist and
nerd-friendly satire like Nicole Tersigni’s Men to Avoid in Art and Life and Richard
Benson’s F in Exams, WRITE YOUR BREAST promises to be a new classic in the
humor arena, the perfect gift for avid feminist readers, writers, and anyone interested in combatting the hulking beast that is sexism in literature (and life).
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FLIP YOUR LIFE

How to Beat the Odds, Overcome the Worst, and
Win Big

The Power and Purpose of A Life Uncoupled
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In ways both large and small, society still assumes that the default adult has a
partner, or is looking for a partner. But the truth is that millions of people in this
country and across the globe are living a marvelous, happy, healthy life without a
partner – or any intention of finding a partner.
Bella DePaulo, research psychologist at the University of California, Santa Barbara,
wants to transform what it means to be single. She will spotlight, celebrate and
support the people who love being single and plan to stay that way. She will confirm what millions of people already know, but are told by our society to doubt:
You are happy and thriving not in spite of being single, but because of it. Bella
writes: “I have a message for all the people attracted to single life but unsettled by
the expectations and pressures of society, family and mass media: Don’t unsingle
yourself! Live the life that sings to you. The risk you face is not in what you will
miss if you don’t find a romantic partner, but what you will miss if you do. This
book will support you every step of the way.” In addition to establishing herself as
the leading expert on this topic, Bella has lived an unpartnered life for more than
50 years. She argues that, for many people, living life solo produces an extraordinary sense of well-being, strong mental health outcomes, and an unmatched
feeling of authenticity. Using her own stories and the latest research she presents
strong evidence that the Single at Heart possess a unique set of superpowers too:
a mastery of “positive solitude,” a strong resistance to loneliness, as well as lower
levels of stress and greater happiness as a parent. Some existing books have touched
on this topic, but none make this argument: There are millions of people who
are not just “happy being single for a time,” but happy being single always. These
people aren’t waiting for “the one,” because they aren’t looking for “the one.” They
are The One – and one is a whole number.
Bella DePaulo (Ph.D.) is a social psychologist and the author of Singled Out and
How We Live Now and a TEDx talk called “What no one ever told you about people who are single.” She has written for publications such as the New York Times,
the Washington Post, Time magazine, New York magazine, the Guardian and Forbes.

By Tarek El Moussa
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A major new work of prescriptive nonfiction by Tarek El Moussa, host of the wildly
popular HGTV show Flip or Flop.
After eight seasons on the air, with a ninth on the way, Flip or Flop is the #1 cable
show in its timeslot, netting 22 million viewers. It may surprise you, after reading
all of that, to learn that it wasn’t an easy road to the top. After his promising baseball career end before it began with a devastating injury, a young aimless Tarek had
no clue what he wanted to do with his life. So, he drank. And he found part-time
jobs working security at local parties where he and his crew regularly got into knife
fights with men they were trying to bounce. And he drank some more. Finally, one
night, Tarek decided his life needed to change—a lot. And fast.
In FLIP YOUR LIFE, Tarek uses his story—that of a lost young man trying to
find his way in the world— to take us through the steps of how we can achieve our
own goals. It turns out that many of the grounding principles which make him
such a successful house flipper are also applicable to improving our personal lives,
like doubling down on the things that work and recognizing what you can’t fix and
have to work around (no matter how badly you want to knock that supporting
wall down). In nine easy-to-follow and clarifying chapters, Tarek walks us through
how to identify our goals, find the people to help us accomplish them, and then
make those first steps with confidence. Along the way, he immerses us in personal
and intimate moments that reveal the man behind the beloved HGTV persona,
and sheds light for the first time on pivotal moments in his life, from the very early
days of filming Flip or Flop with his ex-wife Christina to his earth-shattering bout
with thyroid and testicular cancer, his subsequent addiction to steroids, and his
long and hard-earned path to recovery. Honest, and, above all, hopeful—Tarek is
now cancer-free, steroid-free, and newly married—FLIP YOUR LIFE will offer
a candid look behind the camera and a practical easy-to-use guide to help readers everywhere learn how to turn their lives from desultory, unhappy “flops” into
focused, meaningful, hugely fulfilling success stories.
Tarek El Moussa is the co-star of the hit HGTV show Flip or Flop.
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It won’t surprise you to learn, after over a year of “Zoom school”, that Tony and
Ulrik argue that the education system is broken. They believe that having students
hear and read material so that they, hopefully, memorize it, and then asking them
to prove it by taking multiple-choice tests and exams, is bad way to educate people.
But, in their book, Mastery, they argue that the system also fails to address inequity—they believe it perpetuates it—and they promote a new way of teaching that
could change everything for the better.
One of the key advantages of mastery-based education is that students do not
advance, individually, until they have passed milestones, and, therefore, it can be
tailored to each student’s ability and learning speed, allowing all to learn effectively. The nature of a mastery-based system is that teachers give more individualized
feedback than they do in the traditional one—but as there are far fewer hours
spent on group teaching, it can be less burdensome on teachers’ time.
As Tony and Ulrik show in the proposal, mastery involves more collaborative work
and creativity than traditional education, and it is much more immersive and
engaging than classroom work. In fact, it is much more like real world work, a
more solid preparation for the workplace than traditional education. In the schools
where it has been implemented – which range from high schools to some medical
schools – the change is almost always permanent. The change is also beneficial to
students at the top, and at the bottom, of their class, as mastery is not about bell
curve grading and averages, but instead, about learning to master actual skills, and
students continue to get attention and help until they have mastered them.
Tony Wagner is one of the best-known education experts writing today. He is the
author of several books, including most recently, Learning By Heart.
Ulrik Christensen, a learning entrepreneur who has worked in Danish education,
and who serves on the board of McGraw-Hill, is Executive Chairman and founding partner of Area 9 Group.
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DEMOCRACY’S DATA

The Hidden Stories in the U.S. Census and How to
Read Them
By Dan Bouk
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From the historian Dan Bouk, a lesson in reading between the lines of the U.S. census to uncover the stories behind the data.
The census isn’t just a data-collection process; it’s a ritual, and a tool, of American
democracy. Behind every neat grid of numbers is a collage of messy, human stories—you just have to know how to read them.
In Democracy’s Data, the data historian Dan Bouk examines the 1940 U.S. census,
uncovering what those numbers both condense and cleverly abstract: a universe of
meaning and uncertainty, of cultural negotiation and political struggle. He introduces us to the men and women employed as census takers, bringing us with them
as they go door to door, recording the lives of their neighbors. He takes us into
the makeshift halls of the Census Bureau, where hundreds of civil servants, not to
mention machines, labored with pencil and paper to divide and conquer the nation’s
data. And he uses these little points to paint bigger pictures, such as of the ruling
hand of white supremacy, the place of queer people in straight systems, and the
struggle of ordinary people to be seen by the state as they see themselves.
The 1940 census is a crucial entry in American history, a controversial dataset that
enabled the creation of New Deal era social programs, but that also, with the advent
of World War Two, would be weaponized against many of the citizens whom it was
supposed to serve. In our age of quantification, Democracy’s Data not only teaches
us how to read between the lines but gives us a new perspective on the relationship
between representation, identity, and governance today.
Dan Bouk researches the history of bureaucracies, quantification, and other modern
things shrouded in cloaks of boringness. He studied computational mathematics as
an undergraduate, before earning a Ph.D. in history from Princeton University. His
work investigates the ways that corporations and states have used, abused, and remade the categories that structure our daily experiences of being human. He teaches
history at Colgate University.
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EVERYTHING WAS POSSIBLE

(2nd Edition)

The Birth of the Musical Follies
By Ted Chapin
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Have you ever been curious about what it takes to get an original Broadway musical
to opening night?
Ted Chapin, college student at the time, had a front row seat at the creation of
Stephen Sondheim’s Follies, now considered one of the most important musicals of
modern time. He kept a detailed journal of his experience as the sole production
assistant, which he used as the basis for Everything Was Possible: The Birth of the Musical Follies, originally published in 2003. He was there in the drama-filled rehearsal
room, typing the endless rewrites, ferrying new songs around town, pampering the
film and television stars in the cast, travelling with the show to its Boston tryout
and back to New York for the Broadway opening night. With an enthusiast’s focus
on detail and a journalist’s skill, Chapin takes the reader on the roller-coaster ride
of creating a new and original Broadway musical. Musical theater giants, still rising
in their careers, were working at top form on what became a Tony Award-winning
classic: Stephen Sondheim, Harold Prince, and Michael Bennett. Many classic
Sondheim songs like “I’m Still Here,” “Losing My Mind,” and “Broadway Baby”
were part of the score, some written in a hotel room in Boston.
Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Follies with Ted Chapin. A new afterword brings
the history of the show forward, diving into recent productions around the world,
new recordings, and the continued promise of a film version.
Ted Chapin was president of The Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization for
more than thirty years, having been hired by the two families shortly after Richard
Rodgers passed away. His career has ranged from assistant director on the original production of Neil Simon’s The Sunshine Boys to being one of the founders
of the Encores! series at New York City Center. He sits on several boards and is
the co-chairman of the American Theatre Wing and chairman of the Kurt Weill
Foundation for Music. Producing two well regarded seasons of Lyrics & Lyricists at
92Y, and three seasons of NJTV’s American Songbook for NJPAC, he is a frequent
speaker at colleges and has made several film and television appearances.

“It is not only the best book about the musical theater I’ve ever read, it was so vivid
that I couldn’t wait to see how everything turned out”
—Stephen Sondheim, upon the book’s initial publication
STARRED REVIEW, BOOKLIST
“A book to please Sondheim aficionados, it should also engross anyone wanting to
know the details of mounting a big-budget Broadway show.”
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MAGIC TO DO

Pippin’s Fantastic, Fraught Journey to Broadway
and Beyond
By Elysa Gardner

WE

November 2022 / Applause Books / US Editor: John Cerullo
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022
What began as a student project became the propulsion point for some of the 20th
century’s biggest stars—Ben Vereen, Ann Reinking, and Jill Clayburgh, to name a
few—and planted a signpost at the crossroads of popular culture and musical theater
that resonates to this day.
In Magic To Do, which will be published to coincide with the 50th anniversary of
Pippin’s opening, two-time Pulitzer Prize jury member, Elysa Gardner turns her
attention to this innovative show, the musical retelling of the story of Prince Pippin,
son of Charlemagne, and his quest for an “extraordinary life.” Magic To Do will dive
deep into the legendary clashes, backstage drama, and incredible artistic synergy that
produced one of Broadway’s most influential musicals, a show that paved the way
for the pop-informed musicals (and their creators) that we know and love today.
Full of big personalities, brilliant creative minds, and never-before-told behind the
scenes stories, Magic To Do is an intimate look at a moment in history, a time and a
place in which popular culture was as defined by conflict—between the young and
the old, idealism and cynicism, creation and destruction—as anything else. Gardner
will draw out this friction through her examination of the creative struggles between
Pippin’s director/choreographer, the iconic Bob Fosse, for whom the show would
mark a massive career resurgence, and its young composer/lyricist, Stephen Schwartz
(of Wicked fame), who was making his Broadway debut. The stuff of Broadway
lore, the substantial disputes between Fosse and Schwartz—integral to the crafting
and staging of Pippin and peaking at the point of arbitration over Prince Pippin’s
last lines—will be grounded in Schwartz’s own perspective. The last surviving member of Pippin’s core artistic team, Schwartz has offered Gardner access to his archival
notes and material.
Elysa Gardner currently covers cabaret for the New York Times and has at various
points been a regular contributor to The New Yorker (as “Night Life” columnist),
Rolling Stone, the Los Angeles Times, and VH1. Formerly the theater and music critic
for USA Today, she, and her writing, have also appeared in Entertainment Weekly,
Spin, Vibe, Billboard, Town & Country, Out, American Theatre, and others.

Magic
TO DO
Pippin’s

Fantastic,

Fraught Journey
To B r o a d w a y
And Beyond

Elys a Gardner
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GRACE

THERE WILL BE FIRE

President Obama and Ten Days in the Battle for America
By Cody Keenan

NA

The IRA Conspiracy to Assassinate the Iron Lady, the Biggest
Manhunt in British History, and the Long War on the Crown
By Rory Carroll

NA

October 2022 / Sugar23 (HMH) / US Editor: Deanne Urmy
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022

January 2023 / Putnam (PRH) / US Editor: Mark Tavani
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Speechwriter for Barack Obama since 2007, rising from a campaign intern in
Chicago to chief speechwriter at the White House, Cody Keenan tells the story of
10 days in America in June 2015, when President Obama and Keenan together
composed critical speeches to meet a whirlwind of dramatic moments.

Rights Sold:

From June 17 to June 26, 2015, President Obama, with Cody in the collaborative
driver’s seat, composed a series of high-profile remarks including one of the most
forthright and soulful speeches of Obama’s career—his riveting eulogy to the victims of the horrific Charleston Church massacre. Even as he mustered the courage
and found the words to give one of his most impassioned speeches ever, even as the
country grappled anew with the Confederate flag and the demons of our history,
the President, together with his Cabinet and staff, prepared themselves and the
nation for the Supreme Court to announce two long-awaited landmark cases: King
v. Burwell on critical provisions of the Affordable Care Act and Obergefell v. Hodges
on whether same-sex couples have the right to marry under the United States Constitution. As spring gave way to summer, President Obama would see his vision for
an inclusive, equitable, and compassionate America triumph over the alternative.
Told through Cody’s up-close perspective not just as a trusted aide but cherished
thought partner, Grace is at once a compulsively readable narrative and a primer on
the elusive craft and ceaseless struggle that is great writing. Grace will give readers a
touchingly intimate portrait of an ever-demanding though preternaturally empathic and fatherly President Obama. At the same time, it will tell a page-turning story
about one of the most fraught and trying, yet also exciting and historically important periods of his two-term presidency. Grace will include never-before-seen drafts
of speeches (featuring the president’s handwritten edits) and candid photographs
chronicling their friendship and working relationship, none of which have been
made public before.
Cody Keenan has been a speechwriter for President Barack Obama since 2007,
rising from a campaign intern in Chicago to Assistant to the President and Director of Speechwriting at the White House.

Spanish (Ariel / Planeta)

UK/Comm (Mudlark / HC UK)

The IRA bomb exploded at 2:54am on October 12, 1984, the last day of the Conservative Party Conference in Brighton. It ripped a hole in the Grand Hotel, killing
5 people, and trapping and wounding dozen. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
was in the lounge of her suite, still up, preparing her keynote speech, when the explosion occurred. Had she been in the bathroom, death would have extinguished the
Iron Lady in her prime and left her revolution unfinished.
It was the most spectacular attack linked to the Northern Ireland Troubles and
the most daring conspiracy against the British Crown since the Gunpowder Plot
of 1605, when English Catholics tried to blow up the House of Lords during the
state opening of Parliament. In There Will Be Fire, the road to Brighton starts five
years earlier with the shocking assassination of Lord Louis “Dickie” Mountbatten,
blown up on his fishing boat in 1979. The IRA claimed responsibility, calling it
an “execution.” No one was safe. Thatcher, newly elected, made a fateful decision
about how Britain would handle the IRA. The government would strip the organization of political recognition and treat its members not as enemy combatants
but as common criminals, hoodlums, and thugs. Her policy set in motion a series
of events that culminated in the IRS secretly sentencing the world’s most powerful
woman to death.
An age of relative innocence that believed terrorism could reach only so far, inflict
only so much damage, was over. In Killing Thatcher, veteran journalist Rory Carroll reveals the full, heretofore untold story of what actually happened – the genesis
of the plot, the planning, the execution, and aftermath of the biggest manhunt in
British history.
Rory Carroll is a veteran journalist, award-winning author and currently the Ireland correspondent for The Guardian.
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SPOKEN WORD

THE LOST SONS OF OMAHA

The Tragic Deaths of Jake Gardner and
James Scurlock in a Fractured America

A Cultural History
By Joshua Bennett

NA

By Joe Sexton

NA

April 2023 / Knopf (PRH) / US Editor: Deb Garrison
Proposal Available — Edited MS Summer 2022

Spring 2023 / Scribner (Simon & Schuster) / US Editor: Colin Harrison
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

On May 30, 2020, amid the protests after George Floyd’s death at the hands of police, and some of the worst racial unrest Omaha, Nebraska had ever seen, 38-yearold white bar owner and Marine veteran Jake Gardner fatally shot 22-year-old
Black protestor and young father James Scurlock. What followed were two investigations of Scurlock’s death, one conducted by the white country attorney Don
Kleine, who concluded that Gardner had acted in self-defense and cut him loose
without a trial, and a second conducted by African American special prosecutor
Fred Franklin that indicted Gardner for manslaughter and demanded he face trial,
with a decade or more in prison a possible outcome. Days after Franklin’s indictment, Gardner killed himself with a single bullet to the head.

UK/Comm (Square Peg / Penguin UK)

The first book for a general audience that will unspool the human story of spoken
word poetry and the dramas, events, and characters that have defined one of the
most vibrant and influential art forms.
Anyone who encountered Homer in high school knows that poetry began as an
oral tradition, that its power was couched not on the page but in the telling. This
tradition weaves through many different cultures and periods in history, but its
modern American incarnation can be traced precisely to New York’s Nuyorican
Poets Café of the 1970s, where marginalized poets gathered to share their work
aloud. From this impassioned, purpose-built venue, the form dubbed spoken word
has penetrated communities and networks across the country as an instrument of
poetic expression, arts education, and political activism.
Today, competitive poetry slam events—in schools and community centers and on
a national and global professional circuit—attract thousands of participants, and
videos of spoken word performances rack up millions of views online. Linguistic
and performance techniques that were first honed in spoken word are evident in
the hip-hop and rap we hear on the radio, and writers and artists who got their
start at open mic nights have earned the literary world’s top honors. Nowhere is
poetry more alive than in spoken word, and its progeny.
Joshua Bennett is a poet, spoken word performer, and Assistant Professor of
English at Dartmouth. His first collection of poetry, The Sobbing School (Penguin
Books, 2016), was the winner of the 2015 National Poetry Series.

The deaths of both Scurlock and Gardner, two young sons of Omaha gone in the
prime of their lives, gave rise to an explosion of online anger and a thirst for vengeance, a potent and toxic mix of false claims and competing political agendas, all
of it propelled and distorted further by flawed investigations. The two men, each
with their own complicated backgrounds, were turned into grotesque caricatures
of themselves. Those desperate to see Gardner convicted painted him as a dangerous bigot with an entrenched family history of white supremacy, racism, and even
antisemitism. In The Lost Sons of Omaha, Joe Sexton will provide a meticulously
reported and nuanced account of Gardner and Scurlock’s deaths, parsing which
claims are true and which are simply libel.
Over the course of his storied career, Joe Sexton directed the reporting responsible
for six Pulitzer Prizes at the New York Times and ProPublica. “An Unbelievable Story of Rape,” a shocking ProPublica story Joe masterminded, became the celebrated
8-part Netflix series Unbelievable. His 2018 story, “I Don’t Want to Shoot You,
Brother,” which won an award from the National Association of Black Journalists,
is still the most-read ProPublica article in the publication’s 13-year history. He has
lectured or appeared on journalism panels at Harvard, Columbia, The Newhouse
School of Communications, and NYU, and is a regular participant at the Conference on World Affairs in Boulder, Colorado.
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EDITING

How Novels, Paintings, Songs, Movies, Speeches, and Salads Became What They Are
By Adam Moss

NA

Spring 2023 / Penguin Press (PRH) / US Editor: Ann Godoff
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

Simplified Chinese (Ginkgo)
Italian (Il Saggiatore)
Spanish (Península / Planeta)
Japanese (Hayakawa)
Korean (Across Publishing)
Adam Moss will demystify the editing process and lay bare the evolution of various
cultural creations, from books to logos to buildings to pieces of clothing, among
many other things that start as a notion and end up a fully realized piece.
High-concept yet intuitive: visual documents of creative interventions—a markedup page, an early sketch, a contact sheet—presented alongside conversations in
which the creators talk to him about how they stumbled from intuition to finished
work. Adam will involve artists across a wide array of disciplines—writers, filmmakers, architects, chefs, graphic designers—to explore a thesis about the power
of revision, delivered within an oversized, highly designed book that will fascinate,
enlighten, and inspire its readers. Spending time with Editing will be akin to eavesdropping on a galaxy of cultural stars having intimate discussions about the genesis
and refinement of their most iconic achievements. The book should be a gorgeous
artifact in itself that readers will be excited to page through and to own. He intends
for his book to be as beautiful as it is instructive and inspiring to anyone interested
in the subject of creativity.
Adam Moss spent 15 years at New York magazine and New York Media as editor-in-chief. During his tenure, New York won 41 National Magazine Awards,
including Magazine of the Year. Prior to New York, Moss was the editor of The
New York Times Magazine from 1998 to 2004, and later oversaw the Magazine,
Book Review and Culture and Style sections. He was inducted into the American
Society of Magazine Editors’ Hall of Fame in 2019. Adam’s decision to step down
from New York spurred tributes and interviews across a number of major publications, from NPR and CNN to The Guardian, the Wall Street Journal, and Columbia
Journalism Review. The New York Times declared that “his editorial ethos—curious,
skeptical, attuned to the pleasures of consumerism and the anxieties of urban life—
permanently reshaped several of the country’s most prominent publications.”

THE KINGDOM OF PREP

How the Merchant Prince Created a Fashion Queen
and Lost the J. Crew Empire
By Maggie Bullock

NA

Spring 2023 / Dey Street (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Carrie Thornton
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022
The Kingdom of Prep is the perfect marriage of entertainment, industry analysis,
and cultural commentary.
The Kingdom of Prep will open with Arthur Cinader, a man from a modestly
successful, sort of down-market retailing family, founded J. Crew. He wasn’t a true
prepster—he didn’t come from old money or graduate from the Ivy league, but the
social-climbing Arthur really wished he had. Enter J. Crew—true prep clothing
at a price point regular people could access, but so perfectly designed and quality-made that the real prepsters would covet it too. His mercurial daughter Emily
became the head designer and was so genius in that role that before long, J. Crew
was an $800 million retail fashion gorilla in need of a businessperson who could
not only handle such a scale, but grow it.
Enter Mickey Drexler and a young designer named Jenna Lyons. Jenna would
eventually become president of the company and achieve real fame as one of the
very first influencers. At J. Crew’s apex, Anna Wintour, Michelle Obama, Beyoncé, and Solange Knowles were all fans and customers. And in the final part, The
Kingdom of Prep will show how those trends also portended the biggest shift of all:
the death of the mall. The story of J. Crew is the story of the retail fashion world
and culture over the past four decades, with the most riveting characters and best
clothes imaginable.
Maggie Bullock is a journalist and former Condé Nast editor who has written for
The New York Times, Vanity Fair, Elle, and Vogue.
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GOOD COP

One Year, Three Departments, An Apology, and the Future of Policing in America
By Neil Gross

NA

Spring 2023 / Metropolitan (Macmillan) / US Editor: Riva Hocherman
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2022
Good Cop will be the result of Neil Gross’s on-the-ground, meticulous research, a
book that asks the critical question: What makes a good cop?
Long before Neil Gross was a respected public intellectual, he was a beat cop on
the streets of Berkeley, California. Just 21 years old and fresh out of UC Berkeley,
Neil wanted to make his hometown streets safer. He thought he knew what it
would take to be the kind of upstanding cop. And then late one hot summer night,
he found himself devastatingly on the wrong end of the good cop equation. That
experience changed him irrevocably, and led him out of law enforcement and back
into academia.
As a sociologist, Neil Gross kept policing firmly in his sights, but he rarely talked
about his own time on the job. Then one day, a student challenged Neil with a
question: How, exactly, would we know good policing if we saw it? Neil realized that
not only did nobody have the answer to this critical question, but nobody was even
asking it. How can we not be asking that in this moment of unrest and change?
Neil Gross decided that he would be the one to answer this question. To do it, he
would return to the streets and face not just his own past as a cop but actually find
and profile the individual cops and departments across the US that are doing measurable good despite the incredibly daunting odds almost every cop faces.

OSCAR WARS
By Michael Schulman

NA

Spring 2023 / HarperCollins / US Editor: Eli Bortz
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

Polish (Marginesy)

Romanian (SC Publica)

Oscar Wars promises to be the definitive book on the Academy Awards, from a devotee and expert who has spent years covering the glitz, glamour, buzz, and drama for
The New Yorker magazine.
In an era that has seen Hollywood’s de facto governing body reckon with itself and
its choices—see the #OscarsSoWhite callouts of recent years, and Moonlight’s Best
Picture coup during the 2016 ceremony—Michael will guide readers through the
most contentious Oscar races and the most surprising Oscars lore. At once cultural
history and character-driven story, the book will examine the moments, stars, and
themes that have cemented the awards at the center of our cultural conversation,
ensuring that whatever the context, the Oscars represent more than the Oscars.
Michael Schulman is the previous author of Her Again: Becoming Meryl Streep. A
journalist at The New Yorker covering culture and the arts, he has written features,
reviews, and over 50 “Talk of the Town” pieces. He is also the theatre editor of
Goings on About Town, and an ongoing contributor to the New York Times.

Neil Gross is the Charles A. Dana Professor and Chair of the Department of
Sociology at Colby College in Maine and a visiting scholar at NYU’s Institute for
Public Knowledge.
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WE SHARE THE SUN

CHARLESTON

The Life and Journey of Kenya’s Greatest Running Coach

Race, Water, and the Coming Storm in a Doomed City

By Sarah Gearhart

By Susan Crawford

WE

Spring 2023 / Pegasus Books / US Editor: Jessica Case
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022
At a secluded five-acre sanctuary in Kaptagat, a small village at the edge of Kenya’s
Great Rift Valley, nearly three-dozen world-class runners share simple hostel-style
dorms and endure grueling workouts on a 380-meter dirt track. Among them are
World and Olympic champions, world record holders, and, leading the pack, the
fastest marathoner of all-time. The man at the helm of this camp, who has been
running the operation for nearly two decades and is referred to by his athletes as a
“life coach,” is one of the greatest and least-heralded coaches in the world. His name
is Patrick Sang.
Gearhart has been granted access to Sang and his runners that few other reporters
in the world have been offered. Even as she recounts Sang’s remarkable story—
from being scouted in Kenya and offered a scholarship to attend the University of
Texas, to coaching himself to an Olympic medal in the 3,000-meter steeplechase,
to transitioning into coaching and laying the groundwork for a now wildly successful marathon program—We Share the Sun will take readers into Sang’s Global
Sports Camp to highlight how some of the best runners in the world train. There
is no singular secret to athletic dominance, but as readers will see, Sang’s unique
holistic philosophy is like no other approach to coaching in the world.
As it chronicles the year leading up to the 2021 Tokyo Olympics, We Share the Sun
will spotlight the relationships Sang has with three of his most prominent athletes.
It will recount the challenges, triumphs and oddities of a uniquely challenging year
while digressing back in time to recount the incredible and inspiring stories at the
heart of the book. As readers will see, the stakes—and the expectations—are always
higher for Kenyan athletes, many of whom come from impoverished backgrounds
and view running as a way to a better, more prosperous life. We Share the Sun will
turn a careful, nuanced, and empathetic eye toward athletes whose stories are too
often flattened or else disregarded entirely by major Western media outlets.
Sarah Gearhart’s work has appeared in The New York Times, the Wall Street Journal,
Runner’s World, ESPN, Vice Sports, USA TODAY Sports and Men’s Health. An avid
runner for 21 years, she has completed 14 marathons.

NA

Summer 2023 / Pegasus Books / US Editor: Jessica Case
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2022

Rights Sold:

UK/Comm (Indigo)

Charleston will turn an unflinching eye toward the beautiful, doomed, congested,
tourist-pummeled, segregated port city on the coast of South Carolina which now
finds itself crumbling under twin crises of climate and race.
Unknown to the happy, wealthy visitors who hop from one Michelin-starred
restaurant to another on the cobblestone streets of the Charleston peninsula, rapidly rising sea levels and increasingly devastating storms are mere years away from
rendering The Holy City uninhabitable. If this precarity is hidden, it is because the
city’s Black community will bear the brunt of these inequities. As Charleston will
show, the city’s mostly white government must act quickly to right wrongs long
plaguing its Black communities and to reimagine the city for the forthcoming era
of rapid climate change.Charleston will chronicle a tumultuous year in the life of
the city, in which a national reckoning on race led to the first large Black protest in
Charleston in more than 100 years, transitioning into a particularly fraught hurricane season, with each new storm holding the potential to push the coastal city
over the edge. It will follow Rev. Joseph Darby, a well-regarded Black minster with
a powerful voice across the city and region. It will follow Michelle Mapp, one of
the city’s Black leaders who left her nonprofit post to attend law school at the College of Charleston and hopes to revolutionize the systems around her. It will follow
Quinetha Frasier, a charismatic young Black entrepreneur with Gullah-Geechee
roots who is fighting to help her people retain their land from greedy white developers. And, finally, it will follow Jacob Lindsey, the young white city planner
charged with running the city’s 10 year “comprehensive strategy” efforts—a process
that, considering the city’s structural flaws, turns out to be far more daunting than
Lindsey could have imagined. Despite the odds they all face, in the form of institutional racism and environmental chaos, these are creative, courageous individuals
fighting to reform the heart of Charleston and to chart a new future for its citizens.
Susan Crawford is the author of three books, most recently Fiber: The Coming
Tech Revolution and Why America Might Miss It.
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A PAIR OF ACES

The Unlikely, Unusual, Unbreakable Friendship Between
John Glenn and Ted Williams
By Adam Lazarus

NA

THE CROSSING

Life, Love, War and Peace in El Paso
By Richard Parker

WE

Fall 2023 / Kensington Books / US Editor: Denise Silvestro
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

Fall 2023 / Mariner Books (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Peter Hubbard
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023

A Pair of Aces will unearth exciting new research, including unpublished letters,
diaries and manuscripts, declassified military documents, and other never-before-cited materials, to chronicle the unique and exceptional relationship between
two twentieth century American icons.

A multilayered narrative of the US-Mexico border told through the history of the
city of El Paso: an oasis, gateway, and portal between places, people, and times. The
region has served for millennia as a crossing for migrations south to north and east
to west, and the history of El Paso offers both surprises and lessons for us all.

Forged in the throes of battle, when The Splendid Splinter served as wingman to
the decorated Marine pilot John Glenn, theirs was a bond that withstood not only
the dire challenges of war but also the tests of time, distance, political discord, and
clashing lifestyles. A PAIR OF ACES will rescue this incredible story from the
margins of American history and shed new light on the myriad ways these two
remarkable men impacted one another’s lives and careers. Rich with well-rendered
scenes and meticulously researched social and cultural context, A PAIR OF ACES
is a story about the incredible fraternal bond between soldiers, the demands of
fame and public service, and the resilience of friendship.

In the spirit of critically acclaimed works such as Lawrence Wright’s God Save Texas
and Juan Gonzalez’s now-classic history the Harvest of an Empire, The Crossing will
provide readers with critical insights into the role of Latinos in America — and
demonstrate the ways in which questions of race, power, and culture in El Paso are
inextricably linked with both the past and present of the United States. Counter
to prevailing narratives of the Lone Star State as a place of gun-toting Wild West
mavericks, El Paso has long defined itself as a center of cooperation, progress,
and racial harmony: a society that normalized intermarriage in the 19th century;
established one of the nation’s first integrated school districts in the 1950s; and, as
early as 1965, became the first large Latino-majority city in the United States. This
is not to say that El Paso has been untouched by violence or racial bigotry. As a
crucial gateway to both Mexico and the American West, El Paso has played host to
its share of armed conflicts over the last six centuries, often grappling with outsiders who brought their own battles to this otherwise peaceful place. Indigenous
tribes fought for primacy; conquistadors staked their claim; and both Mexican and
American troops shed blood on the banks of the Rio Grande in clashes over land
and power. More than simply a chronicle of character and events, Parker offers a
deep analysis of El Paso’s significance as a model for a country in flux. As we enter
a post-Trump era, Parker argues, we must look to El Paso and its history as a way
of understanding our increasingly multiracial nation — the tensions and the promise of a place where healing and cooperation have prevailed time and time again.

While A PAIR OF ACES will no doubt appeal to readers of Ben Bradlee Jr.’s
bestselling biography The Kid, it will also draw in readers of successful works of
narrative history that chronicle the unlikely ties between American icons, such
as Linda Hirshman’s Sisters in Law: How Sandra Day O’Connor and Ruth Bader
Ginsberg Went to the Supreme Court and Changed the World and Gordon S. Wood’s
Friends Divided: John Adams and Thomas Jefferson. A PAIR OF ACES will appeal
not only to devoted readers of narrative history but also military history and culture, tapping into the strong readership that made books such as Sebastian Junger’s
Tribe such a tremendous success.
Adam Lazarus is the author of four books, including the critically acclaimed
Hail to the Redskins. His writing has appeared in ESPN the Magazine, the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution and USA Today, among many other publications. Lazarus
is tremendously excited about writing A PAIR OF ACES and eager to leverage
his connections with colleagues and news and media organizations nationwide in
order to promote this exciting work to major critical and commercial success.

Richard Parker is the son of a Mexican mother and an American father, he grew
up in El Paso and has spent much of his life living and writing about his hometown and native state for The Atlantic, Texas Monthly, Politico Magazine, The New
Republic, The Los Angeles Times, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, and
The New York Times, among others.
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PSYCHEDELIC OUTLAWS

COMMITTED

Survival on the Edge of Medicine
By Dr. Joanna Kempner

Finding Meaning in Madness
NA

Spring 2024 / Hachette Books / US Editor: Lauren Marino
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2023
Psychedelic Outlaws follows the Clusterbusters, who suffer debilitating cluster headache, and their leader and pioneer of DIY psychedelic pain treatments, Bob Wold,
to tell the story of how a motley group of people united only by pain and the
internet developed their very own medicine from a home-grown fungus and, improbably, managed to get academics at Yale University to trial their drug protocol.
In the process, this extraordinary story reminiscent of John Carreyrou’s Bad Blood
explores how our most innovative therapies for pain are being developed underground by sick people forced to experiment on their own just to find relief, and
how, in turn, corporations and “Big Med” stand to profit from their transgressions.
Joanna Kempner, Associate Professor of Sociology at Rutgers, writes, researches,
and teaches at the intersections of science, medicine, and inequality. Kempner
is internationally known for her research on overlooked problems in health and
illness, giving voice to those without power and challenging how medicine talks
about, understands, and makes policies for those it serves. As the premier expert on
the social impact of headache diseases, she is often featured in policy debates and
media discussions about pain, for example, speaking to the Congressional Women’s
Congress in Fall 2020 about how COVID-19 will exacerbate gender bias in the
study and treatment of invisible diseases. In addition. Kempner is an elected officer
in the American Sociological Association, which maintains its own press office,
and a team member of “Outlaw Science,” an interdisciplinary group of scholars
dedicated to researching DIY medicine biomedical citizen science. Her research
has also been extensively covered by major national media outlets, including
NPR¸ the Washington Post, Associated Press, Science, the Guardian, and the Philadelphia Inquirer. She was featured alongside Joan Didion and Siri Hustvedt in the
award-winning 2017 documentary Out of My Head.

By Suzanne Scanlon

NA

Spring 2024 / Vintage (PRH) / US Editor: Ellie Pritchett
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2023

Rights Sold:

UK/Comm (John Murray)

Part memoir, part cultural exploration of what Suzanne calls “the madwoman
canon”, Suzanne tells her story through the stories of other women as she explores
breakdown and madness in real life and in the literature she reads.
When Suzanne was a student in the 90s, grieving the loss of her mother—feeling
untethered and swimming through inarticulable pain—she made a suicide attempt
at 20 that landed her in the New York State Psychiatric Institute. Suzanne ended
up being committed for years, itself an excessive and problematic course of treatment—it would take her years to recover. COMMITTED is Suzanne’s story about
discovery and recovery from breakdown to breakthroughs. It’s about becoming a
woman and madness. It’s a book about how linked these two processes can be; for
Suzanne, she became a woman and became mad at the same time.
COMMITTED is inspired by her decades spent reading, writing, and teaching
literature about women and madness, from Virginia Woolf and Charlotte Perkins
Gilman 100 years earlier, to Shulamith Firestone. Suzanne came to understand her
suffering as part of something larger. Frances Farmer, Jean Seberg, Sylvia Plath:
these are women whose stories get reduced to “crazy chick” narratives, rather than
complicated stories of self-actualization. Toni Morrison and Marguerite Duras
taught Suzanne how to recognize her own pain and need. It was a thrilling discovery, and she searched for more woman writers, as the journey of her life converged
with her journey through the literature that ultimately saves her. Throughout,
COMMITTED interrogates an ever-shifting mental health system that has proven
itself flawed at best and harmful at worst. It argues for making room for a spiritual journey, using madwomen as a guide, one that doesn’t need to lead to despair.
COMMITTED seeks to offer readers hope and inspiration, reclaiming the idea of
the “madwoman” as one template for insight and transcendence.
Suzanne Scanlon is an MFA/MA candidate and a Litowitz Fellow in Creative
Writing at Northwestern University.
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TRIPPY

WE DON’T EVEN KNOW YOU ANYMORE

Unearthing the Past, Perils and Promise of Medicinal
Psychedelics
By Ernesto Londoño

A Journey into the Heart, Science, Politics, and
Possibilities of Change
NA

Spring 2024 / Celadon (Macmillan) / US Editor: Ryan Doherty
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2023
In 2017, Ernesto moved to a glamorous ocean-view penthouse in Rio de Janeiro to
start his dream job—but weeks into his new life, Ernesto was overcome by crippling
loneliness, overwhelming despair, and suicidal ideation. Desperate to feel better,
Ernesto made a spontaneous decision: he signed up for an ayahuasca retreat.
The profound, life-altering experiences that followed—from the dramatic changes
to his diet and dating life to the glimmering possibility of true healing and inner
peace—prompted Ernesto to take a deep journalistic dive into the “Wild West”
of ayahuasca, ultimately leading to this groundbreaking new book. Readers will
be mesmerized by the history of ayahuasca use in Indigenous communities and
Christian rituals; the fascinating science of this and similar substances and their
potential impacts on brain activity and mental health; and the bright spots, dark
sides, and economic implications of the modern ayahuasca retreat center industry.
A stunningly written and incredibly honest personal narrative, TRIPPY will take
readers on an enthralling, brilliantly reported investigative journey through the
largely unregulated yet increasingly legitimated—and lucrative—world of medicinal psychedelics.
TRIPPY will take a close look at, and tackle big questions about, an industry in
which healers and hope offset charlatans and cultural appropriation. Then, too,
Ernesto will use his story of personal transformation to inform and inspire readers
who may be entertaining the idea of medicinal psychedelics for themselves or their
loved ones. With the masterful reportage and storytelling of Rebecca Skloot’s The
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks (over 2 million copies sold), the vital scientific
insights and tender prose of Siddhartha Mukherjee’s The Emperor of All Maladies
(over 463K copies sold), and the vibrant sense of place and respectful, authentic representation of indigenous cultures invoked by Katherine Boo’s Behind the
Beautiful Forevers (over 498K copies sold), TRIPPY is sure to be a riveting work of
literary merit and vast commercial success.

By Benoit Denizet-Lewis

NA

Spring 2024 / William Morrow (HarperCollins) / US Editor: Mauro DiPreta
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2023

Rights Sold:

Korean (Woongjin Think Big)

UK/Commonwealth (Allen Lane)

Benoit Denizet-Lewis investigates how and why we change our behaviors, identities, and beliefs during a time of staggering cultural and demographic upheaval.
We Don’t Even Know You Anymore will begin by transporting readers into the lives
of four people actively embarking on journeys to transform their lives, personalities, identities, and brains. Denizet-Lewis will explore the different pathways to
change, examining the validity and effectiveness of unexpected radical change,
therapeutic change, change facilitated by life coaches, and pharmacological interventions. He will also explore the intersection of personal change, social change,
and public policy, exploring how some of our most dearly held (and often mistaken) cultural and political beliefs about sexuality, incarceration, economic mobility,
and political persuasion make change possible for some—while keeping it out of
reach for many. In the final part of the book, Denizet-Lewis will return to the four
characters who have embarked on journeys of transformation and report on the
ways in which they’ve succeeded and failed, revealing the insights they’ve learned—
and we’ve learned—along the way.
Benoit Denizet-Lewis is a longtime contributing writer at The New York Times
Magazine and a tenured professor at Emerson College

Ernesto Londoño is a journalist for The New York Times. He served as Brazil
bureau chief from 2017 to 2022. He was born and raised in Bogotá, Colombia.
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YOU’RE WATCHING DISNEY CHANNEL
How One Network Changed Young Hollywood Forever
By Ashley Spencer

NA

THE SIRENS’ CALL
Life in the Attention Age
By Chris Hayes

NA

Spring 2024 / St. Martin’s Press (Macmillan) / US Editor: Sarah Grill
Proposal Available — Edited MS Fall 2023

Fall 2024 / Penguin Press (PRH) / US Editor: Scott Moyers
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2024

The first and only book to tell the story of Disney Channel and its magical, miraculous heyday.

In the 60s, 7 of the 10 largest U.S. companies by assets were oil companies. Markets
understood that fossil fuels were the single most valuable resource in the post-war
global order. But what about today? As you read this, the largest company in the
world by market capitalization is Apple, followed by Microsoft, Alphabet, Facebook, China’s Tencent, Amazon, and Tesla.

It wasn’t always destined for greatness: by the early ‘90s the lineup was a scattered
selection of nature programming and live broadcasts like the American Teacher
Awards. But then, Disney hit gold, launching a random reboot of the ‘50s stalwart The Mickey Mouse Club. In a nationwide talent hunt, they cast a roster of
then-unknowns which included Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera, Justin Timberlake, Ryan Gosling, JC Chasez, and Keri Russell. The show — and the channel —
exploded with tweens. And a new target demo was born.
Under the guidance of their new network president, Anne Sweeney, Disney leaned
into their new direction hard, becoming the first network to create programming
for kids aged 9-14 that their parents could still stomach watching—all produced
at once, with no more than sixty-five episodes per show. Even Stevens and Lizzie
McGuire were part of that first mold; That’s So Raven would be the first to break
it when the network ordered seventy-eight episodes in order to avoid the uproar
that met the “cancellation” of the first two. It was clear that fans wanted more, and
Disney wanted to give it to them. But they’d made the mistake of letting Britney,
Christina, and Justin go on to lucrative careers which didn’t give them a cut of
the money, a mistake they’d quickly rectify by locking their talent into restrictive,
all-encompassing contracts. Disney was a star maker, churning out endless content
to ravenous fans. But, as recent years have shed light on the intense struggles that
come with burdening your young stars with purity rings, morality clauses, paparazzi, weight loss, sexuality, drug use, and no support network, the question remains:
did Disney create stars, or just use them before abandoning them when things got
hairy?
Ashley Spencer is an entertainment writer and reporter who has written for outlets
The New York Times, The Washington Post, VICE, Vanity Fair, Vulture, The Hollywood Reporter, Oprah Magazine, Bustle, Insider, and The Guardian.

Chris Hayes argues that these companies now control the commanding heights of
international capitalism because, as we’ve entered an era of widespread, cheap, and
renewable energy, attention has displaced fossil fuels as the most valuable resource
on Earth. Attention is finite, it has hard limits. Its very nature compels us to select
and distinguish, to choose what we pay attention to, either consciously or unconsciously. Chris offers the first story and theory of attention as a foundational
resource, and how the rabid pursuit of the value in that attention is transforming
markets, institutions, society, and our human relations. THE SIREN’S CALL is
the definitive chronicle of what it means to live in a world where attention rules
everything, marking something epoch-shaping, a break in human history.
A new era is upon us—the Attention Age. But unlike land, coal, or capital, the
chief resource of this age is actually embedded in our psyches. Extracting it requires cracking into minds. Chris suggests that there is no subject more central to
our collective experience of life right now, across societies and cultures, than this
strangely familiar but precious commodity. Once revealed, you can’t help but see
it everywhere: From our personal lives—the tense, frequent household battles over
putting down phones and listening to each other—to work, where the awkward air
of constant distraction looms over every single Zoom meeting, to the wider culture
and world where governments and companies are working desperately, and round
the clock, to win the battle for attention and control the future. Chris’s hallmark
weave of storytelling, observation, and philosophical exegesis explores how competition for the resource of attention drives all of modern life.
Chris Hayes is the Emmy-winning host of MSNBC’s All in With Chris Hayes and
the author of two New York Times bestselling books, Twilight of the Elites and, most
recently, A Colony in a Nation.
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EMPIRE OF THE ELITE

ON MY HONOR

Condé Nast and the End of an American Era
By Michael M. Grynbaum

The Secret History of the Boy Scouts of America
NA

Fall 2024 / Simon & Schuster / US Editor: Eamon Dolan
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2024

Rights Sold:

UK/Comm (Hodder Studio)

Every civilization has its mythmakers, the creators and cultural arbiters who tell
us what ideas, images, and people are worthy of our attention. For sheer scale, few
entities in history have matched the mythmaking operation that was Condé Nast
Publications during its heyday.
This will be the first book-length history of a company that defined the tastes and
culture of the late 20th and early 21st centuries. What made Condé Nast successful was simple: the brilliant and mercurial and ambitious people who made the
magazines; they were the gatekeepers who decided what mattered and offered those
opinions to more than 100 million readers every month.
Though at first blush a book about Condé Nast might sound like New York media
inside baseball, the dramatic story of the company’s rise—and its diminution over
the past decade— touches on virtually all aspects of life and culture, just as its
magazines did at their peaks. The complicated, class-anxious characters behind
Vogue, Vanity Fair, The New Yorker, GQ, Bon Appétit, and many others manufactured a vision of luxury and sophistication that shaped consumer habits, cultural
trends, intellectual attitudes, and political beliefs the world over. EMPIRE OF
THE ELITE will explore how even today, as the company convulses amidst financial losses and tense debates about its own culture, we are indebted to the Condé
aesthetic and ethos. The book will offer readers a new way of thinking about class,
influence, and the things we value—accompanied by no small serving of delicious
gossip, behind-the-curtain stories, and newsworthy tidbits about the celebrities
and personalities featured in the glossy pages of Condé Nast’s magazines. And it is
a story of outsiders becoming insiders, as the cultural, Hollywood, and media elite
replaced the Ivy League East Coast WASPs that had defined American notions of
status and prestige from the 1800s through the 1960s, and the story of the ultimate influencers before the term was coined.
Michael M. Grynbaum is a media correspondent for The New York Times, covering the intersection of business, culture and politics.

By Kim Christensen

NA

Fall 2024 / Grand Central (Macmillan) / US Editor: Colin Dickerman
Proposal Available — Edited MS Spring 2024
As Spotlight did with the Church, ON MY HONOR will use the dramatic rise and
fall of the Boy Scouts to upend a quintessential American institution that has reflected and shaped our culture, burnishing its image at the expense of the innocent.
It will pull together themes of youth culture, boyhood, systemic abuse, and what it
means to “make men” to form a devastating indictment that dismantles the mythology of the Boy Scouts and calls into question its very existence.
There have been more than 100 million Boy Scouts, from the kid next door to
the rich and famous. Bill Clinton, Bill Gates, George W. Bush, Harrison Ford, J
John F. Kennedy, John Wayne, Martin Luther King Jr., Michael Jordan, Steven
Spielberg, and Walter Cronkite all have worn the uniform. ON MY HONOR
will speak to the millions who have been impacted by the Boy Scouts: men who
joined in the 60s, 70s, or 80s; mothers and fathers who sent, or still send, their
children; and anyone who’s ever bought popcorn to support a local troop. It’s for
parents grappling with the question of “how to raise a boy” and for anyone wondering if gender-specific organizations can, or should, still exist. It’s for people who
cry when they hear the Scouts Law because they’re inspired and for those who cry
because they’re still trying to heal.
Both news-breaking and evergreen, ON MY HONOR is for nonfiction readers
interested in sweeping narratives, secret histories, hot-button issues, and meticulous reporting. We see it sharing a shelf with bestsellers such as: Empire of Pain:
The Secret History of the Sackler Dynasty by Patrick Radden Keefe; The Secret Race:
Inside the Hidden World of the Tour de France by Tyler Hamilton and Daniel Coyle;
The Smartest Guys in the Room: The Amazing Rise and Scandalous Fall of Enron by
Bethany McLean (Ben Glisan Jr., Enron’s former treasurer, was nicknamed Enron’s
“Boy Scout”); and Going Clear: Scientology, Hollywood, and the Prison of Belief by
Lawrence Wright (L. Ron Hubbard was, in fact, a former Boy Scout).
Kim Christensen is an investigative reporter on the Los Angeles Times’ projects
team. He has shared two Pulitzer Prizes for investigations of the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service and of fertility fraud at UC Irvine.
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ACM’S FOREIGN CO-AGENTS
UK/ANZ – Non-exclusive

		efiles@aevitascreative.com

Brazil – Agência Riff

Japan – Nonfiction: The English Agency
		hamish@eaj.co.jp

Fiction & Children’s: Tuttle-Mori Agency

		joaopaulo@agenciariff.com.br
		laura@agenciariff.com.br

		ken@tuttlemori.com

Bulgaria – ELST Literary Agency

		danny@dannyhong.co.kr

		111@kalina-stefanova.com

China / Taiwan / Indonesia / Thailand / Vietnam –
The Grayhawk Agency
		grayhawk@grayhawk-agency.com

Eastern Europe – Prava I Prevodi

		milena@pravaiprevodi.org

France – Agence Michelle Lapautre
		catherine@lapautre.com

Germany – Agence Hoffman

		c.lichte@agencehoffman.de

Greece – Ersilia Literary Agency
		info@ersilialit.com

Korea – Danny Hong Agency

Poland – Book/lab Literary Agency
		piotr@literatura.com.pl

Romania – Simona Kessler Agency
		marina@kessler-agency.ro

Russia – Nova Littera Agency
		pravaru@gmail.com

Scandinavia – Sebes & Bisseling Literary Agency
		sebes@sebes.nl
		bisseling@sebes.nl

Spain / Portugal – The Foreign Office
		teresa@theforeignoffice.net

The Netherlands – Sebes & Bisseling Literary Agency

Israel – The Deborah Harris Agency

		geula@thedeborahharrisagency.com

		sebes@sebes.nl
		bisseling@sebes.nl

Italy – The Italian Literary Agency

Turkey – Anatolia Lit Agency

		beatrice.beraldo@italianliterary.com

		amy@anatolialit.com
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